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Gerety To Leave Trinity
Trinity's Future
Examined

Accepts Presidency
Of Amherst College

BY PETER M. FRIEDMAN &
AMY MCGILL
Senior Editor & News Editor

Tom Gerety's sudden departure leaves Trinity facing a
multitude of questions about its
future. Among most obvious
issues are: who will be the interim president, and who will
bethenextpermanentpresident;
where the new president will
live in light of the fact thatPresident Gerety moved off of campus and the old president's
house was converted in to the
new admissions office; how the
College's as yet-unannounced
Capital Development Fund
drive will be affected and
whether or not Dean of Faculty
Jan Cohn's resignation will still
stand.
President Gerety leaves
Trinity in a time of transition.
Many of the plans that he instigated and began at Trinity are
incomplete. How and if his plans
will continue to be carried out
are going tobe crucial the future
of the institution.
In tferrns of the neiar future,
Board of Trustees Chairman
Alfred Koeppel '54 said that the
Board hoped to have an interim
president named by March 19,
the next time that the Trustees
formally meet,
According to Associate

BY AMY MCGILL &
PETER M.FRIEDMAN
News Editor & Senior Editor

President Tom Gerety at a gathering last semester. e PHOTOGRAPHY
Dean of the Faculty J. Ronald dent. When Funston left to beSpencer '61, the college has ap- come the President of iV\e New
pointed interim president's York Stock Exchange an 1951,
twke^incefhe 19409,both times
Spencer said "My inclinapromoting from the inside.
When Remsen Brinckerhoff tion is to think that there aie at
Ogilby drowned in 1943, Pro- least several people at the Colfessor Arthur Howard Hughes lege who are distinguished
was chosen to lead the College scholars and teachers who
until Trinity Alumnus George would do quite a fine job as an
Keith Funston became Presiplease turn to page 7

Employment Policies Investigated
BY ELI LAKE
Senior Editor

Two years ago a group of
students with the Progressive
>tudent Alliance met with some
members of the faculty and
Marriott staff to discuss forming a union of food workers at
Marriott.
The idea seemed logical
and pragmatic at the time to all
those in attendance at those
meetings, Marriott workers
had no contractual legal guarantee of working from one year
to the next and most employees
of Marriott were earning little
more than minimum wage.
Like so many student movements this one was high on ideals, but lacked the necessary
understanding of real power to
accomplish its goals.
The concerns of the stu-

paid dishwasher.
iMiiriioll's M,in.it*<'mcnl
The conclusion of many
Hi Prat :l i(.ios I n yes I iga I vxI of these meetings was that although a union seemed like
dents included a variety of the best method of realizing
things. Students were con- better conditions for Marriott
cerned that Marriott employees employees, the management
could not take part in the rest of of Marriott stood in the way of
the college community by tak- realizing such a goal, Research
ing courses or using the library. done for this article shows that
The only part of the college they not much has changed in the
were given access to was the last two years in Marriott. The
gym. At the time an employee management continues to do
remarked, "It's as if the college what it can to prevent the foronly thinks of us as implements mation of a union and many
that cook food, we are not of the employees have learned
thoughtofashumanbeingswith to temper their resentment of
minds to develop." The stu- the management in low whisdents were also concerned with pers so as not to be heard and
the arrangement of health care threatened. All of the employbenefits for the employees. ees who were spoken with in
There was a flat rate system relation to this article spoke
where the health care packages on the condition of anonymity
cost the same for high paid man- for fear of repercussions from
agers, as it did for the lowest
please turn to page 10

In a shocking and sudden
development Trinity President
Tom Gerety announced on Friday that he would be leaving
the College to assume the presidency of Amherst College, in
Amherst,
Massachusetts.
Gerety, the 17th man to hold the
office of President in Trinity's
171 year history will begin his
responsibilities as the 17thPresidentof Amherst during the summer of 1994. He replaces Peter
R. Pouncey, who has been the
President of Amherst since 1983.
The announcement came as
a surprise to the Trinity community, as there had been no
indication that Gerety, who has
been President of the College
since the fall of 1989, was planning to move on. According to
sources, senior members of the
College Administration were
ing. However, individuals who
did not wish to be identified
said that Gerery had been seriously considering the prospect
as early as two weeks ago.

Other members of the College community were notified
of Gerety's decision via a tersely
worded statement released at
approximately 1:00 Friday afternoon. The statement said that
Gerety had accepted the Presidency of Amherst College, "although the offer came unbidden."
Gerety evidently had not
pursued the position at
Amherst. According to President Gerety, he was first approached by Chairman of the
Amherst board of Trustees,
Charles R. Longsworth, in December of 1993 . Up until that
point the only involvement
Gerery had in the procedures to
replace Pouncey had been to
recommend another candidate
for the position.
Longsworth queried Gerety as to whether or not he had
any interest in the position. According to President Gerety, at
some time around January 1,
199$, b,e told Longsworth that
he was not interested in the job.
Amherst persisted in their pursuit of Gerety, until he finally
agreed on February 10 th to accept the position.
please turn to page 9

KKT Votes To End
Existence At Trinity
BYJMBARR
Editor-in-Chief

The Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority voted to end its existence on the Trinity campus at a
meeting on Sunday night,
According to Emelie East
'94, president of Kappa Kappa
Gamma (Kappa), the sorority
now plans to phase out its existence and will not hold a rush in
the fall of 1994. In the last week,
the sorority has had to decide
whether to phase out or to go
underground. Earlier attempts
to form an umbrella organization with a fraternity had also
fallen apart.
The Kappa sorority had
drawn up a plan with the brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha (Pike) to

merge and become one organization while still maintaining
some separate functions. This
proposal was submit to the administration for review, butEast
said that such a merger has now
been vetoed by the national organization. They were "not excited about it," she said.
According to East, the national organization was unhappy with the idea of a merger,
because it would be a first for
the female only organization.
East said that the national's
problem with Kappa merging
with a fraternity was that it
would be a first for the nationwide Kappa organization, and
would set a precedent that the
organization wasn't sure it
please turn to page 12
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Restaurant Review
Weicker's Agencta
In the Name ofth
Father reviewed
Movie Times

• War of the Worlds
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• Cliff's Top-10
Movies of 1993

War of the States
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Gerety Top-20 .
Valentines Day...
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Looking Forward
e believe that if President Gerety didn't
love Trinity—and every indication seems
to say that he didn't—then it's a good thing that
he's leaving.
Presidents of schools must represent the quintessence of loyalty and love for their institutions.
Their job is to sell their campus as the greatest
place on earth. To attract new faculty, better
students, and more money for their college. Presidents are, if nothing more, the symbolic representation for their schools; and therefore their enthusiasm must be at least that of the most loyal
alumni.
In this respect despite all the smiles that he's
flashed us over the last five years, President Gerety
ultimately failed.
The timing of Gerety's decision proves further
betrayal. Trinity has been left in the middle of a
major transition without its two top officials—
President and Dean of the Faculty. This is compounded by the recent conflicts with the Greeks,
troubles with academic freedom, and the ever
present deterioration of the neighborhood.
All of these factors leave us extremely vulnerable. Not only must we find a way to continue the
support of the capital fvmd; %6& «&e"ifrasViatW.'
work to finish the improvement projects that have
been started.
Still, we must not dwell on these points. It is
important that we choose an interim president
who is respected by faculty, students, and alumni

as quickly as possible. This acting president must
have strong ties to the school and be willing to
fight through the difficult times to come.
And these will be difficult times: admission
applications will probably drop, faculty may leave,
and annual giving could decrease. But we believe
that in the end the school will be stronger.
Alfred Koeppel, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, said it best, 'Trinity has been around since
1823, and has had its problems in the past, but it
has survived. We will survive, and be stronger for
it after Tom is gone."
Those that give up on this school, like President
Gerety has, don't recognize the incredible opportunity we now have to chart its future. We are
duty-bound by memories of Bantams past to persevere and grow stronger. The selection of a new
permanent president shouldbe a carefulbut quick
process. Students, faculty, and alumni should
come together to find someone fit to represent
Trinity.
The power inherent in that selection has the
potential to make Trinity whatever it wants to be.
With President Gerety's resignation, Trinity is
alone in control of its destiny. The next few years
^^^i^^^ll^^^^i^#^|l^^tit school

into what we want. The opportunity to prove
Gerety's decision a mistake. The opportunity to
make Trinity "the greatest liberal arts college in
the world."
—The Trinity Tripod
The Good, The Bad

L. Sarr '95

Matthew B. Prince'96

...And The Ugly
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Reactions To Gerety's Resignation
Future Of The
To the Editor:
Speaking as amember of the Greek
system at Trinity, I feel that President
Gerety's resignation, however unexpected, will not result in a significant
change in the fraternity and sorority
situation and its impact on the social
life of the student body.
While many may be shouting
"Gerety's outta here!" down the Long
Walk, with the hope that the requirements and restrictions mandated for
the Greek system may now be removed,
I expect that the College will seek a new
President who will help to expedite the
fall requirements of the coed mandate
for 1995.
I am unaware of the reasons for his
resignation, but one thing that I have
observed is that President Gerety has
not been leading the charge to implement the Trustee's mandate by the fall
of 1995. The Trustees, faculty, and administration view coeducation and the
equality of students to be delivered by
restrictions on the freedoms of choice

Trusteeshavedemanded. MaybePresident Gerety doesn't agree with the need
for coed fraternities, and is trying to
lessen the effects of the coed requirements in the interests of the students.
Maybe he has looked to Amherst to
relieve his frustrations, unable to accomplish what he wanted to at Trinity
because he wasn't in complete agreement with the wishes of others.
Either way, the Trustees still require coeducation by the fall of 1995,
and with President Gerety leaving, it is
very likely that they will pursue a President who will wholeheartedly support
and enforce the requirements of the
coed mandate, leaving little room for
negotiation.
I realize that many members of the
Trinity can be upset with President
Gerety, and tend to instantly blame him
for things that occur which they disagree with. However, I think we all
should realize who has the real power
at this college. Fraternities and sororities will be coed by 1995 or they won't
be recognized by the school. With a

One can only hope that the new President will seek a
balance between the interests of the students, which is
what really matters, and the wishes of the Trustees,
r
aculty, and Administration.
and association, even as far as social new President on the way, things may
ife; freedoms that I expected to be my now move a little quicker and the flexwn as I entered college life. President ibility that Greek organizations were
3erety, in my opinion, does not neces- working with may disappear. Starting
iarily agree completely with the views next fall, some fraternities and sororif others that men interacting with men ties will be coed, some will go undersocially,, and women, interacting;,with ..•
women socially, reflects inequality/* - "i
In dealing with the College trying alumni will be even more upset ttfan
o find a way for my fraternity to sur- they have been up until now. One can
ive through all of this mess, I have only hope that the new President will
loticed that President Gerety has actu- seek a balance between the interests of
illy served as a mediator in the process. the students, which is what really matWhile the Trustees have commanded ters, and the wishes of the Trustees,
:heir requirements for what the social faculty, and Administration. Unfortuives of students should be like, it seems nately, with the Trustees holding the
that President Gerety has recognized cards, that is unlikely.
the interests of the Greek organizations,
Graham Johnston '94
and has tried to find a middle ground
President
or each organization so that they reEpsilon Alpha Chapter
flect a certain degree of coeducation,
ut not in such a strict manner as the
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity

Skeptical Of Gerety's Motives
To the Editor:
We, as seniors, would like to express
our sentiment over the resignation of
Tom Gerety as President of Trinity College. In our four years at Trinity we have
neverfeltthatPresidenlGeretyhas taken
a sincere interest in the student body.
This is demonstrated by his recent move
from the campus. While we understand
the difficulties of raising a family on a
college campus such as ours, we must
ask why he so radically changed the

comes yet another posi tion in the administration mat must be filled. The college
now must seek a President as well as a
Dean of Faculty. This leaves the college
in a very difficult situation that the President must surely understand and consider before making such an important
decision.
Finally, we must ask, is this a responsible action on President Gerety's
part or a selfish attempt at career advancement? We resent, our educational
experience beingused as a stepping stone

Finally, we must ask, is this a responsible action on President Gerety's part or a selfish attempt at career advancement?
college structure just one year before he
would consider moving on.
In addition, President Gerety's lack
of caring for the college can be seen in the
number of projects mat he leaves unfinished. The first and most obvious of
these is the Strategic Plan that he has
shoved down our throats for the past
two years. If he is so excited about it, why
can't he stay to see it completed? Secondly, with the President's resignation

to greater personal success. In the end,
however, we feel that Trinity's supposed
loss is not a loss at all but instead the
opportunity to gain a President who is
legitimately concerned with the needs of
our college, its students, and the surrounding community.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Schwartz'94
Lorna Archdeacon '94

Faculty Member's Response
To the Editor:
My first reaction to President
Gerety's resignation was one of consternation. I was upset not so much by the
fact, as by its riming. I am Chairman of
the Search Committee for a new Dean of
the Faculty and I immediately realized
that the resignation would both make
the search more difficult and raise the
cost of failure.
My second reaction was that it was
good for bom Trinity and the President
that he got his new position. Once he
was seriously willing to entertain a move
toasimilarinstiturion,itwasbestforliim
and the College that he actually make
that move. I consider Tom to be a friend
and he has my congratulations and good

wishes for success in his new position.
Trinity now has an extraordinary
opportunity. The resignation is likely to
rouse faculty leadership. Furthermore,
tile search for a new Dean has, so far,
gone well. We have some excellent candidates anditis still my hope that we will
have a permanent new Dean on July 1st.
I believe Trinity will attract equally
distinguished candidates for President.
Thus, although there maybe some delay,
we will be able to achieve the the goals
set in the strategic plan as well as others
which, under an energized faculty and
new leadership, we might set for ourselves.
Howard DeLong
Department of Philosophy

Every Cloud Has A Silver Lining
To the Editor:
I wasn't surprised to hear about
President Gerety's departure from Trinity, but I was caught off guard when I
learned of his new destination, Amherst.
I am sure that there are many people who
are happy that Gerety is leaving, but I am
not one of them.
It seems that the controversial President managed to accomplish a very important initiative here at Trinity, and I
am not directly referring to the Strategic
Plan, but what occurred due to it. Trinity
students began to care. Not that they
didn't before, but it seems more people
became interested in taking control over
their destiny here at Trinity.
Motivatedby his actions.issues such
as student empowerment have filled the

although many were not happy with
Gerety's ambitions, the reactions have
proved to be fruitful.
I am not sad to see Gerety leave
Trinity, but I am disappointed. He will
not be around for the implementation of
the Strategic Plan, the mark of his Trinity
career. I have always believed that you
should finish what you start, not leave
the responsibility to others.
All in all, I hope that the departure
ofourshorttermPresidenrdoesnotiiave
a negative affect on our community. I
don't think it will. Trinity seems to be
resilient to jusrabouteveryfhing. Gerety
has left a permanent mark on the College, and it will be a long time before he
is forgotten. I can't wait to see what he
does at Amherst.

To the Editor

bat we fail fo realize that we had a
President who was willing to listen
I am, writing in regard to Presi- and act upon reasonable requests
dent Gerefy's decision to accept a bid made by the student body. I know
for the position of President of Arn- because I knocked on Ms door many
herst College. Though I was not times, on behalf of the students of
around during the time we last Trinity College. Howls fhenextPresichanged presidents, I imagine this dent going to treat the students? Will
processhasagreatimpacton thecam- the students have a. voice?
munlty at large. As I share my views
There is one lesson that 1 have
on the matter, I urge you to consider learned from this, I have teen told
the impact that this will have on our many times, while seeking to improve
campus life.
student .representation on various
I came to Trinity in. September committees (Faculty, Administrative,

We often speak about student empowernment, but we
fitit to realize that we had a President who wm willing
to listen and act upon reasonable requests made by the
student body.
1990. By this time, o ur President had
been In office a year. This Was a time
of hope, a time of vision. With a
leader who understood the -realities
Df inner-city America, Trinity College
sought to rejuvenate itself. The Hartford community stopped being an
obstacle and began being a place for
learning and giving.
1 have been a part of fhe process
that President Gerety began. He was
able to join Trustees, Administrator,
faculty, and students in the process of
making a better Trinity, He was able
to gaftier fhe opinions at these four
different forces on carnpu$ and come
upwithaplanfcf abetter Trinity: The
Strategic Plan.
As a Senior, 1 was leaving Trinity
w.ith the confidence that these plans
would be actualized. My confusion at
this point leads me to question the
future oJt this institution. We often
s peak about student empowernment,

and Trustee), lhat the reason, student
voice is not heard loudly on this campus (a&ide from fixe apathy of the student body) is the transitory nature of
thestudentbody, Ihavebeentoldthat
we (the students) do not know what is
best for the students because we only
spend four years at Trinity, Well our
President, whom If eel has done agood
jab,teleaving. Should we scrap all his
plans and start anew?
Uncertainaboutthe future of Trinity, Icanonlysay that Gerety is a good
President. laaissdbecausehewslino
longer be with us, for I feel tie would
have done much goadfor Trinity* Yet,
atmesamerSmelamhappyihatGerery
is doang-what is best tor hi:> family and
himsel f. WnuJd n 't it be ideal if Trinity
were the best for the Gcretv family?
Marlon Quintamlla '94
President
Student Government Association
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Is Breaking Up Hard To Do? Not For Gerety
BY C CLIFTON FULLER IV
Senior Editor

St. Valentine's Day was yesterday. Love was, and still is, in
the air. For some.(couples and
singles alike), 'tis the season to
love and be loved. Hugs and
kisses, x's and o's. For the cynics, or the loveless, Valentine's
Day is a commercial, bastardized ho liday. An attempt to cash
in on sentiment and the hearts
which dot the I's.
It is only fitting, then, that
Trinity College is a college
scorned in and around this holiday. After five years of a rocky
marriage, Tom Gerety has left
me for another. For my sister,
Amherst College.
Was the breakup amicable?
No — it was unexpected, textbook, and by the numbers. In
the midst of a whopping winter
storm, the mailroom floor was
littered with a papery storm of
its own.
I opened my mailbox and
found your letter. I gave you
my heart, and you gave me a
damned form letter.
In it, Tom, you talked turkey. I've been thinking about
us, you said, and I've decided
that I need my own space. I
need to grow, I need some time
alone. So let's see other people.
I think it will be better this way.
And I want you to know that I
still like you very much, and
thatlhopewe can still be friends.
I was numb. I stammered

out a response. How did/feel?
I mean, I knew things weren't
always great between us, Tom,
but I never thought they were
that bad. You should have told
me something was wrong, and
maybe we could have reconciled
things. Or gotten better counseling.
You sure picked a fine time
to pack up the plantation. Impeccable timing. What about
things here? You're just going
to leave me? I thought that when
we said our vows, your com-

especially a campus that is only
100 acres and 2000-strong. Not
only without a President now,
but we are without a Vice-President as well. Two glaring holes
at the top of the totem pole.
And even when I do rebound from this, and the sting
from it is not as sharp, and I do
meet another man or woman,
where is he or sfie going to live?

They don't have a place to stay
on campus anymore. It is now
an Admissions Building, remember? (The Tourguides have

You sure picked a fine time to pack up the
plantation. Impeccable timing. What about
things here? I thought that when we said our
vows, your committment was for the long
haul. Ten years, right?
mitment was for the long haul.
Ten years, right? Sorry I'm bitter, but what do you want me to
say?
What about the implementation of the Strategic Plan? Ever
since it has been drafted, it has
been a draft and nothing more.
Do you think that running off
with my sister is conducive to
"securing the resources necessary for that implementation?"
Our future may truly be a Greek
tragedy.
And what of the Dean of
the Faculty vacancy? It's the
most distinguished and important position on a college campus (next to the President's),

the most feared and difficult job
on campus. A prospective
student's or parent's first question will be, "Why did your
President leave Trinity and go
to Amherst?" Their second
questionmay thenbe, "Can you
tell me how to get to Amherst
from here?")
I'm sorry I'm so bitter and
emotional. But wouldn't you
be? I mean, you unceremoniously dumped me after five
years for someone who practically lives next door to me? For
someone that is of comparable
size and shape and ideology?
All you have served to do is heat
up the rivalry between our

sports teams. At least I know
our football team could kick
Amherst's ass.
Your move, first from oncampus to off-campus last year,
and now from Trinity to Amherst this year, can only damage
my pride. "Why would anyone
want to leave Trinity?" It seems
that you have turned the sentiment from this into why would
anyone want to stay7. Which

doesn't work wonders for my
self-esteem, Tom, let me tell you.
We're not supposed to worry
about rankings in the U.S. News
and World Report which say we're

23 and Amherst's 1.
But you made me look at
these numbers more closely and
with more scrutiny, Tom. You
implied that I wasn't good
enough. You implied that I cannot be helped or saved. You
implied that I even need to be
saved. I don't think I need to be
saved, Tom.
This has come at a crossroads in my institution's history
— the largest, most significant
crossroads ever. It's the equivalent to a mid-life and identity
crisis. Sol have no time to save
face. I haven't time to explain
myself, or to do a great job with
damage control. I will instead
swallow my pride and move on.
I may never get the stink completely out of my clothes or the
foul taste out of my mouth. I
have to go on with my life, and
Trinity's complicated life, and
deal with the multitude of deci-

sions and tasks in the forefront
that you dropped in my lap.
So you're bags are packed;
you're ready to go. Tom,Ihardly
knew ye. Ihearyouhaveagreat
place on campus. And that
you'll help me in the coming
months before your departure.
But, Tom — do I want your char-

ity? Do I feel comfortable with
you, a lame duck president? Do
I want you to help out with
these important issues anymore? You wanted to leave,
Tom — then leave. I don't think
I want you to shake my hand
with a wink and a smile and
hand me my diploma. Some say
that only those who have gone
to school here can truly be loyal.
Perhaps our next President
should be an alum of the college, someone who profoundly
understands the intangible love
and pride for this school.
I bared my soul and put my
trust into you. I had to. So now
I'm the victim of a messy fiveyear stand. But I will only get
stronger. TrinityCollegewillbe
empowered by your departure.
First in spite, and then because
we wants to improve. You said
in your letter that you were leaving the college in a strong position because students, faculty,
and administration had taught
you to share affection and respect for the college. Pretty,
pretty irony, Tom.
But you were right, you
know. Trinity College will do
just fine without you, thanks.

Top-Secret Handshake Ca
BY MICHAEL ANEIRO
Social Graces Editor

Last Friday, Trinity President "Hi-I'm-Tom Gerety" announced that he will be leaving
his position to assume that same
position at SPAMherst College
in Massachusetts. What many
people do not realize is exactly
the level of social skills this man
willbe taking with him, particularly with regard to what has
simply become known as "The
Handshake."
' .
To the untrained eye, "The
Handshake" may have escaped
unnoticed, but for a stroke of
luck that placed a camera in the

"There's maybe a hundred
people in the world who could
pull off a maneuver like that,"
said Eli Yalie XVII, a graduate
student of Philosophy who is
presently doing hisdoctoral dissertation on "The Impact Of
Handshakes
On
The
Nietzschean Concept of The
Overman In A Western Industrial Society And Other Such Minutiae." He added, "The precision, the timing—all the conditions must be perfect for that
handshaketo evenbe attempted.
If an amateur were to try a stunt
like that—well, I don't even
want to think about it."
"We've all known about

"We've all known about Tom's hand
skills, but this one is just remarkable.'
exact spot to record it. Since Tom'shandskills,butthisoneis
FILE PHOTO
then, detailed studies of the pho- justremarkable," said E. Honda, Outgoing Trinity President Tom Gerety completes a highly advanced, double-secret,
an
assistant
professor
of
law
at
no-look, crossover, two-handed handshake, while still maintaining an external conversation
tograph at right by several federal agencies have revealed a Chicago-Kent College of Law, and leaving onlookers in a daze.
depth of technological, math- who specializes in the legal imA close personal study of lead him closer to the true inner "The Spirit and the Superficial,"
ematical and biomechanical plications of sexually sugges- Gerety done since the discovery essence of the handshake and keeping with his belief that the
knowledge at work in Mr. tive winks, hand-slaps and fin- of this photograph has revealed allow him to become one with President of a liberal arts college
Gerety's gesture thatis unparal- ger-points. "Handshaking abili- an arsenal of heretofore over- his members. If he is successful, should at least be qualified to
ties of that caliber are usually looked handshakes that range rumor has it that he will use his teach something. Shazamherst
leled in the academic world.
A step-by-step analysis re- only found among heads-of- from impressive to phenomenal. findings as the basis of a perfor- trustee Lord Jape agreed.
Scientists have classified at least mance-arts-oriented class he "That's why we're bringin' 'im
veals what is occurring in this state."
Gerety's Handshake also twelve new species of hand- wishes to teach next fall entitled 'ere."
photo to be a look-away righthanded handshake, coupled elicited high praise from stu- shake credited to Gerety, includwith a rare left-handed cross- dents on the Trinity campus. ing the "Shake, Walk & Talk,"
over handshake which then dis- "I've worked as a doorman in the "I Shake You, But I Don't See
solves into a colloquial finger- New York City for three years," You," the "Don't Talk, Just
point as he begins to retract his said a Senior who wished not to Shake," the "180° Shake, Spin
left arm. These movements oc- be identified, "and I've never and Leave," and the infamous
cur simultaneously with a con- seen ingratiation on that level. "Triple-Lindy."
versationMr. Gerety is conduct- He's got a career in residential
Mr. Gerety is now working
ing with a third party, and none buildings, if all else fails. Some- on his final project at Trinity
of these actions appears to inter- thing like that [handshake] is combining elements of Zazen,
fere with the execution of the what we all aspire towards Tai-Chi and cocktail party small[sic]."
others.
talk, which would hopefully
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A Reflection On 45 Years Of Blacks At Trinity
BY DAVID M, JONES
President, Pan African Alliance

For those of you who may not know,
February is Black History Month. In
light of this, I thought it might be nice to
reflect onblack history and whatitmeans
to me as one black student at Trinity
College.

actly why there were no black students at
Trinity prior to 1949, but I imagine that
blacks were not a part of the student
body because they were not welcome.
They were openly discriminated against
because of their skin color. Such discrimination did not exist solely at Trinity
College, but was characteristic of much
of American society at the time.

I wonder how many people know that until 1949, there
were no black students at Trinity. To be honest I don't
think that many people have given it a second thought.
I wonder how many people know
that until 1949, there were no black students at Trinity. To be honest I don't
think that many people have given it a
second thought. But to me that fact signifies something very important. It signifies thatblack history at Trinity started
in 1949. For forty five of the school's one
hundred seventy ona year existence,
blacks have been a part of the student
body. Relatively speaking, that is a rather
short period of time. I do not know ex-

Forty five years.
Forty five years.
Forty five years.
My grandfather, who died a
number of years ago, could not have
a ttended Trinity College because he was
a black man. It must have been pretty
rough for him to know that there were
certain things that he was unable to do,
not because he lacked the ability, but
becausehehadbrownskin. Thatissomething that I personally, have never had to

The Myths Behind
Segregation At Trinity
BY E. NEGO PILE
Special To The Tripod

Over the course of these three years,
as a student at Trinity I have heard much
criticism over, as some people like to call
it, a "segregated Black conimufcty.*'' f
have heard people say "there should be
a Trinity community which includes everyone, but Black students make that
process difficult by segregating themselves. They separate themselves from
other students by sitting at the back table
in Mather and the Umoja House is nothing more than a Black Fraternity house
for,B-PSI." At one point there were even
rumors that guns were being stored in
the top floor of the Umoja House.
These are all statements I have heard
or have been told by white students,
trustees and administrators. These comments represent feelings which are very
real and prevalent on this campus. They •
arise from the lack of knowledge about
Black students and their experiences at
Trinity College, with the combination of
fear and prejudice. Although, many are
quick to diffuse any talk of the existence
of racism here at Trinity College, it hangs
over this campus in a relentless haze.
Some wiE say they don't see it but if a
blind man is looking for a fire he will
never see it; he finds the fire by feeling its
heat, and similarly with subtle racism
one may have difficulty seeing it, but
when it is directed toward you, you will
definitely feel it.
But now I will address the sentiments expressed in the introduction of
this article. To begin with, Black students are not practicing segregation at
Trinity College. It is just ridiculous that
people are so quick to judge the actions
of the minority over those of the majority. Why are the actions of Black students
sitting together at a table in Mather much
more obvious than Football players sitting together, Fraternity and Sorority
members sitting together or any other
athletes or members of interest groups
sitting together? Is the: complaint that
Black students: segregate themselves
when they sit together based solely on
the issue of race? Why don't people say
that Football players or,that "X,Frater-

deal with, and for that I am grateful. But
just think, if I had been born fifty years
earlier, I could not have come to this
school. I am thankful for those that have
come before me who have sacrificed and
even died for the rights that I enjoy today
along with every other student here.
It seems as if a lot has changed over
that past several decades at Trinity and
in America in general. To join black
students, there are a handful of black
faculty and staff members. Also, Afro American and African courses of study
are now being offered at Trinity. The
school continues to recruit black students
to increase the current five to six percent
black representation on campus. In gen-

The schoolcontinues to recruit black students to increase
the current five to six percent black representation on
campus. In general there are a number of things that
have been done to make black students feel more comfortable at Trinity.
eral there are a number of things that
have been done to make black students
feel more comfortable at Trinity.
At the same time however, I pick up
subtle reminders that make me realize
that forty five years really is not such a
long time, and I wonder if I am truly
welcome here. When some of my black
student friends and I are trying to get
into a dormitory and we are questioned

nity" members are segregating themselves when they choose to sit among
themselves? I can find no reason for this
critique other than it is based on superficial observations, namely skin color.
People see Blackstudents silting

very long time ago for some students,
and it seems like only yesterday to others. We have made progress toward
racial equality, but there is still a ways to
goForty five years.
Forty five years.
Forty five years.
Celebrate Black History

MY GRANDMOTHER'S HANDS

..-••?• V

dents are sitting together based solely on
skin color, however it goes much deeper
thanjustskincolor. It is a combination of
many issues, such as having a shared
experience as members of a minority
community which is struggling to deal
with the fact that the larger Trinity community does not address the needs of the
Black community. Furthermore, we too,
as Black students, have shared interests
and concerns among ourselves just as
Football Players, Fraternity and Sorority
members will share common interests
amongst themselves. Having shared interests is something that is natural among
those who have a common struggle. But
as anyone who regularly eats in Mather
can attest, not every Black student sits at
the same table, so this issue is much
deeper than just the color of one's skin.
As for the Umoja house being a Fraternity house for B-PSI and containing
guns I, jus t as anyone who has been in the
Umoja house, can say nothing is further
frpm the truth. Aside from the fact that
B-PSI is not a Fraternity, the Umoja House
is the only Black cultural center with
information oh Black History here atfrinity College. Umoja is Swahili for unity
and this is the type of environment
present at the house. Those who enter
the door of the Umbja house should feel
a sense of unity with the others in the
house and those who ridicule the house
are left in an abyss of fear and ignorance.
So for those who feel the need to be
critics, they have to first orient themselves with the more essential matters of
why Black students need the Umoja
House and their reasons for sitting together, before they make unfounded
judgments and assumptions. In an institution of higher learning we owe it to
ourselves to exchange ignorance for
., knowledge. ;.;;. .•••;. .
It is very easy to make an observation, however more effort is required to
develop an, understanding.

by campus safety as to whether we go to
school here; or when I am in the weight
room with my friends, and we are asked,
by a secretary of the athletic department
how did we get in and again, if we go to
school here; or when one of my black
friends is harassed by campus safety
while sitting on a fence outside of a fraternity house, I wonder if my presence at
this school is being questioned. In that
respect some things have not changed
from years past. Why all the questions?
I guess what I want people to get out
of this piece is an understanding of how
things have changed at Trinity for black
students and how some things have not
changed. Forty five years seems like a

J see you sleeping there
'in your demoded rocking chair
Death under your black skin
I see
youthfulness upon its surface
you are so beautiful to me
No jewelry, no make up, or even perfume
still your face glows
your teeth are of porcelain
everything about you is springtide
Except your hands
Your hands appear tenebrous
and discolored inside and out.
They are wrinkled and rough
haggardly embracing each other
but they do not respond to each others' touch
I cry out at the sight of them,
through my tears I see my blessed, my blessed hands.
They hold books of knowledge,
psychology, math, music, engiish
history, political science.
But your hands told a story that these books do not
with your hands told a story
that these books do not
with your hands you signed papers for my freedom.
You drew maps for my brothers
and sisters to escape slavery
you worked fields and fought battles
you destroyed evil men, you built houses—
with your hands,
:. .
AH in order for me to live and learn.
;
All so that I could have the Trinity experience.
Now I am judged by my work
•
not by my color
you stuck your hands into the fire of freedom
and burned for me
Now I see your pulchritudinous hands,
and I smile, even though
they peel and shake. •• .
I am blessed by the power of
My Grandmother's Hands.
L. Langley
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Sudden Resignation Leaves College In State Of Shock
BY PETER FRIEDMAN &
AMYMCGILL
Senior Editor & Nexus Editor

Reaction to Tom Gerety's
departure from Trinity has
ranged from anger and disappointment to understanding. It
seems that the only universal
feeling is that Trinity will pull
together and create an opportunity out of what seems at first
glance to be a crisis.
Nearly everyone seemed to
be in a state of shock, when they
were first notified of Gerety's
decision. According to a source
close to the Board of Trustees,
"It was absolutely understood
that many trustees were shocked
and felt betrayed." DeanofStudents David Winer noted that
he too was surprised, saying that
he had had no indication that
Gerety was leaving before he
receivedaphonecallat7:00A.M.
on Friday morning,

"Frankly, I've talked to a
lot of students, and they feel
jilted. We didn't expect that
Tom Gerety would just up and
leave at the first 'better' opportunity he got," said one student
who did not want to be identified.
Dean of the Faculty Jan
Cohn, who will be stepping
down from her position at the
end of the academic year, said,
"I want to students to get over
that feeling [of being dumped],
s rudents, faculty, alumni and the
board have to come together.
We believe in this place: let's
make it work."
In terms of Gerety's decision to leave, Cohn simply said
"Obviously it's an opportunity
for him, or something that President Gerety sees as an opportunity."
In regard to his overall success as President of the College,
most people believe that Gerety

"With all due respect to U.S. News and
World Report, / see this as a parallel move."
—Professor Drew Hyland
After the initial shock wore
off people had a multitude of
opinions on Gerety's decision.
Associate Dean J. Ronald Spencer '61 said, "If I were Tom
Gerety, I might find it hard to
resist what is considered the
premier liberal arts college in
the world. If they were persistent in their entreaties it would
be difficult to say no."
Others were not so under9tai\dii5g« .Pwiesspr otPbilpsopriy Drew Hyland rioted that it
would have been easierforhim
to understand Gerety's decision
if he had been moving on to
Yale. Hyland said, "With all
due respect to U.S. News and
World Report, 1 see this as a

parallel move."

simply was not here for a long
enough time to have any substantial legacy for the future.
Spencer said, "Only future historians for sure can say what his
legacy will be. However, I do
think thathedid well. He helped
toreorientinstitutionalattitudes
and institutional policies towards the city."
Many agreed that Gerety's
most prominent successes were
with, the city, while his greatest
shortcoming has been leaving
with so many uncompleted
tasks. Gerety was credited with
being s trong with the media, and
"going out of his way to seek the
right type of attention for the
school," said Spencer.
An unnamed source said

Gerety, leaning out the window of his office, posing for a viewbook picture.
"There was a feeling among the President's House and into the concept was beginning to gel.
faculty that Tom was too much west end of Hartford. Ironi- He was doing a very good job,
the idea man and not particu- cally, G erety willbe moving into although, of course, not everylarly effective when it came to a 11,000 square foot, nine bed- one was happy with what he
implementation,"
room house located on was doing."
Jeffrey H. Seibert 79, Presi, Man, Olivet! '<jp. wap a bit Amherst's campus.
less than kind, sayingi "The
Chairman of the Board of dent of the Alumni Association,
whole house incident is typical Trustees Alfred Koeppel '54 in- when asked if Gerety's deparof his presidency: he moved off dicated that he too was disap- ture would effect alumni contricampus and left us without a pointed. Reflecting on Gerety's butions, took a long-term view
house for a new president. He time at Trinity, he said "I felt of things, saying "People's view
really left us high and dry." that after his initial shakedown, of the college is greater than one
Oliver was referring to Gerety's he made real progress. He had individual, loyalties exceed the
1992 decision to move out of the a strong vision for the city. His value of one person."

A Chronological Look At The Tom Gerety Years
College by Board of Trustees.
Gerety states that he told the
Board "I will stay at Trinity for
Tom Gerety's Chronology at ten years, and I will not go for
other jobs."
Trinity:
September, 1989- The ColApril25,1989- TomGerety lege announces crackdown on
named 17th President of Trinity midweek fraternity parties.

BY PETER FRIEDMAN
Senior Editor

September 24, 1989- Tom
Gerety officially inaugurated as
President of the College. "We
will seek to make this neighborhood a model for city neighborhoods around the country," he
said.
October24,1989- U.S. News

Three former presidents: (left to right) Kieth Funston, Tom Gerety, and James English,

FILE PHOTO

and World Report annual college

survey ranks Trinity as #20 liberal arts college in the nation.
November 1989- January
1990- Campus wracked by division over Pan African Alliances'
decision to invite Don
Mohammed of the Nation of Islam to speak at Trinity three
times.
Allegations that
Mohammed made anti-Semitic
remarks fuel controversy on
campus, Gerety closes second
Mohammed speech to the nonTrinity community. In an angry
letter to The Tripod, two black
s tudents accuse Gerety of denying minority students "the right
to live with dignity."
Gerety later referred to this
incident as his most painful at
Trinity.
October 1991- In a major
victory for his neighborhood
renewal plan, Barnes and Noble
opens the upscale Gallows Hill
Bookstore on campus.
January 1992- In an extremely controversial decision,
President Gerety decides to
move out of the President's
house on the North side of the
campus. Citing the need for a
better environment for his
young children, the Geretys
move to the West End of Hartford. Many on campus condemn
his move for hedging on his com-

mitment to the Frog Hollow section of Hartford.
September 22, 1992- The
Trustees of the College adopt a
resolution which will force all
Greek organizations on campus
to go co-ed by 1995. Gerety
promises, "There isalotofroom
for participation and input" on
the part of students in the implementation process.
March 1993- The Strategic
Plan enters the implementation
phase after a two-year planning
period. The six point plan is
designed to move Trinity into
the 21st century.
November 16,1993- In another success for President
Gerety, the state commits $13
million for a plan to create a
magnet school located adjacent
to Trinity's campus that will be
run by the College.
February 11,1994-Inastunning Friday afternoon announcement, Tom Gerety announces that he has accepted
the Presidency of Amherst College. • , .
In a.statement released by
Amherst, Gerety says "Amherst
stands for the very best in American education. I would hope to
lead Amherst as it renews its
sense of identity and community in the years ahead."
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Gerety Reflects On Trinity
BY PETER FRIEDMAN
Senior Editor

Upon announcing that he
was leaving Trinity to assume
the presidency of Amherst College, Tom Gerety took a few
moments to reminisce about the
five years that he spent at the
College.
Gerety, who promised in
1989 that he would stay at Trinity for a ten year period and not
use the job as a stepping stone
for future advancement acknowledged that some might
be disappointed or upset that he
was leaving after only five years.
But, he said, after having spoken to a number of college presidents, hebecame convinced that
accepting the Amherst job was
the right thing to do. "Five years
is the short end of respectability, but it is respectable... Nonetheless, Amherst symbolizes
something very powerful and
important."
In accepting the job, Gerety
said "In many ways, my work—
and my causes— will be the
sameatAmherstas Trinity. Both
institutions share a commitment
to rigorous teaching and scholarship as fully complementary
enterprises."

He said that he was especially pleased by the fact that he
had met some of the goals that
he had laid out in his inaugural
address to the College, given in
the fall of 1989.
At the time, he hoped to
encourage voluntaryism among
the faculty and students, encourage faculty to live near campus
and to revitalize the neighborhood, create a more interesting
atmosphere on campus and
have the school assume a leadership role in the city.
Gerety acknowledged that
he had run into some difficulty
with his plan to have the faculty
move to the surrounding area.
"I was naive in hoping that I
could create change so quickly.
It is always a slower process
than you expect. A more realistic approach would have taken
into account the problems that
faculty with small children
would face [and] the problems
with the tax structure."
President Gerety said that
the progress that the school has
had with the city, which he characterized as his major priority,
will continue after he is gone. "
I don't care who the president
is.
With people like Eddie

Perez, strong students and a
committed faculty, we won't
turn back on our hopeful efforts
in Hartford."
Among the memories that
will stand out in his career,
Gerety pointed to the Nation of
Islam incident that occurred
during his first year at Trinity as
particularly important. (Seepg.6
for details) "It was difficult and
painful. However, we stuck
with free speech. It hurt, but if
you look around the country,
we were ahead of the curve. It
has always been my contention
that a college is a place where
you can try on any ideas you see
fit," he said.
Another favorite memory
Gerety mentioned was the
Freshman Seminar "Socrates
Citizen" that he taught in the
fallofl990. "I'll always miss the
student who hated Socrates. To
me he exemplified intellectual
irreverence, stubbornness and a
skeptical, questioning attitude.
That represents the best of Trinity students."
As he looked towards
Trinity's future, Gerety said "I
am leaving in the middle of a lot
of events, but it is not a static
middle. There is a tremendous
amount of movement. The

FILE PHOTO
Gerety at a public forum in the Washington Room.
Overall Gerety said that he
school is clearly in good hands
with people like [Dean of Stu- will have very fond memories
dents) Dave Winer. Trinity is of his years here. He said simworking under a mandate to ply, "Trinity is a spectacularly
carry out some very ingenious wonderful place for all of its
ideas. There is a tough road to troubles. I have learned much
here that will stay with me."
hoe, but it can be done."

Trinity Looks For Options After Gerety Leaves
continued from page 1

interim president."
An unnamed source said
that the search has focused on
three people at Trinity, one on
the faculty, one in the adminis^
trariom and1 one othejf pestsoffi'.'
All three of them have been at
the College for some time and
have significant administrative
and academic experience. As of
press time, the Tripod has not
been able to confirm the identity of any of the candidates for
the office.
Koeppel said that whomever the interim president is, that
person ".. .must be a caretaker,
and I don't mean that in a demeaning sense. That person
needs to keep the ship moving
forward, we aren't looking for a
innovation and change, we are
lookingforanadministrator. By
definition, an interim is not a
visionary."
The search for a permanent
president should begin shortly,
although before the search can
proceed, a search committee
must be created. One person,
who declined to be named
speculated that the school will
probably look for a high profile
candidate with financial experience, in the mold of former president James F. English.
Koeppelnoted "Wehad the
savvy to attract a Tom Gerety
five years ago, and I have no
doubtthatwewillhavethe same
wisdom this time around, and
we will attract a fine president."
One complication arising
from Gerety's decision is the
future of the potential Capital
Development Fund drive. The
drive has not yet been announced, and is in its "quiet
phase", During a quiet phase,
thepresidentordinarilycontacts
individuals behind the scenes
in order to raise a substantial
amount of money towards the
drive's final goal before going
public.

Although she said it was a
hard call to make, Dean Conn
1
aid that Gerety's decision may
Lmpact the search for a new
.Vean. She stated, "in part it
depends on how the trustees
decide to handle the interim.
borne candidates may feel they

continue to work on the same
things rhatit did under Gerety's
leadership andnoted the change
has created an opportunity for
the Trinity community to come
together and make a successful
transition.
Koeppel sounded a philo-

"Trinity has been around since 1823, and has
had its problems in the past, but it has survived. We will survive this, and be stronger
for it after Tom is gone."
— Alfred Koeppel '54,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees ,
might not waritto take the position [of Dean of Faculty] if they
President Gerety and his wife Adelia Moore.
don't know who the president
A number of people close lege. I don't believe that com- would be..."
Dean Cohn also said that
to the situation have indicated mitment is evanescent. The bethe
Trinity
administration will
ginning
may
be
delayed,
but
the
that Gerety has done a good job
of fund-raising, and had ex- campaign will continue, and will
ceeded most reasonable expec- continue strongly."
Koeppel agreed with
tations. Trustee and Capital
Campaign Chairman Douglas Gerety'sstatement,saying"This
Tansill '61 commented on won't be a major setback in terms
Gerety's success, "He has been of the ultimate results of the camvery involved and was both very paign. Perhaps we will have to
defer a public announcement,
effective and helpful."
FILE PHOTO

sophical note, saying "Trinity
has been around since 1823, and
has had its problems in the past,
but it has survived. We will
survive this, and be stronger for
it after Tom is gone."

One person, who declined to be named speculated that the school will probably look for a
high profile candidate with financial experience, in the mold of former president James F.
English.
Sources also said that the but maybe not. These are deciTrustees were probably close to sions that we [the trustees] will
making a formal announcement have to thrash out." In addition
of the campaign. Some have to the Capital Campaign, Jan
suggested that Gerety's decision Conn's resignation as Dean of
will have an adverse impact on Faculty will go into effect at the
fund-raising, and may even de- end of the 1993-94 academic
lay the announcement of the year.
The Dean of Faculty posidrive.
In his defense Gerety stated tionisone of themostimportant
"Much of the success and real positions to the college and havwork of the drive comes from ing both that and the presiharnessing the deep feelings that dency vacant leaves Trinity at a
very vulnerable state.
alumni have towards the col-

Tom C.erefy at a iandlelight vigil.

FILE PHOTO
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Tripod Re-prints Amherst Student's Coverage
TRUSTEES PICK GEKETYAS NEXT PRESIDENT
BY JEFFERSON DECKER
News Editor, Amherst Student

Tom Gerety, President of TrinityCollege in Hartford, Conn,, has been selected as the 17th President of Amherst
College, according to PresidentialSearch
Committee Secretary and Secretary of
the Corporation, Gerald Mager. The
Board of Trustees will officially announce
Gerety as the new President this evening.
Gerety said thathe was initially "surprised by Amherst's interest." He described, however, a "special fit... between
the interests and the abilities that I might

members whom he described as "the
sales force" — George, student Neda
Sharghi '94, and alumnus Bruce
Angiolillo '74—approached him in Hartford. He said that he agreed to talk "on
the theory that [he and search committee
members] ought to at least talk." Gerety
said that he could not draw a distinct line
between the time when he stopped talking and the moment when he became an
official candidate. The process "sort of
moved itself along," he said. "Once I was
in Boston interviewing [with the search
committee]," he said, "you would have
to say that I was a candidate."

[Gerety] said that the secrecy with which Amherst conducted its search process was critical to his ability to be a
candidate for the position.
haveandwhatAmherstneeds." Several
search committee members apparently
agreed. "He has a fantastic personality
and very personable," said Mager,
Professor of Physics Kannan
Jagannathan added that "[Gerety] is a
man full of exciting ideas," and that his
"qualities of mind and spirit" put him
overthetop. Professor of BiologyStephen
George, meanwhile, said that he was
impressed with Gerety because he was
"capable of motivating people, and does
not come with any fixed agenda."
Gerety said that he was not a candidate until very recently, not having met
the full search committee until two weeks
ago and the entire Board of Trustees until
, last night. While he said that he was
contacted by the search'committee earlier in the process concerning other candidates, he said that he was not directly
approached about the Amherst presidency himself until shortly before Christmas.
He said that he initially declined to
become a candidate for several reasons,
including family difficulties in trying to
move and his hesitancy to leave Trinity
after only five years as the President
there,
Gerety said that he only agreed to
talk to Amherst's search committee in
early January, when three committee

He said that the secrecy with which
Amherst conducted its search process
was critical to his ability to be a candidate
for the position. He commented that
public searches make it very difficult for
people in "symbolically charged positions," such as college Presidents.
Gerety said that Amherst represents
the "very best in the tradition of the
liberal arts," and that "since liberal arts
colleges are distinctly American, it is
probably the greatest liberal arts college
in the world." He added that he would Tom Gerety at commencement in the spring of 1990.
attempt to "secure for Amherst all its arts, and explained that he would be ing the national legal drinking age to 18.
strengths/" and to make sure that pres- appointed Professor of Philosophy in
Gerety, born in 1946, graduated from
sures from costs and vocationalism do addition to being President of Amherst. Yale University in 1969, received a Masnot "prevent a grand old tradition from
As a Professor of Philosophy and ters of Philosophy from Yale in 1974, and
expressing itself." He said that liberal law at the .University of Cincinnati be- a ]X>. awJM^yP. in Philosophy from Yale
education-will face" some'""fotig'h >Hines" fere W« fferm atTritfity, Gerety special- ut l$76. Tfe;Was an Assistant Professor of
in the near future, and that he would like ized in the study of the First Amend- Law at Chicago-Kent College of Law
from 1976-78, Professor of Law with an
associated
appointment in the Depart"He's completely natural with people •— wait till you see
ment of Philosophy at the University of
him. He is affable to the point of hypnosis."
Pittsburghfroml978-1986andProfessor
of Philosophy at the College of Arts and
—President Peter Pouncey, Current Amherst President
Sciences of the University of Cincinnati
to make sure that" thebest is safeguarded, ment. He has published articles suggest- from 1986-1989. He became President of
advanced, and heard from around the ing the need to protect individuals' free- Trinity in 1989. He is currently the Chair
country."
dom of speech, particularly on college of the Board of Directors at the ConsorGerety has been the President of campuses, and has welcomed student tium on Financing Higher Education
Trinity since 1989. While his academic dissent as a sign of "the vitality and (since 1993), aboard member of the Conspeciality is law, he said that philosophy diversity" on campus. He is also on necticut State Board of Education (since
please turn to page 9
has been his greatest love in the liberal record as supporting the idea of lower-

Amhersfs Lengthy Search Process Concludes
BY SCOTT MACMILLAN
Managing Opinion Editor,
Amherst Student

Since April, the 17 members of the
presidential search committee have been
working to find the best-qualified man
or woman to fill the office of the President of Amherst College. For those students, faculty, staff members, alumni and
trustees, Trinity President Tom Gerety's
acceptance of the position marks the end
of their 10-month search.
Each member of the committee —
student, trustee or otherwise — worked
on the same level, interviewing, checking references, sorting through resume'
after re'sume'. "We were involved at every single level," said Neda Sharghi '94,
astudentmemberofthecommittee. "We
weren't students on the committee; we
were members of the committee."
Sharghi's excitement about the announcement was visible as she sat in the

offices of The Student this afternoon,
barely able to find words to express her
enthusiasm about the fact that Gerety,
starring in June, would lead Amherst.
"His understanding and articulation of
the liberal arts mission is vibrant, youthful and exciting," she said. ''He's interested in making the liberal arts meet the
real world."
"They did a very good job," said
Gerald Mager, secretary to the Board of
Trustees and the search committee's secretary. "The students were fantastic. We
couldn't have had a better committee."
Professor of Biology Stephen
George, a faculty member of the search
committee, concurred that the search
process went well and, in the end, was a
success. "I really feel we had resources
and time to do a good job." Themembers
of the committee, he said, left "no stone
unturned."
George characterized Gerety as "a
terrific supporter of the liberal arts" and

Editor's, Stfte:
Thanks to The Amhcnt Student 1«>r penuisiiou to reprint these articles.
The two above articles were part of a special two page edition of
ThiiAmhetsi Student, published on lebmary 11, 1994.
Anides appealing on this page £>J994 Amherst Student.

"an excellent person for the job." Like
Sharghi, he called Gerety "energetic."
The choice of Gerety might elicit
disappointment from some members of
the Amherst community who were hoping for a woman or an ethnic minority.

where. The committee was aware of the
diversity of the campus — both in its
richness and its lack at times." One of
Gerety's strongest qualities, she said, was
that he would "further the diversity of
the campus."

"His understanding and articulation of the liberal arts
mission is vibrant, youthful and exciting," she said.
"He's interested in making the liberal arts meet the real
world." —Neda Sharghi '94, Amherst Student
Gerety, like President Peter Pouncey, fits
the characteristics of the average college
president — white, male and 54 — almost to a tee. Gerety is white, male and
47.
"The committee as a whole were
keenly aware of... looking for a diversity
of candidates," said committee member
and Professor of Physics Kannan
Jagannathan. Jagannathan said that the
committee's responsibility was to find
the most diverse pool of candidates,
which it did. "The committee did all it
should," he said.
Sharghi agreed. "Diversity was always in the forefront of our mission," she
said. "We brought in names from every-

"I want people to meet Tom Gerety
before they say, 'Well, he's the typical
white, male college president.'" said
Sharghi. Sharghi also emphasized that
Gerety willbe extremely accessible to the
student population, as did Helen
Chernikoff '95, another student member
of the committee. Both related a story
about how Gerety moved his office from
the presidential suite at Trinity College
to a ground floor room that looks out on
the quad. "I don't think he's going to be
very happy in that little office hidden in
the corner of Converse," said Sharghi,
"and if Amherst College had a more
central, visible location, he would probably use that,"
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Changes Made To Ease Registration
BY MATTHEW HENRY
News Writer

6:45-8:00 P.M., a Thursday slot
at 6:45-9:15 P.M., and a Wednesday slots at 1:15-3:55 and 6:45On January 12th, the Cur- 9:15 P.M. The Tuesday/Thursriculum Committee sent a memo day schedule will remain the
to Department Chairs describ- same. The memo asked for all
ing changes to ease the registra- departments to spread their
tion process. The memo noted courses among all available time
the recent difficulties that stu- slots as well as limit the number
dents have had getting courses of courses in the 'prime-time'
that they have wanted or slots to 35%.
needed. It also discussed how
Dr. Randy Lee, Chair of the
this is due in part to grouping a Curriculum Committee, said
majority of classes into two or that he "hoped the new schedthree of the twelve designated uling might help open up the
class times.
classes a little bit." He referred
In trying to help out both here to the great number of
the student body and the fac- courses offered during the same
ulty with this problem, the Cur- time slots. He also said of the
riculum Committee has devel- past scheduling problems, "I
oped a new Course Scheduling think in the past that the faculty
Pattern. Beginning with April wasn't aware of the [schedulRegistration, there will be a new ing] problem."
schedule for classes. In recogniAnother effort to make the
tion of the unpopularity of the scheduling easier will be to reformer 8:30 class, the morning strict the number of classes that
schedule for Monday, Wednes- meet during'off times. All new
day, and Friday will begin at classes will have to go before the
9:00. This will be followed by Curriculum Committee to dis10:00, 11:00, and 12:00 classes. cuss whether they need a course
Also new on the schedule are a limit and as well as when they
Monday/Thursday time slot at willmeet. Coursesthatwillmeet

during times that are not on the
normal course schedule will
have to have that time approved
by the Committee. "We hope to
limi t the number of these classes
to studio art courses and dance
classes," said Dr. Lee. In regard
to the limits on the number of

more popular courses might be
made more available to the student body. There is a recognition by the Committee that students have had a difficult time
getting into lower level courses
thatareneededtobuildthefoundation for a major.

of Academic Administration
and Registrar, to Department
Chairs, there will also be a
change in the "first come, first
served" policy. Thememo states
that the option, which has been
used in the past to limit the number of students in a class without dealing with PI slips, has
In recognition of the unpopularity of the
been eliminated.
Beginning with April Regformer 8:30 class, the morning schedule for
istration, all courses must now
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday will begin be listed as either "Open Enrollor "Permission of Instrucat 9:00. This will be followed by 10:00,11:00, ment"
tor." Course limits will now be
tracked by the professors who
and 12:00 classes.
teach them.
students in a class, he added,
Near the end of the memo,
What this means is that stu"any new course, if they want a Departments are reminded: "In dents will no longer be left to
limit, must justify it to the Com- closing, we want to emphasize wonder whether ornot they will
mittee. Atthe same time, we are that the scheduling logjam and be admitted to all of their course
willing to make compromises. the proliferation of restrictions selections.
If a course is limited to twenty, on course access have combined
While this means that the
and we think it can take thirty, to create very substantial hard- Registrar's office will have to
we might make the limit twenty ships for students (not to men- accept thousands of extra PI
five."
tion their advisors). The prob- slips, it will make it much easier
The Curriculum Commit- lem has been growing for some for students to complete the regtee also hopes there might be an years and has now reached a istration process.
increase in the number of sec- point where it threatens the
Dr. Lee said of the changes,
tions, as well as in course limits. College's integrity."
"I can't think of anyone, stuThis decision is up to the deIn a subsequentmemo from dents or faculty, who has not
partment, but the hope is that Nancy Wagner, Assistant Dean been pleased by these changes/'

Gerety Leaving Trinity,
Becoming Amherst Pres.
continued from page 1

sor BordenPainter '58, who was

For further
details on on the search committee that
Amherst's search please see article chose Gerety in 1989 said "Five
years is not enough time to say
an page 8

Reaction on Trini V s c a m "
pus and from alumni across the
country was one of disappointment. Many felt, that Gerety,
who said in 1989 ihafrfie "Promised the Board [he} would stay
for ten years and that [he] would
not go for any other jobs," had
betrayed the College. Gerety
defended himself against this
charge saying "I accept responsibility for behaving inconsis-

whether or not the promises that
he made were fulfilled."
For more reaction to Gerety's
departure, please see the article on
page 6

Gerety will remain as President of Trinity throughout the
remainder of the year. The
Trustees hope to have an interimPresidentnamedby March
19, according to Koeppel, Professor of Philosophy Drew

"Of course I was disappointed, Tom has become a friend over the last five years, and 1
will still consider Mm a friend. I wish him
very well in the future/'— Alfred J. Koeppel,
Chairman of Board the of Trustees

Dean of Students David Winer and President Tom Gerety at a barbecue

Amherst Coverage: Gerety Picked
continued from page 8

1992), and a board member on
the International Rescue Committee. He was the chair of the
New England Small College
Athletic Conference from 1991
to 1992, and the chair of the City
of Hartford Ethics Task Force
from 1990 through 1991.
Gerety is married to Adelia
Moore, a 1972 graduate of
Radcliffe College, who holds a
Ph.D.insocialpsychology. They
havefourchildren,allsons,Finn,
Carrick, Amias, and Rowan.
Gerety replaces current
President Peter Pouncey.
Pouncey lauded Gerety's character, saying, "He is charming
and handsome, has Kennedy-

like charisma, and there is no
stuffiness abouthim." Pouncey
added that the loss of Gerety
would be "a great blow to Trinity" and called his successor "a

people —wait till you see him,"
Pouncey said. "He is affable to
the point of hypnosis."
Pouncey said that Gerety
will be a smash success when he

"[Gerety] is charming and handsome, has
Kennedy-like charisma, and there is no stuffiness about him." —Peter Pouncey,
Current Amherst President
rising star. I hope we will be
able to keep him."
Pouncey praised Gerety's
personality, saying that his skills
would serve him well during
the comprehensive campaign.
"He's completely natural with

visits campus, and will impress
both the students and the faculty. Gerety's address in
Johnson Chapel will be thrilling, Pouncey said. "He will hit
one over the wall... It will be
better than the Williams game."

tently with what I said five years
ago. But, I never had a contract
with the College. A President is
hired from day to day... I became convinced and I could not
say no [to the offer from
Amherst]. I did expect to be
here for ten years, but I was
naive to make that promise.
There's no sense being shackled
to one place."
Trustee and Chairman of
the Capital Campaign Douglas
Tansill '61 said "I'm disappointed, I said that to him [Tom
Gerety]. Under his leadership
we began a lot of important
changes for Trinity... only began and my hope is that we will
carry them off to successful
completion." Board Chairman
Alfred J. Koeppel '54 echoed this
sentiment, saying "Of course I
was disappointed, Tom has become a friend over the last five
years, and I will still consider
him a friend. I wish him very
well in the future."
Manyfeltthatthefiveyears
that Gerety spent as President
were insufficient for him to leave
a stamp on the College. Profes-

Hyland, another member of the
1989 search committee, said that
a nationwide search to replaceGerety with a permanent figure
would take at least a year.
The interim president may
have to take office as soon as he
or she is appointed. Sources
close to the situation have indicated that President Gerety will
probably be dismissed by the
Trustees; and asked to leave before the end of the academic
year.
. .
Regarding the process, a
senior Administration figure
who wished to remain anonymous said thatitwouldbe overly
optimistic to assume that there
would be a new president before January of1995, and a more
likely target date would be September 1995.

For More Coverage:
Please See
News Pages
4-7
Opinion Pages
2-4
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Marriott Investigated

Taking In The Sun:

continued from page 1

the management o( Marriott.
Marriott director Vijay
Sharma recently spoke about the
situation with unions since he
was hired to replace David May
in the spring of 1993. He said he
was not aware of any union activity in the past at Marriott, and
to his knowledge the issue had
not come up recently.
This though seems to contradict the genera! sentiment of
most employees. Apparently
Mr. Sharma told his staff, "if
you even think about a union
you'll be out the door. If there

ers. Increases in pay and position are based upon our annual
evaluation of performance."
According to one employee
though, "The system is biased
against people who donotspeak
the language or have not gone
to college. It's like everyone in
management was either hired
from the outside, or has a degree."
Other problems with the
current conditions of Marriott
employees include the recent
pay freeze on salaries and the
high rate of turnover. According to one employee, "Within

"They harass you if you miss a day because you
are sick. If you're sick you have to bring in a
doctor's excuse...." —Marriott Employee

KATHHINEMnCHELL

Students took advantage or a freak event this winter— a waim
afternoon. Using snowbanks as makeshift Ismnchairs, these sun bathei s spent <i few
moments basking-in the February sun.

Anthropology Major Proposed
Risser of the Classics department, is very knowledgeable in
archaeology,
Today, 15 February 1994,
Professor Desmangles, of
the faculty will consider a pro- the Religion department, also
posal to include anthropology lectures in topics that are simito the extensive list of majors lar to anthropology in content.
Professor Bauer, of Area Studoffered by Trinity College,
The questions that the fac- ies and Women's Studies, is curulty will have to bear in. mind rently teaching two classes that
are vrtvefher anthropology is are cross-Usted with anthropolconsistent with the beliefs of a ogy. Also Professor Gilbert of
liberal education, and whether the Fine Arts department
the current majors already of- teaches an anthropology class.
fered by the Trinity curriculum
Quite clearly, anthropology
encompass those areas that an is an interdisciplinary field. An
anthropology major would in- understanding of the sciences,
clude; in effect, the question is social sciences and humanities
whether an anthropology major is essential for an anthropoloBY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Opinion Editor

For the faculty to approve the inclusion of
anthropology with Trinity's list of majors, the
distinction needs to be made between anthropology, sociology and area studies.
is essential to Trinity's curriculum.
The study of anthropology
can be broken into four subdivisions: physical or biological; linguistics; archaeology; and cultural anthropology, Trinity's
two current professors of anthropology, Professor NadelKlein and Professor Errington,
both specialize in cultural anthropology. Thus, the anthropology major would focus
mostly on cultural anthropology'
This is not to say that
courses in the other branches of
anthropology could not be
taken; if the faculty approves
the addition of anthropology to
Trinity's curriculum, adjunct
professors would be brought in
to lecture in areas other than
Trinity's professors' expertise.
For instance, next year the
anthropology departmentplans
to host a professor from the
University of Connecticut,
whose expertise is in medical
and biological anthropology.
There are also professors here at
• Trinity, whose interests border
on and compliment anthropological study,
For, instance, Professor-

gist to adequately comprehend
the entirety of an issue or culture.
Accordingtotheproposed
outline of the anthropology
major, the study of anthropology "is a comprehensive and
compara five discipline that embraces human life in all of its
diversity and complexity. Broad
in focus, it seeks to understand
in a non-ethnocentric manner
why people — in both 'exotic'
and familiar settings—do wha t
they do and what accounts for
human differences as well as
similarities."
For the faculty to approve
the inclusion of anthropology
with Trinity's list of majors, the
distinction needs to be made
between anthropology, sociology and area studies.
While similar to anthropology in interest, sociology focuses
more on the quantitative means
of understanding human life.
Statistics and statistical analysis
are essential to sociological studies.
The distinction between
area studies and anthropology
is a little finer, While both are
concerned with different regions
of the world and their perspec-

tives, anthropology concerns itself more with contrasting the
various concepts that are intrinsic to each culture and society;
whereas area studies' intent is
limited more to understanding
the region than contrasting its
culture with other cultures.
The progress that has been
made by the anthropology departirtenthefeat^iinitythtisfat,
according
to
Professor
Errington, could not be possible
without the extensive collective
efforts of Professor Nadel-Klein
and Professor Desmangles, who
"have done a terrific job creating interest in anthropology here
at Trinity."

are any problems you are to see
a supervisor." According to a
source in Marriott many of the
employees "really need a union
because they can practically
make us do as much work as
they'd like and say whatever
they'd like to us." Another employee said, "They harass you if
you miss a day because you are
sick. If you're sick you have to
bring in a doctor's excuse, and
most of the time even if you
have one they act like they don't
believe you were really sick."
One of the main concerns
with Marriott workers now is
that seniority is not respected
by the current management.
According to another source, "(a
supervisor) told a woman who
had been working in the Cave
for ten years that her experience
didn't mean anything." The
complaints over seniority are
surfacing now among many
employees because of the system of promotion. Employees
are promoted by a supposed
performance system. Mr.
Sharma said, "We offer incredible opportunities to our work-

the last seven months they must
have had at least thirty five firings in order to scale back on the
payroll and get others to work
for minimum wage on a part
time basis."
When asked about the conditions of Marriott workers at
Trinity, Vijay Sharma seemed
more comfortable talking about
other things. In the hour-long
interview with Mr. Sharma the
subject of unions and worker
conditions came up for only ten
minutes towards the end. Mr.
Sharma though, was happy to
discuss the upcoming plans to
turn the Cave into a "fifties style
diner," This tactic of interview
was quite peculiar considering
the comment from one employee that, "There is a growing
dissatisfaction towards the management among most of the
employees."
Mr. Sharma said, "We want
all of our customers to be de-.
lighted. We are not satisfied
with satisfied customers." This
leaves one to speculate though,
thatMr. Sharma is satisfied with
unsatisfied employees.

AM Holds Jail *N Bail...

Tivh Wick '9b and Lissa Smith " 5 )«ejp to laist- money f«» rtie
annual Tri-Delt Jail "V Bail whkh was held m Mather Ust Thursday
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Trinity Receives
$400,000 NEH
Challenge Grant
AMY MCGILL

News Editor

I'rolrssor Joan lledrirk's rectnt publication on Harriet Beecher Stowe KATHtRINE HITCHILL
was Ihe l«atl nniew in th<* Siindaj New York Times Book Review secrion.

Group Tackles Student Issues
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Opinion Editor

come flat; whereas students in students, administration and
the dormitories do not. Further, faculty determining the fate of
fraternities have more open the social affairs of the students
In response to the threat of space than dorm rooms to facili- prompted a considerable
losing the ability to have kegs in tate somewhat rowdy activity. amount of concern among the
dorms at Trinity College, a total Another consideration was that students present. "When it
of eighty-three students gath- not all students in the dormito- comes to issues like kegs, which
ered in the Washington Room ries are involved in the keg par- only affect the students and are
on Monday, February 7.
ties, and shouldn't be made to all aboutthestudents,weshould
In part, the meeting was suffer unduly from inebriated have a vote, whether it be with
called to order to establish a stu- neighbors' actions.
SGA or separate. [This voting
group] could be called something like the Student Sovereign
"The basic idea, which was put forth by
Affairs Committee. That's an
Kathy Dugganfrom ORL, was that the
institution. And institutions
transcend the four years that we
dorms really get destroyed,"
stoyhepg, (fosti*w£<?jKJ will be
—Duncan Banfield '95
taken seriously by the administration," said Lake.
dent platform in response to
Banfield dispelled the ruEchoing comments by
both the administra tive decision mor that there was a unanimous Lake, Kevin Derby, '97 said,
to force fraternities and sorori- vote taken at the Committee on "The fundamental freedom that
ties on campus to become coed Alcohol'smeeting. Whenasked has dominated the Western traby 1995, and the recommenda- about the vote during the SGA dition is the freedom of choice,..
tion of the Committee on Alco- meeting on the following day, Is it not hypocritical of the adhol to ban kegs from dormito- Dean Kirk Peters said, "I asked ministration to have us read
if anyone had any objections and about these figures [such as J.S.
ries.
Other considerations were no one raised their hands." As Mill] and not offer us those very
the issue of how much power for an actual role-call or ballot same rights? The issue is more
the students have in matters in- vote, Peters said that none had than kegs; more than the fraternities; more than freshmanhoustrinsic to their own affairs, aca- taken place.
According to Peters, the ing... The question is how many
demic and social, and how students could acquire and assert only recommendation that the [of our freedoms and liberties]
more studentpower and declare Committee on Alcohol made to should we let go?"
It was then pointed out,
SGA,Trustees and thePresident
autonomy in their affairs.
Duncan Banfield, '95, pref- was that they "explore remov- upon matriculation, that stuaced the meeting by offering an ingkegs from the residenthalls." dents have air ea dy relinquished
Eli Lake '94 commented on anysensibilityofpower. In Title
overview of what transpired in
the Committee on Alcohol's five Dean Peters, "The bottom line is II of the Statutes of Trinity Colclosed meetings. The commit- that Dean Peters would like to lege states, the College Faculty,
tee was composed of twelve appear as a liaison between the including the President, Profesmembers: five administrators, students and administration. If sors, the Dean of the Faculty,
one faculty member, and six stu- [the decision is] no kegs in and the Librarian, are "commitdents. Inclusive in the representation of the students were "l asked if anyone had any objections and no
two people from Greek organi- one raised their hands,"
zations, a woman, a person of
color, and an athlete. The com- —Kirk Peters, Associate Dean of Students
mittee met to discuss the current alcohol policy, as outlined dorms, Dean Peters has to make ted to the government of the
in the Trinity College Hand- this policy seem acceptable, even students." To many of the stuif students are angry about this." dents, this came as a bit of a
book,
The committee decided to To qualify his comments fur- surprise. Many felt that this
narrow the scope of their focus ther, Lake added, "I think he's a needed to be rewritten as it was
to kegs in dormitories. "The nice guy, but he doesn't repre- observed to be absurd that the
Librarian should have governbasic idea, which was put forth sent the interests of the stuing powers over the students.
dents."
by Kathy Duggan from ORL,
The consensus of the room
Said one member of the
was that the dorms really get
was
that student apathy would
audience
in
the
Washington
destroyed," said Banfield. In
be
the
greatest obstacle along
Room,
"I'm
not
here
because
of
part; this is the result of the stuthe road to student empowerdent "keg mentality, that once kegs, I'm here just because I'm
ment. Said Jim Moodie, '96,
you tap a keg, you have to finish sick of hearing news of changes
"Student empowerment can
that
are
going
to
happen
[only
it," Banfield continued.
happen
on this campus, but it
It was, put forth that the moments before they are imple- takes more than 232 people votmented]."
fraternities have the means to
The idea of hand-selected ing for Vice President,"
preserve kegs so they don't be-

:

:

Trinity College recently received its second challenge grant
form the National Endowment
for the Humanities (NEH) for a
project headed by Associate
Academic Dean, Lecturer in history, J. Ronald Spencer titled,
"Strengthening Area Studies,
with Primary Emphasis on
South Asia."
The value of the grant is
400, 000 dollars. Its principle
investigators are Jan Conn, Dean
of Faculty, and Ellison Banks
Findly, Associate Professor of
Religion and Area Studies."
One of the most important
things to note with a challenge
grant is that the college has to
raise money for it. ITie NEH
gives Trinity $400,000 and Trinity College has to match it four
to one. Trinity will raise 1.6
million dollars for a total of two
million dollars.
According to Spencer, the
two million dollars willbe spent
in three principle ways.
The first and biggest move
will be to spend $1,250,000 to
endow a professor in South
AsianStudies. The income from
the money would provide the
salary for the person to be endowed.
Second, $150,000 will be
used to strengthen and expand
the library holdings related to
South Asian Studies. Spencer
noted the library's already
strong religion holdings and remarked that the collection
would need to expand especially
with a new faculty member.
Spencer said this would result
in a first class collection.
Third, the remaining
$600,000 will be used to create
another endowment. The en-

dowment would be called,
"Area Studies Endowment" or
"International Studies." The
income will be used to bring in
visiting faculty to teach one or
more areas studied by Area
Studies.
Spencer stated, "In most
cases we'll try to bring them to
Trinity from the countries they
are talking about."
Dean Spencer wanted to
stress, "Of the two million only
$150,000 will just be spent and
never recovered, the rest goes
into endowment."
Trinity received its first
NEH challenge grant in the mid
tolatel970's. The college is not
entitled to receive anymore.
Reflecting on the first grant
Spencer said, "We had to match
it three to one." TheruleatNEH
says if you apply for a second
challenge grant you have to
match it four to one.
The total proceeds for the
first grant were under $1 million and it was used to refurbish
some of Seabury Hall. Seabury
Hall houses many of the departments of humanities.
The proposal for the grant
was submitted in the Spring of
1992. Spencer remarked, "although NEH liked it they did
not fund it, ...put it in again in
April 1993, second time
around...all the more exciting."
Regarding the con tent of the
project Spencer said, "South
Asia is such an extensive and
important part of the globe. I
think in a liberal arts curriculum, far more attention to South
Asia (needs to be paid) than one
person can do...My sense is that
(there is) a great deal of student
interest in South Asia and once
we have this person hired we
feel that enrollment (in classes)
will be high."

Nfo News is
G€K$d M e w s !

The Tripod will not
be publishing
for ttie next two weeks
due to Reading Week.
We will return from our .
hiatus on March 8 with
our 4th issue of the
semester.
—The Trinity Tripod
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Campus Crime Down
BY C. CLIFTON FULLER IV
Senior Editor

There has been a 13% decrease in 1993 campus crime
from the previous year, according to Campus Safety's annual
statistics, which were released
last week. Statistics are compiled for the calendar year,
which includes the Spring '93
and Fall '93 school semesters at
Trinity, and only include incidents involvingTrinity students,
faculty, or employees.
The most marked decrease
in individual crime statistics was
the number of auto thefts, which
decreased from 13 in 1992 to
only 3 last year.
Brian Kelly, Director of
Campus Safety, stresses thathis
department's primary concern
last year was to "make our 100
acres a much safer environment."
To that end, Campus

Preliminary Crime Statistics:
Murder
Sexual Assault
Robbery
Aggr. Assault
BurglaryLarceny
Auto Theft
Arson
Total:
Provided by Campus Safety.
at the Broad Street entrance to
the College. The gate, which is
located by the Ferris Athletic
Center, is closed each evening,

...the number of auto thefts, which decreased
from 13 in 1992 to only 3 last year.
Safety's foremost work was to
augment and improve the security technology on campus.
Working closely with Buildings
and Grounds, security screens
were installed on the first floors
of virtually all the dormitories.
Also, combination locks on the
exterior entrances of High Rise
and North Campus were replaced with student ID card
readers. Another improvement
was an increase in exterior lighting, especially in areas overlooking the athletic fields.
Another installation which
caused a minor uproar and debate was a new gate constructed

barring access for cars and pedestrians. Mr. Kelly remarked
that, since its inception, there
has been no significant prdb-

1993
0
1
1
0
21
137

-.3,.
0 .163

1992
0
2
1
1
29
140
13
0
186

paying attention... making it
harder for someone to commit
a crime."
Awareness was definitely
heightened in 1993. Last February, a Trinity alumnus was
sexually assaulted by two
brothers, prompting a vigil for
nonviolence.
Las t summer and fall were
tumultuous months of rival
gang warfare in the immediate
vicinity, culminating in the

"People are paying attention... making it
harder for someone to commit a crime."
—Brian Kelly, Director of Campus Safety
lems or complaints.
Technology, however, i$,
not the sole reason for the de-f
crease in crime at Trinity. Mr.
Kelly said that he noticed a better awareness among faculty
and students alike. "People are

murder of a Latin King member
.on Brpad Stjreet.
' Mr.'Kelly recalled thatduring these times there was "a certain fear" which made people
more cautious and aware of their
urban environment.

Kappa Phasing Out At Trinity
continued froni page 1
"We're particularly frustrated," must meet in order to remain on
said East, referring to how her campus. East said that Kappa
wanted.
Because of this. East now organization is "getting differ- has yet to receive this from Pesays thatthe mergerwithPikeis ent stories every week" from ters. In addition, East expressed
concern that the administration
not acceptable. After discover- the college administration.
All Greeks have to submit wanted the group to sign on to
ing this, the sorority's options
were limited to going underground or phasing out. East As a result of the meeting on Sunday, Kappa
believed that going underground was the only way for the will be informing the college that it currently
organization to remain in existis planning on phasing out. "This decision
ence while maintaining, its. national charter. She said, "I per- buys us time," said East.
sonally think it could work,"
However, in a conversation in writing a letter explaining requirements that would have
last week with a high ranking their plans for the future con- different meanings on paper
official at the Kappa headquar- cerning coeducation by Friday, than in reality.
ters, East was informed that in February 18th. As a result of the \
Losing its national charter
order for a chapter to be a part of meeting on Sunday, Kappa, will. would allow the organization to
the national organization, it be informing the college that it re-explore the merger with Pike
must remain in good standing currently is planning on phas- and also the possibility of going
with the College. Eastexplained ing out. "This decision buys us underground, but East exthat this means that the chapter time," said East.
plained that the membership in
the national organization is
highly
valued by Trinity's
The Kappa sorority had drawn up a plan with Kappa members.
the brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha (Pike) to
"We take our allegiance to
very seriously," she
merge and become one organization while still national
said, "It provides a strong founmaintaining some separate functions,., such a dation for the organizational
structure of our group."
merger has now been vetoed by the national
East expressed frustration
at the current situation and said
organization.
that "there is no easy answer" to
must be recognized by the colEast said that because of solve Kappa's dilemma. The
lege administration, and thus, the conflicting information that organization plans to phase out
going underground was no it seems to be getting about the now, but may change its plans if
longer an option.
implementation of coed Greeks circumstances with either the
According to East, Kappa at Trinity, Kappa has told Asso- national or the administration
has tried to figure out a way to ciate Dean of Students, Kirk Pe- change.
comply with the Trustee's man- ters that it wants to receive in
"We're going to wait and
date without losing its charter. writing a lis t of conditions that it see," explained East.

The stories which you are about to read are taken directly from the files of
Trinity College's Department of Campus Safety. Tlie names of those involved
liave been eliminated in order to protect the innocent and the guilty. Please note
that all suspects are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law. This feature
of the News section is designed to better inform the College community of the day
today work of Campus Safety officers.

Jarvis Jousters
On. February 11 at 3:52 A.M. Campus Safety received a
complaint of a fight on the third floor of Jarvis. A campus safety
officer responded to find one of the two puerile pugilists barely
bleeding. A friend attemp ted to escort this fractious fighter from
the floor. He refused any medical attention. "Another one of his.
associates became verbally abusive to the campus safety officer," said DCS-BK, "so now the incident is being investigated
by the Dean of Students office." These wrangling wrestlers'
should have known that b ustling boxing brings only disgraceful
discipline.
.

Submerged Snaab
Snow Scandal
Several snow surrounded Saabs have been desperately
deserted. DCS-BK said that these cars must be moved, but
added "we're not going to dig you out." This was in response to
a fuming female who demanded that campus safety dig her car
out immediately. Due to insurance restrictions campus safety
can not physically dig or push someone out of a snow bank.
DCS-BK said that campus safety has extended itself as much as
possible in shuttling people around campus and starting cars.
Try telling that to the mad miss who haughtily hollered when
campus safety would not fully free her secluded Snaab.

Tough Towing Threat
Campus safety has compiled a hot list of 54 unregistered
vehicles with five or more parking ticketster, It will be released
this week and those who find their cars on it might want to hide
them .off campus. DCS-BK plans to tow these targeted truants
starring soon. Hint: Broad Vernon stickers save spondules since
the fixed fee is free.

Metohkangmi Maligns Mather
This Himalayan Hercules who also answers to the aliases
Yeti and Abominable Snowman was restrained and removed
from Mather Monday. This scary snowman stealthily slithered
silently to the strawberry yogurt machine. Standoffish students
sent him sniveling and shouting from Saga. One frozen freshman commented contemptuously on the inconvenient intrusion
by sarcastically saying, "Student empowerment must start soon
so I yelled at the yellow Yeti."

Irascible IDPs
With winter whipping Trinity, parking spaces at frozen
Ferris have become scarce. The west side of the lot is designated
for IDPs. Daunting drifts have caused smarmy students to shift
sides and sack IDP slots. Campus Safety is contemplating more
IDP parking spaces. Until then campus safety will penalize the
non-IDPs who park on the west side of the lot.

Snow Slips
Frozen fall caused a cracked carpus on February 8. Of the
two serious falls this week, this broken wrist was the worst
wound from slippery sidling. Security Blotter has seen several
avalanches avoided by swiftstudents. As the weather warms up
this week more pfrozen precipitation will perilously plunge
from the pernicious Long Walk roofs.
Security Blotter would also like to convey condolences to
the completely covered car parked behind Jarvis on Friday
night. By Saturday morning the Volvo station wagon was only
identifiable by its sideview mirror since snow was packed up to
the top of its door. SB wonders if the overwhelmed owner called
campus safety to exhume the veiled vehicle. What an incentive
to park at Broad Vernon.

CAMPUS
Written and compiled by Paul Sullivan

Spring T 994 Students Abroad
Adams, Alexandra'95
43 Harrington Gardens
London SW7 4JU, ENGLAND
Phone: 44-7.1.-373-6462
Adams, James'95;
1 Little Clarendo'nStreet
Oxford 0X2 6HA, ENGLAND
Adams, Peter'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2
00153 Rome, ITALY
Phone:39-6-575-7184
Aiello, Rosemary J.'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi .
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone: 39-6-575-7184
Anixr, Daniel'95
98 Banbury Road Summertown
Oxford, ENGLAND
Phone:44-865-62495
Avitsur,Ami'95
WSE Student Hostel "Sabinki"
Al. Niepodleglosci 147
Dom Studenta SGH #2
02-554 Warsaw, POLAND
Phone:42-22-499-751
Barrett, Cameron E.'95
4 rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris, FRANCE
Phone: 33-1-43-20-24-83
Barrett, Carolyn'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY Phone: 39-6-575-7184
Bernard, David A.'95
London 22a Craven Hill Gardens
London W2 3EE, ENGLAND
Phone:44-71-792-0211
Bettencourt, S. Bartley'95
Galway Student Residences
Cmpany Limited, Comb Village
University College Galway
Newcastle, Galway, IRELAND
Bialek,Ny]a'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
CJivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY Phone: 39-6-757-7184
Borus,Josh'95
Boston University Internships
43 Harrington Gardens
London SW7 4JU, ENGLAND
Phone: 44-71-373-6462
Butler, Shelley H.'95
NYU in France 56ruedePassy
Pavfflion D 75016
Paris, FRANCE
Phone: 331-42-88-52-84
Carroll, Melissa Ani»'95
University of Edinburgh
Pollock Halls of Residence 18
Holyrood Park Road
Edinburgh EH16 5AY, SCOTLAND
Carter, Phylisa'95
c/o Judy Asuni
11A Isaac John Street GRADceja
Lagos, NIGERIA
Phone:234-1-830797
Carty, Katherine'95
Institut fur Europaische Stud.
Erbprinzenstrasse 12 79098
Freiburg im Breisgau GERMANY
Phone: 49-761-36-761
Outlaw, Thomas J.'9S
RUSSIA
Christensen, III, Carl A.'95
c/o Junior Year in Munich
Leopoldstrasse 23/TV 80802
Munich GERMANY
Phone:49-89-33-10-68
Colby, Alexis'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153 Rome, ITALY
Phone:39-6-575-7184
Cooke, Oliver D.'95
London W2 4EB, ENGLAND
Phone:44-71-792-8751
Cooper, Elizabeth'95
Hauptstrasse 133 69117
Heidelberg, GERMANY
Phone:49-622-1184143
Davis, Meadow'95
University Hall Flinders University
G P O Box2100
Adelaide, SA 5001, AUSTRALIA
peMichele, James'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone: 39-6-575-7184
Eisenhauer, Gregory'95
IES/TAS/Tokyo Int'nat. U.
Elia.Thomas'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone:39-6-575-7184
Ellwood, John'95
International Office
University of Queensland St.
Lucia Queensland 4072, AUSTRALIA
Phone:617-365-1794
Eschelbacher, Liza'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone: 39-6-575-7184
Falk,Jonathan'95
c/o Overseas Student Program
Student Dormitories Building B
Ramat Aviv, Tel Aviv
69978, ISRAEL
Phone: 972-3-640-8639
E-Mail: bruins@ccsg.tau.ac.il
Fertaly, Vanessa S.'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153 Rome, ITALY
Phone: 39-6-575-7184
Froedson, Julia'95
Wesleyan In Israel
EshKoI 2/9 Entrance A Jerusalem,
ISRAEL
Phone: 9722-439-007
funnan, Alissa'95
3/12 James Court Lawnmarket
Edinburgh EH12PB,
SCOTLAND
Phone: 31-225-4521

Goldstein, Stephanie'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicci, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone: 39-6-575-7184
Gonzalcs, Matthe\v'95
Clifton Hill House Lower Clifton Hill
Bristol BS8
1BX, ENGLAND
Gonzalez, Steven'95
43 Harrington Gardens
London SW7 4JU, ENGLAND
Phone:44-71-373-6462
Govindarajan, Ramya'95
c/o Butler University, INSTEP
21 Pembridge Gardens
London W2 4EB, ENGLAND
Phone: 44-71-792-8751
Heberer, Jennifer'94
Quellenstrasse 46/14
1100 Vienna, AUSTRIA
Phone: 43-1-6476714
Hirsch, Sarah S.'95
d/a Program ASA Mudita Inn
Peliatan, Ubud 80571
Bali, INDONESIA
Huie, Bryan A.'9S
Palais Corbelli Johannesgasse 7
A -1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA
Phone: 43-1-512-2601
Hunter, Margaret'96
Butler ISA/Macquarie
Ingersoll, Hope'95
9394 Via Paris/Montpellier
3 bis, rue Coulondre
34000 Montpellier, FRANCE
limes, (Catherine J/95
9394 Univesity of Glasgow
Queen Margaret Hall
55, Bellshaugh Road Kirklee
Glasgow G12 OSQ, SCOTLAND
Phone: 44-41-334-2192
E-Mail: 931891 ©PSY.GLASGOW.AC.UK
Johnson, Yvette Joie'95
Sarah Lawrence in London
Jordan, Elizabeth Anne'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone: 39-6-575-7184
Joyce, Shannon Marie'95
Via Montpelier 1 rue Victoire de la Mame
34000 Montpelier, FRANCE
33-1-45-89-89-15
JCane, Stephen'95
King'sCollege Hampstead Campus
Chesney Hall #402
Kiddepore Avenue
London NW3 7ST, ENGLAND
Phone: 44-71-431-3372
E-Mail: extrels@oak.co.kcl.ac.uk
Kairni,Karim'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone: 39-6-575-7184
Kehoe, Katherine B.'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone: 39-6-575-7184 '
Kennedy, Samuel H.'9S
Baird House
18 Holyrood Park Road
Edinburgh EH 16
5AW, SCOTLAND
Phone:44-31-667-1971 x3037
E-Mail: skennedy@festival.edinburgh.ac.uk
Krawiec, Peter'95
Warkworth House Warkworth Terrace
Cambridge CB1 1EE, ENGLAND
LaPlume, Joseph W.'95
198 Banbury Road Summertown
Oxford, ENGLAND
Phone:44-865-62495
Lack, David'95
Maavar Hamitla 2/14 Ramat Eshkol
Jerusalem, ISRAEL
Levy, Danit'95
Syracuse University in Italy
Piazza Savonarola 151-50132
Florence, ITALY
Phone: 39-55-575512
Longcore, Matthew J/94
SUNY/Broclcport in Oxford
Ludwln, Victoria'95
c/o Les Mailley
2 Square Villares De Joyeuse
Paris 75017, FRANCE
Phone: 33-42-67-69-15
MacEvitt, Christopher'9S
British & European Studies Gp.
23 City Road
Cambridge CB1 1DP, UNITED KINGDOM
Marangosian, Sabine'95
c/o Mme. Nathalie Mauger
76 Quai de la Loire 75019
Paris, FRANCE
Phone: 33-1-42.45.08.17
Marinoff, Nathan'95
9394 Tel Aviv University
Overseas Student Programs
Tel Aviv University Student
Dormitory Building B
Ramat Aviv, Tel Aviv 69978, ISRAEL
Phone: 972-03-643-2022
E-Mail: cowboy@ccsg.tau.ac.il
Martin, Maura K.'95
Room 6, Hillel House
18 Harrington Street Falmer,
Brighton' Brighton, ENGLAND
Phone:44-71-792-8751
McClain, Hodari'95
SMU-in-Paris
Reid Hall, 4 rue de Chevreuse 75006
Paris, FRANCE
Phone:46-26-51-79
McCubbin, Heathcr'95
Founders Hall East 365
Royal Holloway, Uni. of London
EghamHill F.gham,
Surrey TW20 0EX, ENGLAND
Phone: 44-784-434455
McNally, Catherine E.'9S
9 Vassileos Geojgiou II Street
GR-106 74 Athens, GREECE
Phone: 30-1-7218

McQuaid, Anne'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY Persphone:
Phone: 39-6-575-7184
Milner, Karen'95
c/o Family Brodin
Belevagen2 17561
Jarfalla, SWEDEN
Phone: 46-08-36.81.42
Mioli, Alicia L.'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone: 39-6-575-7184
Mitchell, James'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone: 39-6-575-7184
Moses, Margot'95
Fundacion Jose Ortega y Gasset Fortuny 53
28010 Madrid, SPAIN
Phone: 34-1-401-1067
Moskowitz, Jonathan'95
64 Redcliffe Gardens
London SW10 0HD, ENGLAND
Phone:44-71-244-8906
Murphy, Ke«iJ.'95
c/o Da Mar Garcia Ramon y Cajal, 49,9a
46007 Valencia, SPAIN
Nachman, Anthony M.'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone: 39-6-575-7184
Nisivoccia, Jennifer'95
Butler ISA/Queensland
0'Connell,Aaron'95
Universite De Syracuse
7, Rue Schiller
67000 Strasbourg, FRANCE
Phone: 88-25-71-92
O'SulIivan, Katherine E.'95
Hiatt Baker Hall
ParrysLane Stoke Bishop
Bristol BS91 AD, ENGLAND
Phone: 44-272-239159
E-Mail: jya@bristol.ac.uk
Page,JocelynM.'95
c/o I.U.L.M.
Vis F. da Liscate, 3
20143 Milano, ITALY
Pena, Jessica'95
64 Redcliffe Gardens
London SN10 0HD, ENGLAND
Phone:44-71-792-0211
Perry, Nicole M.J.'95
Reid Hall, Room 3232
Royal Holloway, Uni. of London Egham
Surrey TW20 0EX, ENGLAND
Phone: 44-784-439420
Phillips, Theresa C'95
c/o Office of Acad. Affairs
American University in Cairo
113 Kasr el Aini Street
P.O. Box 2511, U511
Cairo, EGYPT
IMenkowski, Jason'95
International Hall Brunswick Square
, London WCJ N1AS, BNGLAND
Phone: 44-71-837-0746
Pingel, Claire'95
Reid Hall 4 rue de Chevreuse 75006
Paris, FRANCE
Phone: 46-51-34-63
Portanova, Camy B.'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone:39-6-575-7184
Pyper, Andrew'95
Boston University Internships
43 Harrington Gardens
London SW7 4JU, ENGLAND
Phone: 44-71-373-6462
Rand, Jane Edwards'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone: 39-6-575-7184
Reyes, Andria'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153 Rome, ITALY
Phone:39-6-575-7184
Richardson, Benagh'95
University Hall Flinders University
GTO Box #2100
Adelaide, SA 5001, AUSTRALIA
Riley, Meghan K.'95
SFS Baja APDO Postal 270
La Paz, Baja California Sur MEXICO
Roberts, Kathleen Mary'95
84 Banbury Road
Oxford OX2 6JY, ENGLAND
Robertson, Michael E.'95
Institut fur Europaische Stud. Palais Corbelli
Johannesgasse 7 A-1010
Vienna, AUSTRIA
Phone:43-1-512-2601
Roop, Janna'95
Cromwell College Walcott Street
St. Lucia Queensland
4067, AUSTRALIA
Phone:61-7-377-1498
E-Mail: j.roop@uqvax.cc.uq.oz.au
Ryan, Michael E.'95
Butler ISA/Galway
Saltourides, Eleni'95
c/o Beaver College
Austro-American Inst. Education
Operngasse 4 A 1010
Vienna, AUSTRIA
Phone:43-1-512-7720
Sandell, Anna'95
Hamilton College
4 Rue De Chevreuse
75006 Paris, FRANCE
Saulnier, Jean-Paul'95
, Institut fur Europaische Stud. Palais Corbelli
Johannesgasse7 A-1010.
Vienna, AUSTRIA
Phone:43-1-512-2601
Schaeffer, tiaurie'95
Galway Student Residence Baile na Coiribe
New Castle, Galway, IRELAND
Phone:800-755-5607

Schneider, Rachel G.'95
Colegio Mayor de Nuestra de la
Asuncion Calle Menendez
Pidals/n 14004 Cordoba, SPAIN
Phone: 34-57-29-71-44
Simpson, Nicole'95
Queen Elizabeth Hall King's College Kensington
Campden Hill Road
London W8 7AH, ENGLAND
Phone:44-71-3334245
Slepian, Danielle'95
c/o British & European Studies
23 City Road
Cambridge CB1 1 DP, ENGLAND
Phone:44-223-351524
Smith, Saskia'95
c/o Via Montpellier
1 Rue Victoire de la Marne
340OO Montpellier, FRANCE
Stein, Justin Brownrigg'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone:39-6-575-7184
Stern, Jeffrey A.'95
7/87 Macquarie Street St. Lucia
Queensland, 4067 AUSTRALIA
Phone: 61-02-550-6337
Stowell, Nathan Y.'94
c/o Dr. Gail Stevenson
American Collegiate Consortium
ul. Valovaya, 11/19, kb. 23
Moscow, 113054, RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Phone: Moscow: 235-29-17
E-Mail: ACCEAST@SOVAM.COM
Strike, Christian'9S
Butler ISA/New So Wales
Sweet, Margaret M.'9S
Columbia Reid Hall Programs
4 rue de Chevreuse
Paris 75006, FRANCE
Phone: 33-1-43-20-24-83
Tedesco,PaulW.'95
Syracuse University Florence Center
Piazza Savonarola, 15
Phone: 39-55-57.13.76
Terranova, Leah'95
SFS Baja APDO Postal 279
La Paz, Baja California Sur MEXICO
Phone: 508-927-7777
Volpe,DanaN.'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone:39-6-575-7184
Wasserman, Paul'95
c/o Syracuse University,
Italy Piazza Savonarola 15
1-50132 Florence, ITALY
Phone: 39-55-571-376
Wheeler, Michael'95
Galway Student Residence
Baile naCairibe Newcastle,
Galway Galway, IRELAND
Phone:353-1-676-8875
Wilson, IV, John C'95
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
CHvo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone:39-6-575-7184

Wright, Joy K.'9S

c/o Julie Salazar
C/San Juan de los Reyes, 73
18010 Granada, SPAIN
Yates,Jr.,Timothv'94
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153
Rome, ITALY
Phone: 39-6-575-7184
Zimmerll, Renee A.'95
So. Methodist UmV/Madrid Fundacion
Jose Ortega y Gasset SMU Program Fortuny 53
28010 Madrid, SPAIN
Phone:341-310-4412
Students On Domestic Leave
Curren, Megan Courtney'95
Williams/Mystic
Dranchak, Katherine M.'95
Univ. of Virgin Islands
P.O. Box 3800 St. Thomas
United States Virgin Islands 00803
Phone: 809-777-1857
Einhorn, Stacey H.'96
American U/Journalism
The American University
Congressional Hall Room 205
4400 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20016-8108
Phone:202-895-4559
Erwin,KaliL.'?4
University of Miami
Holtzman, Vivian'95
Tisch School of Arts/NYU
345 Eighth Avenue, Apt. 5F
New York, NY 10001
Johnson, Kristen M.'95
Univ. of Colorado
1200 College Avenue, #104
Boulder, CO 80302
Phone: 303-939-8056
Marsden, Joanna R.'95
Vassar College
124 Raymond Avenue
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
Phone: 914-437-7000
Mugglebee, Erica L.'9S
American U/Public Law
Capital Hall 223 Tenley Campus
The American University
4400 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20016-8132
Phone:202-895-4511
em6l99a@american.edu
Okraska, Kerrie'96
Mt. Holyoke '
;
Sujar,JenaMicheUe'95
Univ. of Virgin Islands
- Box 3800 St. Thomas
United States Virgin Islands 00803
Phone:809-777-1852 .
Wayman, Alisha'95
Tisch School of Arts/NYU
Weinstein, Joshua M.'9S
Tisch School of Arts/NYU
** Informantion courtesy of the Office of
Educational Services.
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RA's Find Logical Inconsistency..,

More On "Geeks
it.

To the Editor:
In reference to the article, "Geeks,
Kegs, & Dorms—Oh My!," we have
found the author, Annemarie Peil, to be
hypocritical,contradictory, and ignorant
in her response to a meeting which she
attended (while drunk) about student
empowerment.
Peil states that, at the meeting, "the
people were.talking about student empowerment and power to the people
and effective means of student government and policy making," yet later comments that "very little happened."
She goes on to describe the people as
students who "wanted power...[felt
that]... the administration was dictating
their actions,... [and]... wanted to organize committees" to assert student empowerment.
We believe that these actions alone
constitute "something happening:" an
awareness, which Peil lacks, of the Trinity environment, and of the capacity
which students hold to mold and change

We do not believe that this ignorance was solely due to Peil's drunken
state. In "Geeks, Kegs, & Dorms—Oh
My!," she calls those at the meetingparanoid. Yet in her other article, "Buildings
Shut At Night; What Next? Curfew?,"
she feels threatened by the "card reader
conspiracy" and a possible 10 o'clock
curfew.
We claim that this meeting did not
stem out of a reaction to the students'
own paranoia, but rather a response to
such issues as the school librarian holding more power than the student body in
governing the latter's social and academic
activities.
Ra ther than spending her money on
shots at the View, we suggest that Peil
buy herself a clue. If she cannot afford
one, or is unable to acquire one, we may
be willing to provide one for her.
Sincerely,
Vasiliki Kouma '95
Danny Markstein '96

White I appreciate such strict attention to what I have written, I do beg the
readers to consider which section the article In reference appeared in—Features,
For those unfamiliar with the nature of the Features section, let me simply say that
thereareno twostudentsherenftrnedBoofs and Birks. My point, i£you<an refrain
from takingsuch a literal interpretation of' whatl've written, was that talk was all
that was presentatthe meeting—and a good majority of it was whin ing. The idea
of student empowerment necessarily involves action artel a focus. We need to
deddeonadirectionandfollowiinotjustralkabouHt. Otherwise, we're simply
wasting our valuable time,
A,P.

A Matter Of Safety...

Better Shuttle System?
To the"Editot;

' "-"'•

It seems to me iasr year at this time,
there was a big dilemma whether or not
the new shuttle system should be implemented. The professional shuttle service was chosen because it supposedly
could run even in inclement weather.
OnthenightofTuesday2-8-94,theshuttle
service was shut down due to the
weather.
This makes no sense! The bad
weather does not make this campus safe
to walk at night! As a matter of fact, it is

even more dangerous in this •weather i
because mere is an added danger of
falling. The old shuttle system wasmuch
more convenientforstudents,itprovided
extra jobs and in general it was more
accepted by our community.
This recent failure of the new system clearly demonstrates that the "professional" shuttle drivers are no more
effective than the old system. Bring back
the old shuttles!
Sincerely,
AmyMarcotte '96
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Betrayal & Deception
To the Editor:
On the eve of the 1989 NCAA basketball tournament, then Michigan
coach, Bill Prieder announced that he
would become the head coach at Arizona State, and resign from his coaching duties at Michigan upon the conclusion of the season. The Michigan
athletic director, thought such on act
treasonous and suirtmaril y preempted
Freider'sresignariori/byinforminghitn
to promptly leave before the tournament began.
The Trinity comnuinity todayfaces
a similar feeling of betrayal and false
loyalties as did Michigan University
back in 1989, Our outgoing president,
Mr- Tom Gerety, though he never
coached basketball in the NCAA's, is
obviously in the same league as Mr.
Frieder whenitcomes to character and

political agenda. When Gerety came
to Trinity he assured the trustees that
he would stay at Trinity for at least ten.
years. One need not be a graduate of
the Trinity Mathematics Proficiency
Exam to recognize that there is some
numerical shortfall here. But this is
not just an issue of numbers, it is an
issue of a stated commitment. A commitment he has failed to fulfill.
Indeed, the he^d of the trustees,
Mr. Alfred Koeppel, voiced an opinion representative of the community
by saying that Gerety "betrayed" She
college.
But his departure goes beyond
this. It is an embarrassment no t just to
Trinity College, butalso to higher education in America. Since when is it
possible for a president of a college to
act in the interest of his awn personal
gain and prestige, with no regard as to

Geretyfs Strategic Plan, aggressive fundratsing, and
involvement in the Hartford community luere indicative
of what many people viewed as a visionary president
devoted to his college. Alas, we have been deceived.
a sense of commitment. I resent the
fact that my tuition continues to support & man in the president's office
who is no longer loyal to the college.
Perhaps Trinity might consider addressing Mi. Gerety's decision to become president at Amhecst College in
much the same manner as did the
Michigan athletic department.
When Gerety assumed the Prealdencyof thecollegein 1989fh«jtook&n
more than a title. He inherited the
history ofTri nity College as wdl as the
responsibEityofshapmgaprbsperous

HMMpitti
StrategicPlan, aggressive fun draining,
and invol vement in the Hartford community were indicative of what many
people viewed as a visionary president devoted to his college. Atas, we
have been deceived,
A president whom we had
thought to be selfless, today surprises
us by tits entirely selfish, decision to
abandon hist duty to the college, in
what seems to -many as some furfher'an.ee of ayet to be determined personal

the welfare of the institution which he
represents? Many have mentioned that
Gerety has used Trinity as a "stepping
stone," This analogy is fight on target.
Indeed, Gerety has "stepped" on us.
One need only look to last Friday afternoon for an example of his disrespect
for the students and faculty, The
undassy, impersonal folded leaflet informing us of his resignation, via campus mail, was a fitting testament to a
wayward president with little regard
to those he has been chosen to
sent
,,
. / has'
t
not failed ns a president. But he hat.
failed the college, which is an intangible measure of success that goes beyond the final balance of a college budget. When one looks back upon, his
legacy, whether positively or negatively, it will no doubt be clouded by a
president who has served the college
under false pretenses,
Shara Abraham'96
Pat Pinschmidt '96
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Question Authority—Then Eliminate It
Two, they provide some counseling
services when students are having a criTwo recentarticles in the Tripodh&ve sis. True, but pardon me for being skepquestioned the hiring and firing deci- tical about the counseling abilities of a
sions made by the leadership of the Of- fellow student who has no more life exfice of Residential Life. While reading perience than I have but for a week or
these pieces during the last two weeks, I two of pre-semester "RA Training." If
couldn't help thinking about eliminat- you really have a "life problem," are you
ing these leaders who seemingly unfairly going to go to a fellow student who you
disciplined these "officers" of the RA see twice a week shaving, or to a friend
program. However, then I thought about who knows you better anyway?
what the RA program really does for the
Three, they hold what are loosely
campus and the studentbody in general. called "dorm events", which are essenAnd after pondering that topic, I won- tially glorified study breaks with more

To the Editor:

I thought about what the RA program really does for the
campus and... I wondered why the student body hasn't
fired the RA program altogether.
dered why the student body hasn't fired
the RA program altogether.
Think about what the RA program
does for the student body. One, they get
us food, arguably decent, on an arguably
decent basis in the form of study breaks.
Good idea, but couldn't we do this ourselves if we didn't have them around?
Yes, and the food would probably be
more to our own individual liking since
we'd be the ones who were purchasing
it.

food and better stuff to grab for the room
when you're working late on a paper.
Again, these are nice tilings to have, but
what's the cost of these "study breaks?"
Looking in the campus phone directory, I counted 67 hired and paid RAs for
the Fall 1993 semester. From friends in
the RA program, I know that at least
some persons in the program are being
paid $3,000 per year to do their jobs. That
adds up to $201,000 thatsomeone ispaying to staff this department, in student

salaries alone. And guess who that some- at Trinity is $111.67. Do you think you
one is. RIGHT. You.
could come up with some good study
Do youreally think your RAis worth breaks for yourself it you had $111.67 in
this kind of money? Is that occasional your pocket right now? That's what you
study break that good? If so, do you deserve and right now you are handing
think paying the "ORL Program Staff" is that money, directly or indirectly, to the
worth it? Or the "ORL Support Staff?" administration. That is money that you
These people provide neither study shouldn't have to spend, and you
breaks nor counseling. All they do is shouldn't be spending. For the amount
"educate" the RAs on how to deal with of work the RA program is doing, they
the student body. Is mat worth it? And shouldn't get that for the year. Additionsays who, the people in tlie program who ally, the RA program currently holds
are receiving unknown kickbacks, perks, some student space "captive" on the 4th
and special dinners to keep them quiet, floor of Cook. This area consists of three
brainwashed and subversive to the needs rooms, a tv with cable, and a fully funcof the administration?
tional kitchen area. And on the door is a
I can't tell you if your RA is worth it, big sign which essentially says, "if you
basically because I have very little expe- are not an RA, or you're not invited by
rience with RAs. This might not surprise one, get out." Who needs this?
you if I were a freshman, but I'm a senior.
I say none of us do. The RA program
My freshman year I thought my RAs has created a two-tiered society among
were cool because they bought us beer. thestudentbody;one tier consists loosely
My sophomore year I saw my RA once. defined authority who are paid to wield
My junior year I had to ask other people the interests of the administration above
in the dorm who our RAs were because I us, and the other consists of the rest of us
didn't know them and they didn't con- begging for free food at study breaks. In
tact us in any way. And this year, well, my opinion, this program should elimiyou can guess the RA activity in a mostly nated and our money refunded. We can
senior dorm.
and should organize for student empowNo, I can't tell you if your RA is erment!
worth it. But I can tell you something
Sincerely,
else. $201,000 divided by 1800 students
John F. Prendergast '94

Misrepresentation In SGA Is Just A Fantasy
To tlie Editor;,
I am .writing in response to the edi,bft<fttfltlecl "Elves, Fairies & SGA" which
appeared in last week's Tripod concerning the actions of myself and five of my
friends. One of the central arguments of
this article dealt with the scant number
of votes (a mere three, though we averaged about five times that) needed to
become an elected member of the SGA.
For while it seems ludicrous to allow
three votes to elect a RAL, (Rep. at large)
it must be allowed to happen. The student government is founded upon the
principles of a representative democracy.
The people elect who they believe will
best represent their own interests. It
must be remembered that the government is the servant of tlie people, a structure and a tool to allow the community to
function without the chaos of a large
scale direct democracy. A representative democracy is a division of labor,

where the few elected serve the needs of the people who, by ignoring their own
the many who elect them. It is therefore right to vote, make it easy for candidates
detrimental to the community to leave representing other people to be elected.
And yet, much to the surprise of the
positions vacant within their governmental structure. If a person is willing to student body and many members of the
accept the commitments and responsi- student government, this election has
bilities of the position, why should they completely filled every position of the
not be allowed to work for the people SGA. Admittedly, some of the RAL's
who see them as acceptable representa- w ere elected by a measly three votes. But
, the SGA now has a fully staffed structives for their interests?
Now iris true that there is a general ture; Maybe more of the students are
feeling of apathy for the SGA among the beginning to perceive that they can be
student body. Most students do not represented by an individual who will
know the duties which the SGA per- represent them. Maybe more students
forms, and most do not seem to care that want a say in their government, maybe
they do not know. And this is their they are ready to acknowledge the long
choice. It merely means that they willnot hours and thankless work done by their
be adequately represented by the SGA. SGA peers. It is said that a little respect
These are the people who do not vote can go a long way. Tired of Trinity not
during elections and dp not support their living up to your expectations? Talk to a
own Student Government. These are member of the SGA and realize that their
also the people who later wonder why work is done for you. And if you're
they are not represented. And these are really daring, run for office next election.

Either way, get your say into the SGA.
Their job is to help integrate your college
years and the Trinity experience. Don't
like it? Than join the SGA and change it.
Do like it? Than support your SGA and
help them to help upkeep the social and
political environment of this school.
By this point you must realize that
the six members of the loose coalition of
people who make up the TFG (Trinity
Fantasy Guild) did not join the SGA to
impose any silly rules or subvert the true
purpose of the student government. We
joined because we have a real interest in
the way that the school is run and hope to
be able to help work for the continued
improvement of the Trinity community.
We did not do it for the publicity, the
glory or upon whim. We did it because
we have a real interest in this college.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
.
Geoffrey C. Zatkin'95

Computer In Every Room & A Chicken In Every Pot
BY AMY STEPHENS
Opinion Writer ~

•

Imagine the summer before you entered Trinity College, along with filling
out a roommate preference slip, you
filled out a computer preference slip.
You would indicate exactly what kind of
computer you wanted given a broad
range of choices. This would mean that
every student would have a computer.
Ways of implementing this policy
are varied and none are without their
problems. Trinity could find a way to
include computers with tuition. In many
ways Trinity could almost give the students a loan totaling the amount of the
computer, which would be used up
front for the computer and paid back
over a college career. Although this
would raise issues of funding and situations such as students transferring could
beproblems, it seems like a doable proposition. This would allow students to
have a computer of their choice, or none
if they so choose.
What seems the greater question to
me is, what does this say about the the
direction education isheading. Are computers becoming as necessary as textbooks and notebooks for a standard
American college education? It seems
we are definitely headed that direction.

This influx of computer technology will
change the way we are educated. Imagine everyone carrying their PowerBooks
from class to class. Notes could be taken,
books could be stored, images could be
recorded all on one portable tool. But

Are computers becoming as
necessary as textbooks and
notebooks for a standard
American college education?
take the machines a step further and all
our classes could beheld on line. Attending class would be a matter of rolling out
of bed arid tuning.in. Conceivably the
teacher couldbe seen andinteracted with
through the network. Work could be
done all on the computer and handed in
through a Docex system. Is that education? We could take classes with professors we never see-maybe who don't even
live in our state or country. We would
never krtow who are classmates werewould we need to live on the same campus? We could take classes around the
world and have resources available with
a key punch or voice command.
It may soon be time to reevaluate
what exactly an education is. Is live

human interaction valuable? Would we
lose immeasurable amounts without it?
Classes would be like interactive television. Some classes here, but especially at
large university lectures, are like this
anyway. After graduating from an on-:
line school it seems hard to be that one
would be "educated" — but why not.
Somehow actually physically attending
school seems like it should be a criteria
for a diploma. It makes me think about
why I came to college in the first place. I
wanted to gain information, maybe even
knowledge. But I am not sure of exactly
what sort or the best way to acquire it.
A loo ming desire to use machines to
make like easier seems to be the way the
world has been thinking for most of this

century. Are we headed towards removing all need for mobility and direct
humancontact? First the telephone, then
the television, now this information highway- it seems that technology is turning
us into iirunobile, inactive, solitary entities. How is that, thatthese advances to
make us more aware, active and united,
often do the opposite?
Somehow I hope that with the invent of new unimaginable technology,
that more benefits will become clear. It
seems so far that computers have helped
me. I do things more efficiently. Hopefully, with forethought, advancements
will take us in a direction in which we
can both learn more efficiently and retain the benefits of humanness.

Policy Concerning Letters To The Editor;
•Please note: Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday
preceding publication the following Tuesday. Letters should address the Editor, and not a
particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be printed, although names may
be withheld if so requested after a signature. The Trinity Tripod wiil not publish any letter the
Editors judged to be an attack on an individual's character or personality.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views
or opinions of this paper. Letters may be of any length, but please limit them to five-hundred
words. Letters are printed according to space availability. Tlte Trinity Tripod reserves the right
to edit all letters for clarity and brevity.
.
Any letters composed on a Macintosh may be submitted to The Trinity Tripod through the
DocEx server in the General Resources zone of the Trinity College network. Letters may also
be submitted on Macintosh or DOS disk.
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Forget Greeks; Concentrate On Alternatives
BY MICHAEL ANEIRO
Opinion Writer

Two weeks ago, Eli Lake wrote an
article that discussed theadministration's
course of action in the ongoing debate
regarding Greek organizations on this
campus. Mr. Lake defended the continued existence of fraternities and sororities at Trinity on the basis of student selfdetermination, arguing that by requiring coeducation of these organizations
the College has infringed upon fundamental student rights. I found his argument convincing and believe its strength
arose from the fact that he was able to set
aside his own personal feelings about
fraternities in order to pursue a greater,
more significant point.
Last week, I had the frustrating experience of reading a letter written by
Ashley R. Altschuler in response to Mr.
Lake's piece. Writing as a fraternity
member, Mr. Altschuler graciously coopts Mr. Lake's argument, taking it as a
mandate to claim the support of a greater
constituency of independents on this issue.
Several of Mr. Altschuler's statements struck me as myopic as well as
unfounded. He uses the second paragraph of his letter to complain that "most
of the faculty, administration and trustees" have, in their judgment of fraternities, subscribed to a "stereotype" that is
not consistent with what Mr. Altschuler
believes to be the true nature of Greek
organizations and their members. Mr.
Altschuler then turns around in the next
sentence and proceeds to subscribe to a
stereotype of his own. In his version of
the aftermath of the proposed changes,
he describes how "we will be on our way
to aWesleyan-type atmosphere." With a
,p{fh,«nded, cutesy hauteur, he adds,
Mr. Altschuler chose not to elaborate on this comment, which is unfortunate because I have yet to figure it out. I
spent my junior year on exchange at
Wesleyan, and so I thought I might be
able to enlighten his perspective on the

"atmosphere" there. Wesleyanhas Greek
organizations, both single-sex and coed.
There are students at Wesleyan who belong to these organizations. Wesleyan
has chapters of Psi-U, DKE (now Cleo
here) and AD, just like Trinity, in addition to many others. These organizationsrepresenta variety of in terestgroups
and attract everyone from football players to the self-appointed literati on campus. Wesleyan's Greeks constitute a sizable, though not quite Trinity-sized, portion of the student body and are highly
active in the school's social scene.
The difference is that Greeks do not
monopolize this scene. If you're interested, you can attend frat parties every
weekend. If you're not, you can completely ignore them and find plenty of
other things to do instead.
That kind of alternative is missing at
Trinity. Believe it or not, there exists a

they grow tired of the status quo.
liberal as Mr. Lake and one as conservaThe lack of balance at Trinity carries tive as Mr. Altschuler can find any comover into daily life as well. Here, without mon ground on this issue, regardless of
a substantial counterculture to keep frat- their respective reasons, would seem to
boy egos in check, certain Greeks are free indicate that the administration need not
to conduct themselves as self-important impose radical changes, that an acceptspoiled brats, and the social structure able solution may be much more close at
becomes more ridiculous than mosthigh hand.
schools. Lacking the power to stuff
Perhaps, now that I think about it, in
some of these people into a Brooklyn- Mr. Altschuler's narrow-minded view of
bound L-train for an intensive, real-world Wesleyan, he inadvertently stumbled
therapy session,Ijust figure thatif you're upon a good point. For a school to have
too snooty to utter a simple hello on the such a liberal, alternative reputation
Long Walk, then you're really not worth among manypeople, yet still allow Greek
knowing.
organizations to exist on its campus,
Mr. Altschuler laments the fact that points out that it may not be the Greeks
Trinity does not wish to remain "one of who are to blame for Trinity's problems.
the few conservative strongholds in the
Through my own experience, I have
region...." I think this reputation, al- come to respect Wesleyan for its acathough the College has taken action to demic strength, the level of awareness
change it, persists in the minds of many among the students and the diversity of
people and hurts Trinity's academic repu- its student body. All of these are qualities to which, I would hope, Trinity asThefact that an individual as liberal as Mr. Lake and one pires. Wesleyan has managed to arrive
there and still have Greeks. Maybe the
as conservative as Mr. Altschuler can find any common
Trinity administration shouldlookat the
more important issue of what this school
ground on this issue, ...would seem to indicate that the
is lacking and fix that instead of exerting
administration need not impose radical changes, that an all its energy trying to throw out the
Greeks.
acceptable solution may be much more close at hand.
Now, with the additional factor of
sizable percentage of people on this cam- tation. The "Camp Trin-Trin" image is President Gerety's impending departure,
pus who elect not to play the standard dated and needs to be retired. College the Fall of 1994 is poised to bring an even
games at the View or on Vernon Street should not be a four-year escape from greater sense of uncertainty with respect
and who would love to see some viable reality, b ut a laboratory in which you can to the future of Trinity College. As a
alternatives emerge. At present, there look more closely at the world around senior and an independent, I will not be
really are none.
you, allow yourself to mature and form around when the major changes are
I go to see bands when they play on your own, more informed perspective. scheduled to take effect, and Ihave grown
campus, occasional events at the
In his letter, Mr. Altschuler does to the point where I really don't care
Goodwin Theater films at Cinestudio and echo some of the good points Mr. Lake about the fate of the Greeks. My only
occasional events sponsored by student discusses in his article and brings up personal interest lies in the hope that the
organizations or other interest groups, some others as well. I agree with his College can find an answer to this probwhich are all positive social alternatives portrayal of Trinity as a follower and not lem that will somehow benefit the Trinin my opinion. But it isn't enough. At an innovator. I think the College, like ity community, academically and soWesleyan, there are dozens of such events many students, is still confused about cially, and create a more dynamic envieach month, and most ate packed vritih how to approach, the Greek issue, and tonment for future students. At this point
interested students. Perhaps this has hasnot arrived at an answer that is either in time Trinity is in need of some form of
change, but as it stands, the administrasomething to do with the difference in practical or inventive.
the student bodies of the two schools.
Unfortunately, the College has taken tion is prepared to cross a major threshWesleyan students on the whole tend to action before giving adequate thought old to break with a past it wishes to leave
be more receptive to different ideas and to finding a novel way to resolve this behind, but withoutany real idea of what
more inclined to create an alternative if conflict. The fact that an individual as lies ahead.

An Inquiry Into The Sources Of Student Apathy

You Probably Don't Care Enough To Read This
BYANNEMARIEPEIL
Opinion Editor

Apathy. There's a word that has
been used to describe students here time
and time again. The students here think
that they're apathetic; the faculty think
that.the'students are apathetic; the administration thinks that the students are
apathetic; even the maintenance staff is
under the impression that students are
apathetic.
How did this view of the student
population come about? Is it true? If so,

With registration, we are encouraged to select our classes carefully, and
to discuss our course selections with each
professor of a class in which we are interested. However, isn't it curious that a
number of professors have "drop boxes"
forthepermissionoftheinstructorforms?
If the professors don't really care to discuss their classes with the students, how
should we be expected to care?
I am willing to agree that this is not
the case with every professor and every
student, but it does happen here, and
once, in my opinion, is once too often.

Why are we students apathetic? We see no connection
between our efforts and the results of our actions. Youfail
to communicate with us the impact that we make on this
college. All of us — the administration, the faculty, and
the students — are necessary for the college to function
properly.
why are the students apathetic?
At the end of each semester, we
students are asked to complete a survey
of each of our courses and our instructors. We are told that these are held in
high esteem by the faculty and are encouraged to think carefully about our
responses.
However, we have no concrete evidence, really, of what impact we have
had on the evaluation of the courses and
instructors. How then, are we to know
that our words and evaluations have
been considered by anyone?

The announcement of President
Gerety's "unbidden" resignation comes
asabitofaslapintheface. lam not about
to assert that President Gerety was not
dedicated to the Trinity community during his five-year reign as President of the
College; I simply find it curious that he
should elect to resign at such a tumultuous moment — while "initiatives... including the implementation of the Strategic Plan, efforts to secure the resources
necessary for that implementation, and
the search for a new Dean of the Faculty"
and drastic changes in the social atmo-

sphere of Trinity College are being considered and attempted. In this regard, it
almost seems that he doesn't really care
enough to see the completion of these
initiatives. Apathy from the administration. Why should the students feel obligated to care, then?
I'll tell you why we should care —
I'll tell you why I care. A college education is not only an investment of a lot of
money, but is also an investment of time
and energy. Certainly, one could conceivably endure his or her entire college
career without expending either time or
energy, but what kind of experience
would that be? A rather dull one, in my
opinion.
The reason that I see students as
being apathetic to that which happens on
and around campus is because we are
notbeingregardedaswhatwe are: valuable adults.
Trinity requires that we trust and
respect the administration and the faculty; isn't that the least that we should
get in return?
Title II, Section 1 of the Statutes of
Trinity College has made it dear that
there is a hierarchy of power here. To
quote: "The President and those Professors and other officers who are permanently engaged in the instruction and
oversight of undergraduate and graduate students, the Dean of the Faculty and
Librarian, constitute the College Faculty,
to whom is committed to the government of the students."
So, from the start, we students are
told that we are in a position of subordi-

nation to the governing power of the
College Faculty. According to Webster's
New World Dictionary, the verb "govern"

means "(1) to exercise authority over;
rule, control, etc. (2) to influence the action of; guide."
Now the use of the word "govern"
wouldn't be questionable if it were used
in the sense of the second definition—as
guidance. However, when the faculty
denies our freedom of self-determination and makes decisions for the students but against our interest, this is
quite clearly an instance of the first definition, which is unacceptable.
Elsewhere in the Handbookitis stated,
"Each member of the Trinity community
enjoys [the freedom of expression and
inquiry] and is expected to recognize the
responsibilities as well as the benefits
that attend them."
Yes, there is a social responsibility
that is attached to greater liberties and
freedom. But it is hardly just of the
governing bodies (as established in Title
ft, Section 1) to decide ahead of time that
we are inevitably going to mess up, and
place restrictions on our freedom accordingly?
Why are we students apathetic? We
see no connection between our efforts
and the results of our actions. You fail to
communicate with us the impact that we
make on this college. All of us — the
administration, the faculty, and the students — are necessary for the college to
function properly. Isn't it more efficient
to proceed cooperatively, rather than
totalitarianistically?
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"Student Empowerment" Versus Trinity's Paternalism
BY ELI LAKE
Senior Editor

The strategic plan has been written.
The decision concerning fraternities has
been dictated. The doors of participation
ha ve been slammed in our collective face.
It's time we all realize something: as
much as we'd like to believe we participate in college decisions, we don't. Sure
we can make some suggestions. We can
get appointed to select upper level staff
positions. We can even sit on committees where we are severely outnumbered.
These committees, upper level staff positions and suggestions are held up as
evidence of student participation by our
president, our deans and our trustees —
it makes for a wonderful charade. Eventually though, the charade becomes quite
obvious and we hold our heads, make
bedsheet banners and wonder aloud just
how this mess came about. It has always
been my opinion that the politics of symbols are an inadequate substitute for the
politics of substance.
Last Monday, posters advertised a
meeting to discuss the upcoming ban on
kegs in dorms and the coeducation requirement for Fraternities by 1995. I
think though, that last Monday's meeting was more than just this. The reason
why eighty-three students showed up to
the meeting was not necessarily because
they were upset about the forthcoming
ban of kegs in dorms. The high turn out,
despite the poor advertising, was due to

the fact that students were dissatisfied
with our college's symbolic politics when
it comes to our empowerment.
The reason why kegs and frats were
the spark of this underlying discontent is
because our social lives have always been
one of the traditional realms in which
students have maintained relative autonomy from the school. Students organize parties and students attend them.
Now that the college wants to ban kegs
and frats, students feel that the college is
legislating in our best interest without
our consent.
Our best interest? Who is in a better
position to understand our best interest
than ourselves? There is a term for this
type of thinking: it is called paternalism.
It is the belief that adults like ourselves
need to be protected from the consequences of our own freedom. Well I
think paternalism isa bunch of hogwash,
and you should too if you believe you are
an adult and canmake decisions for yourself.
This is why I propose we no longer
acknowledge any rule proposed by the
college that we do not approve ourselves.
I suggest we form the Student Sovereign
Affairs Council. The organization could
make its own keg policy, publish a review of classes, recognize fraternities,
propose an alternative to the unpopular
minor requirement, or anything else students decide is in their interest. The
council could exist within or without the
SGA, it is up to us.

It is crucial that we form our own
organization, independent from the administration — and to borrow a Charlie
Parker song title, now's the time. The
Great Toothy One is packing his bags for
Amherst and the Dean of Faculty is leaving next year as well. These unfortunate
events for the college present a window
of possibility for the students. We can
either sit back and let the college continue a course that disregards our lib-

before matriculation, then the rights enumerated within it should apply to us as
well. If we are obliged to pay for our
entrance into the Trinity community, then
we should be obliged to participate in
determining its direction.
Things though, are never this easy.
The basic logic that affirms our sovereignty is camouflaged by those who deny
it. The camouflage takes its form in the
symbolic politics discussed earlier.
Power perpetuates on every level. Logic
If we are required to read
such as this is contrary to this perpetuation, so those who hold power take the
On Liberty and the basic
steps necessary to hide their eyes from
the penetrating simplicity and moral conliberal rights it espouses
viction our case makes. A struggle is
before matriculation, then thus created.
I am quite fortunate though, for this
the rights enumerated
struggle. For this struggle is a glorious
within it should apply to us one. It is the very basic struggle for
independence in all of its historical majas well.
esty. You have heard my proposals, it is
erty, or we can take matters into our own time for action. Some may say that such
hands. A council for sovereign student proposals are unreasonable. If this is the
affairs is the political mechanism neces- case, then an autonomous student is unsary for such a radical departure from reasonable.
our recent history of passivity.
If given the choice between being
The nature of authority is such that unreasonably free, or reasonably shackit requires recognition by all those it af- led to the doubt and convention of othfects. The authority of our college can ers, 1 would have to choose the former.
not escape this basic tenant. All that is We know what is to be done. This
required for the college's authority over college can not exist without the passive
our lives to cease to exist is for us to consent of its students. As students we
have a choice to act. As moral beings
choose not to recognize it.
If we are required to read On Liberty though, this is not really a choice at all—
and the basic liberal rights it espouses it is an imperative.

Gerety's Actions Typical Of Baby Boom Generation
BY JAY SARZEN
Metro-Hartford Editor

The news that our college president,
"om Gerety, has decided to move on to a
nity, though his departure may induce
shock and anger, and in some cases, induce unadulterated ecstasy. Bill Clinton
has gone on record as saying that the
average American will hold eleven jobs
as an adult. That is an awfully high job
turnover rate for one person, assuming
that the ^v&'ageadult works from age

The position of Supreme
Being is already taken, so it
appears that Gerety will
have to remain the president of Amherst College for
the time being.
eighteen until age sixty-five. According
to Bill Clinton, an average adult will
change jobs every four and a half years.
Well, when Tom Gerety leaves us in June,
he will have spent four and a half years at
Trinity, thus lending credence to Bill
Clinton's assertion. So much for loyalty.
However, Tom Gerety is not just
changing jobs, he is merely adhering to
the values inculcated by his own generation: the Baby Boom generation. The
Baby Boomers were raised as the most
coddled generation in American
memory. In the wake of World War II,
Boomer children had an exceptionally
high quality of life that was unknown to
any previous generation.
As the Boomers came of age in the
1960's and early 1970's, their relatively
easy and fun way of life was disrupted
by Vietnam. For the first time in their
young lives, the Boomers were faced with
having to do something unpleasant.
Having never learned the meaning of the
word "sacrifice," some Boomers chose
to avoid their responsibility.
Tom Gerety avoided his responsibility to his country by obtaining Conscientious Objector status and becoming an
anti-war activist during his carefree days

at Yale University. In an article that
glorified his anti-war stance, Gerety explained that his objection to the war was
a principled objection and not some cowardly shirking o£ responsibility. Indeed,
there is aparallel between Gex^ty'sj^yc^,$^P$?«)&irt'V&tnain and
cation from the position as president of
Trinity College as both smack of selfindulgent Boomerism.
President Gerety's decision to leave
Trinity is a breach of loyalty, as well as a
breach of his obligations to the Trinity
community, whatever they happened to
be. Amherst College called and Tom
Gerety answered without realizing the
consequences of his decision. In essence,
our college's president has become a free
agent. Mind you, selling one's services
to the highest bidder is inherent in our
economic system and, as a free-marketeer
Reagan Republican, I wholly support this

principle.
However, when there is a group
component such as a college, or in the
more basic sense, a baseball team, this
rule should not necessarily apply. In< deed/ J u s t a s the delicate chemistry of a
baseball team is disrupted when a star
player leaves for a million or two a year
(witness the fall of the Pittsburgh Pirates
after Barry Bonds defected when he refused to accept only four million dollars
a year), the morale and reputation of a
college goes down when its president
leaves for no apparent reason other than
to indulge himself.
If a worker decides to leave Hyundai
for General Motors> some co-workers
might be upset, but life goes on for
Hyundai. While life will go on at Trinity,
and in fact it has to, this is nonetheless a
bitter pill to swallow.
So where will our peripatetic soon-

to-be ex-president wind up in, say, ten
years? Gerety was the dean of Cincinnati
Law School for only three years before he
tested the free-agent waters and came to
Trinity, and we all know whathappened
here. The position of Supreme Being is
already taken, so it appears that Gerety
will have to remain the president of
Amherst College for the time being. Indeed, Gerety has indicated that he is
excited about being at the forefront of
American higher education and is committed to keeping Amherst at that level.
However, like a fellow Baby Boomer
who promised, among other things, that
he was a New Democrat, Gerety will
probably find a way out of his current
pledge. However, the Amherst community does not have the luxury of being
able to vote Gerety out of office as the rest
of America does with his fellow Boomer.
Thank God for democracy.
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Senior and Sophomore Enjoy Free Trip to Sorrento
BY PATRICK GINGRAS
Metro-Hartford Editor

Franklin Avenue, located a
little over a mile from Trinity, is
home to a plethora of fine Italian
establishments, as many of you
know. This week, we sent senior Luke McCarthy and sophomore Marcy Milionis to one of
Franklin Ave.'s finest, Sorrento.
Sorrento is easily found by
taking a right onto Broad Street,
a left onto West Preston, and a
left onto Franklin. The restaurant is on the left, number 371.
Marcy and Luke had to go
out on Thursday last week because of the damn snow. The
two did not know each other
prior to the dinner, so it was a

trueblinddateonceagain. Let's
have a look at what they had to
say.
Marcy: Weeachstartedout
with a glass of the house wine
and some bread. Then we decided on the fried mozzarella,
which was very cheesy and very
tasty. For my main course, I
ordered angel hair pasta with a
parsley and basil sauce with
fresh tomatoes. The portions
were really generous (so large
thatnei ther of us wanted desert).
I thought that the pasta
(who's Italian name I can't remember) was decent, but I didn't
think it was as tasty as other
Italian food I've had,
Luke: Fordinnerwestarted
out with a glass of water. It was

wet. We needed a dry wine to
go with dinner, so Marcy took
charge. Using Deb Watts'
driver's license, my teenage date

Good organization (KKG). Im- gether.
mediately I knew Marcy was a
We had a lot in common
risk taker.
and there was never a gap in the
Marcy: The res ta uran t was conversation (except when I almost ran a red light and Luke
"The restaurant was very classy: dim lights, kindly pointed it out to me).
Overall, it was an enjoyable
soft music. It was a really sophisticated
evening. TheTripod Blind Date
Restaurant Review is a great
place." —Marcy Milionis
idea; I would strongly recomordered us a bottle of house very classy: dim lights, soft mend it for a change of pace and
wine. I was shocked.
music. It was a really sophisti- the chance to meet someone
She was only a sophomore; cated place. The service was new.
much too young to be drinking. good; good food takes time,
Luke: As soon as we met,
She is also a KKG sister, and I right?!
we quickly realized we had a lot
always thought they were supBecause we arrived later in in common. We both played
posed to be womanly and true— the night, there wasn't a big sports for Trinity, we both are in
avoid alcohol at all costs. This crowd, which made Sorrento's Watts' "Conflicts" class, and we
gross display of juvenile delin- a good place for talking and re- both like to spend our leisure
quency was no tin the true spirit laxing.
time doing impressions of our
of the Keys to the Kingdom of
Another plus—they didn't professors (especially Chatfield
even card us (this is the one and and Klein). We also talked about
only similarity to our beloved Junior year abroad (as Marcy
would like to spend next spring
View).

"... the place needed to turn on some lights
and the bartender needed to turn the volume
down." —Luke McCarthy

Marcy Milionis and Luke McCarthy, as they depart for great
Italian at Sorrento.

KFILY CdLLIS

Luke: Well, the waitress
was pregnant—thus she was
slow on her feet. As for the
ambience,
we
were
underdressed in bluejeans. So
if you go, a sport coat and tie
might be better. By the way, the
place needed to turn some lights
on and the bartender needed to
turn the volume down. He was
watching Jeopardy with the TV
speakers on full blast!
Marcy: Luke and I got along
really well. Our conversation
ranged from Trinity sports,
Kappa, to our families, Kappa,
to places we've traveled to, and
Kappa. It turns out we are even
in one of the same classes to-

in Spain). Finally, we talked
about what professors to avoid
in the Political Science department. But seriously, I had a
fantastic time—thanks, Marcy.
Yet another blind date in
the books. Sorrento is just one of
many great Italian food restaurants on Franklin Avenue, but
it's good reputation convinced
us to send the reviewers there.
They spent a grand total (including wine) of $51, which really isn't bad, all things considered.
Keep the applications rolling in. The response has been
outstanding, but we need more
guys to apply!

Apply to Become a .Tripod Blind
Date Restaurant Eeviewer!
(last week to apply; we need males!)

Expert teachers
Permanent Centers
Total Training

236-6851
Free Informational Seminars
Available
Classes start soon
for June exams!
Kaplan Educational Center
967 D Farmington Ave
W. Hartford, CT 06107

KAPLAN RULES

Name
EG. Box
Extension
Glass. Year
Male
Female_
RETURN TO BOX 1310,
C/O METRO-HARTFORD.
Participants will be responsible for the following:
Providing their own transportation (one of the two must drive).
Paying the bill, saving the receipt (with tax and tip included), and giving the receipt to us.
Reporting on the meal via one-page .questionnaire, given at time of departure.
Diners will meet in the Cave on the prescribed Wednesday night for a photo, prior to leaving.
Diners will meet at the prescribed time (usually between 6 and 7pm).
Diners will return the receipt and the questionnaires to us via the Metro-Hartford envelope
on the Tripod Office door in the basement of Jackson by the Thursday (day after)
afternoon after the meal.
We will reimburse the participants up to $40 for the meal, as long as the receipt and
questionnaires are returned promptly. ••' •
•
;
We are responsible for choosing the establishment.
Suggestions are, however, accepted.
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Weicker Sets Agenda For '94 Legislative Session
BY JOHN PRENDERGAST
Metro-Hartford Political Writer

Well, the big news at the Capitol this
week was the speech that Governor
Weicker delivered to the legislature in
his last "State of the State" address to
open the 1994 Legislative Session. And if
that speech is in any way representative
of the session, look for dark times and big
fights ahead in the very near future.
The biggest issue that Weicker
brought to the floor in his speech was the
proposed notion of eradicating the
"widely disliked" local personal property tax (George Judson, NYT, p. Bl, Feb.
10,1994.) Currently, this tax is placed on
everything from cars to business equipment. Weicker's rationale in repealing
this tax is to loosen economic constraints
on Connecticut's people and businesses
to stop the job exodus that has been
occurring over the past few years. Based
on projected state surpluses, Weicker
claimed that this move will save the
people of Connecticut over $700 million
a year, Recently, many legislators have
talked openly about the disparities in
taxation the law allows, taxing those the

hardest who have the least to give. The
February 10 the New York Times noted
that the current law allows "a car valued
at $8,000 ...[to be] taxed $542 in Bridgeport, with its high tax rate, but only $108
in much wealthier Darien."
However, the phase out program

rumor is that many of legislators are not
enthusiastic about the idea of their towns
losing a significant amount of revenue.
Another piece of the speech, as expected, concerned one of Weicker's big
priorities this term, cracking down on
the use and sale of handguns. At present,

Weicker's rationale in repealing this tax is to loosen economic constraints on Connecticut's people and businesses
to stop the job exodus that has been occurring over the
past few years.
that he supported in his speech would
not even take effect for 9 years, whenhe's
far out of office and is no longer responsible for possible side effects in lost revenue it may cause. The word around the
Capitol is that a move like this will only
hurt Connecticut's towns because they
will be the ones who lose the revenue
that the tax creates. Additionally, maneuvers like this, reportedly, only constrain the legislature's ability to act in
favor of responsible spending and taxation in the future. So while Speaker Ritter
was quick to support the measure, the

Weicker strongly supports new licensing rules for handgun owners and stronger penalties for handgun-toting criminals. If his handgun legislation isblocked,
Weicker threatened to push for "a total
constitutional ban on all concealed weapons." As drastic as this may seem, Weicker
is ready to go "to the mat" if he has to.
A third "block" of bills Weicker
wants the legislature to work on in the
upcoming session are those dealing with
children and education. He listed several
proposals, among them one that would
guarantee state college tuition aid to any

person who could achieve admissions
requirements, one to increase state-sponsored after-school programs in urban
areas, one to increase job and college
opportunities for the poor, and one to
expand health service for poor children.
Admittedly, these are all good ideas; but
funding for them is questionable and the
implementation will be tricky. It will be
up to legislature to pursue these ideas
further and make them realities, rather
than the lofty ideas that they are now.
Last,butcertainly not least, the Governor encouraged the legislature tospend
over $25 million to open three prison
facilities earlier than expected. I guess
this goes hand in hand with his "cracking down on crime" package. While
these prisons are already under construction and will give the Department of
Corrections more flexibility as to who
goes where, I question the need to spend
$25 million to open them in his term for
what looks like political motivations.
Anyway, that wraps up this week.
Next week most committees begin presenting their bills, and the gossip is already flying. I'll be sure to have more
smut for you by then.

Lewis and Thompson Shine In Name ofFather
BYBETHFENWICK&
ELLEN SCORDINO
Metro-Hartford Movie Critics

The movie this week at Four Corners is "In The Name Of The Father."
This movie is based on a true story concerning political situations in Belfast, Ireland.
The horror of the Irish Republican

Army and British Patrol's control over
the lives of civilians is apparent at the
onset of the film. Shots are fired in the
streets of Belfast, and a young Irishman
named Gerry Cordon is mistaken for the
real gunman by the British Patrol, which
leads to a mass riot. The tension heightens as Gerry Conlon and his friends are
caught and threatened by the police.
Gerry's frustrated father decides to send

SHOWCASE CINEMAS, EAST HARTFORD
Ace Ventura
Blank Check
My Girl II
I'll Do Anything
Schindler's List
Philadelphia
Intersection
In the Name of the Father
Mrs. Doubtfire
Blink
My Father the Hero
Getaway
Gunmen

7:25 & 9:40
7:10 & 9:20
7:20 & 9:25
7:35 & 10:05
8:00
7:00 & 9:30
7:50& 10:10
7:15 & 9:55
7:25 &•10:00
7:05 '
7:40 &: 9:35
7:30'&9:50
9:45

Take 1-84 East to Exit 58 (Silver Lane)

568-8810

At The Movies

Gerry to London in order to allow him to
escape the constant trouble and harassment from the police.
However, the trouble does not end
inLondon. When bombing starts in London, Gerry, along with his friends and
family, is accused of abetting IRA activity. A total of nine people linked with
Gerry are held under the Prevention of
Terrorism Act in a London prison.
What transpires, from the moment
when nil of these people are accused and
jput in jail, is what makes this film so
intense. The reality of what is occurring
is frightening.
BETH: "In The Name Of The Father" had me speechless. The Academy
Awards are coming up and I would not
be surprised if Daniel Day Lewis takes
Best Actor. The anger that permeates

Conlon. Conlon was an unpolitical hoodlum who thought he was unconquerable.
Nothing Was too serious or too severe for him to handle. However, he
slowly realizes that he is not the controller of his destiny, and this scares him.
The fear in his eyes or even the acid in his
brain was so incredibly real. There is no
other actor who could have done this
role such justice.

"In the Name of the Father" had me speechless. The
Academy Awards are coming up, and I would not be
surprised if Daniel Day Lewis takes Best Actor. The
anger that permeates through his character is contagious;
so spectacular is his performance as Gerry Conlon.
through his character is contagious, so
spectacular is his performance as Gerry
Conlon.
:
At times, it was difficult to understand his rich Irish accent, but this minor
inflective distraction just kept me that
much more focused on a very dramatic
film.
Emma Thompson was excellent as
well. However, I was disappointed that
her character did not develop earlier in
the film. It was not until the last third of
the movie that she was even introduced.
Thompson was a very fine supporting
actress, but I would venture to say that
this role will be one of her less wellknown performances.
One thing that was a slight deterrent
in this movie was the violence. It did not
occur very often, but when it did, it was
pretty rough. I, personally, do not enjoy
violence in films, because I am fairly
light hearted. However, what movie
now-a-days is not packed with violence,
Walt Disney excluded?
I would immediately give this flick a
green light. The plot was more than suspenseful andthere was genuine quality
in the acting. If this:were a restaurant, it •
wouldbea****l/2. : ..
ELLEN:; Daniel Day Louis played
the most amazing character, Gerry

Emma Thompson's role was almost
as magnificent. It is dif ficult to pull her
out of the shadow of Daniel Day Louis's
leading role. Her character was much
more subtle and she did not have as
many opportunities to confirm her acting talents, but her presence was extremely powerful throughout the conclusion of the film.
This film's reality is what made it so
incredible. The naive may find it shocking, but knowing that this is not a fantasy
or a nightmare is crucial. The success is
not solely a result of the storyline or the
actors and actresses. It has the best combination of the two, and I definitely give
a green light.

In the Name
of the Father:

Showcase Cinemas,
East Hartford
7:55 & 9:15
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The Movies According To Fuller: Ten Best Of '93
BY C. CLIFTON FULLER IV
Senior Editor
With the announcement
last week of the nominees for
the 1993 Academy Awards still
hot and fresh, it is time to offer
some cinematic advice on the
existence of Top Ten Lists. Every film critic this side of Siskel
and Ebert make lists. Many are
worth their salt; most of them
are not. All of them are highly
subjective, which is an unavoidable occupational hazard. Because there are more than ten
movies made in any given year,
many movies do not make the
list, while only ten do. In the
face of this undeniable math,
there is always a dispute. Some
claim that movies on the lists
shouldn't be there while others
cry foul at the movies which
weren't included.
This list is different: if you
were only permitted to see ten
movies all year, what would
they be? You would want to get
a taste of everything that makes
the movies enjoyable: plot, characters, action, good action, good
acting, good direction. You
would want to laugh and cry,
tOQ—or be scared, or marvel at
technology and at movie stars.
In ten movies you would need
to get all movies.
With this premise in mind,
I present to you my Top Ten
Movie list. It will leave out
some heavy Oscar contenders
{Remains of the Day, The Piano, In
the Name of the Father), and some
bys-money crowd-pleasers

the following ten movies. In no
particular order:
1 & 2) Jurassic Park ,
Sch indler's List. Steven Spielberg
was responsible for directing the
most commercially successful
movie in film history and the
most critically acclaimed
movie— in the same year. The
dinosaur movie (maybe you've
heard of it) is the closest thing to
a roller-coaster that one can experience in the theater. Sure, its
plot and characterization are
anorexic and the book was better (although this is debatable—
read Crichton's latest, Disclosure,
for a crash course on hot-button
hack-writing;— and besides, he
co-wrote the screenplay), But if
you saw it in a packed theater,
you know how exciting it was to
watch it all up there on the screen
and be thrilled.
Schindler's is the polar opposite. It is a black and white,
three-hour masterpiece. Seam-

behind Reservoir Dogs, which
isn't on this list because it came
outin 1992), it was the firstmovie
by director Tony Scott (Top Gun,
Beverly Hills Cop II) that actually
had a plot, which allowed him
to vault from "hack" to "auteur"
status. This grungy and stylish
comic-bookis actually, atits center, a sincere and tender love
story. Those turned off by the
violence or the machismo (a veritable Who's Who of over-thetop method acting performances
by Gary Oldman, Christopher
Walken, Dennis Hopper, and
Christian Slater) probably
missed the point.
4) Mad Dog and Glory. This
little-seen movie starring Robert DeNiro, Bill Murray, and
Uma Thurman, suffered due to
its packaging. It is not typical
Bill Murray (who plays a mob
kingpin) and DeNiro (who plays
a timid cop), and it is more
quirky than laugh-out-loud. It

You...want to laugh and cry, too - or be
scared, or marvel at technology and at movie
stars. In ten movies you would need to get
all movies.

less in construction and execu- is also, at its heart, a romance.
tion, I saw it twice. The first What makes the movie a gem is
time because the story (and its its characters. They are not stebrilliant acting— Ralph Fiennes reotypes, which allows one to
as Amon Goeth and Liam lov e them in all their sub tie shadNeeson as Oskar Schindler, es- ings. Especially note redhead
pecially) was told so powerfully David Caruso, most recently of
well. The second time was be- NYPD Blue fame, for a precurcause I could not believe that sor of the character he plays in
Steven Spielberg had actually the TV series.
directed this film. The cliche
5) Groundhog Day. If you
"instant classic"-rtasn't yetseejn • weren't .'paying attention, ,1993
John Grisham), but I feel that I Schindler's List.
was a modest year for Bill
could have gotten through this
3) True Romance. Scripted Murray. In addition to his fine
past year with having only seen by Quentin Tarantino (the man performance in Mad Dog, he

Coming Soon
TCAC
PRESENTS

SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE'S

ROB SCHNEIDER
"Making Copies"

FRIDAY, MARCH 4TH
9:00 WASHINGTON ROOM
LIMITED SEATING
TICKET INFO T.B.A.

was wonderfully himself in
Harold Ramis' comedy. A romantic comedy, no less, with
Andie MacDowell as the love
interest (her least-anonymous
performance to date). In a carbon-copy of Scrooged, Murray is
a grumpy weatherman who is
trapped in the same day again
and again until, of course, he
gets a change of heart and the

em audience to it is even more
of a challenge. Challenge accepted and met by Branaugh
and Thompson, who capture the
Bard's spirit like lightning in a
bottle.
6)Fearless. If any one movie
has been shafted this year by the
Academy and its Oscar nominations, it is this film. Nominated for Best Supporting Ac-

It doesn't hurt to have Harrison Ford, who
knows a thing or two about action heroes...,
and Tommy Lee Jones, who knows a thing or
two about landing Oscar nominations...
girl. One takes for granted Bill
Murray's charm and sarcasm,
and that he is a gifted comic
actor.
6) Much Ado About Nothing.
Another entry in the Taking
Things For Granted Department
is this solid adaptation of
Shakespeare's comedy. Kenneth Branaugh (Orson Welles'
incarnate) writes, directs, and
stars. Is he ever not good? Emma
Thompson, as always, is "on,"
and in this movie she shows her
comedic instincts with flair and
natural beauty. Adapting
Shakespeare is tricky in itself,
but to be able to attract a mod-

tress was Rosie Perez. Nods
should have gone to Jeff Bridges
for Best Actor, Peter Weir {Dead
Poet's Society) for Best Director,
and the movie itself for Best Picture.
The movie is cathartic—
you watch with the rapt attention of one witnessing a miracle,
and then leave the theater on a
numbing emotional high. Movies like this are the reason anyone, anywhere, should go to the
movies at all.
7) The Fugitive. Thank
goodness that Hollywood still
knows how to put together a
please turn to page 21

CIGNA CORPORATION
INFORMATION SESSION
HEALTHCARE UNDERWRITERS CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
MEMBERS OF ALL CLASSES ARE WELCOME!!
DATE: Wednesday February 23,1994
TIMEi 7:OO-8i3O p,m,
PtACE/.AIufnnae Lounge, Mather Campus Center
DRESSiCASUAL
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
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Madame Butterfly
Unsurpassed in beauty, "technically flawless/' and filled
with soaring romance and bitter pathos, Puccini's Labor of Love,
Madame Butterfly, will follow the first Puttin' on the Ritz gala
girtner affair at the University of Connecticut's Jorgensen Auditorium on Tuesday, February 15. Cocktails and hors d'oeuvres
kick off the evening at 6 p.m. with dinner leading up to the
performance at 8 p.m. Sung in Italian with English supertitles,
the production is staged by the New York City Opera National
Company.
Performance tickers are $17.50, $15, and $12; dinner is $19.50
per person. Call 486-5225,

Student Poetry Circuit
On Tuesday, February 15th, the Connecticut Student Poetry
Circuit makes its stop at Trinity. Visiting ten colleges across the
state, a group of five students from various colleges across
Connecticut read from their poetry.
Representing Trinity is Paula Lathrop, a Junior IDP student
from Vernon, Connecticut whose poetry draws from the ideals
learned from a traumatic childhood and the strength of spirituality.
;
'
• .
. .
Also appearing will be David Greenberg of Yale University,
Margaret Nelson of Wesleyan University, Monique Ethier-Yates
from Western Connecticut State University, and Jack Brown from
the Hartford Art School of the University of Hartford.
These poets will read at 8 p.m. on Tuesday night in the
Alumni Lounge at Mather Hall. A reception will follow the
readings.

Undeigraduate Art
In keeping with its grand tradition of servicing the arts
community of the New Haven area, Koening Art Center of
Harnden will sponsor the "First Annual Juried Art Exhibition," it
was announced today by co-owner of Kbenig Art Emporium,
Fadwa Najamy. The exhibit is only open to undergraduate
students of Connecticut, and will encompass works from every
fine art medium imaginable: painting, drawing, print-making,
sculpture, photography, etc. Accepted works will be shown at
the Wave Gallery Annex at 254 College Street in New Haven,
from Febru ary 19 th to March 9 th. Artists will be able to price their
work for sale.
Koenig Art Center will donate the First Prize of $400; the
second prize of $250, and the third prize of $200 will be donated
by Windsor & Newton and Liquitex. There will also be five
honorable mention prizes of $50 each.
For information, call Koenig Art Center at (203) 776-8968.

Some People
Sharp and bold, Danny Hoch portrays characters of several
races and cultures in his one man performance, Some People, a
work which transcends stereotypes and crosses the "color barrier." Real Art Ways will present Danny Hoch in his show on
Friday and Saturday, February 18th and 19th, at 8 p.m. at the
Hutensky Theater, 233 Pearl Street, Hartford.
Hoch, who has an uncanny ear for voices, was raised in New
York City and spent his formative years miming and breakdancing,
using the money he earned to buy supplies for his magic show.
He lived surrounded by four distinct racial-ethnic neighborhoods.
In Some People, Hoch presents eleven different characters, all
from Queens, New Jersey and Brooklyn. He works against the
stereotypes and cliches created by society by showing the "real"
characters behind them. Hoch says of his'work, "My approach is
that I'm not representing, I'm presenting the characters."
Tickets for Some People are $12. For more info, call 232-1006.

Auditions At B.U.
The Boston University Tanglewood Institute and the Boston
University School for the Arts has announced its regional audition tour for the 1994 summer season and fall semester.
Through its Music Programs and the Tanglewood Institute,
Boston University School for the Arts provides musicians of high
school and college age professional music training year round.
The School for the Arts combines the intensity of conservatory
training with the resources of a liberal arts education. The Boston
University Tanglewood Institute offers summer music programs
for gifted high school and college age musicians at Tanglewood
the internationally renowned summer home of Boston Symphony Orchestra.

...A Sook around town
for the culturally curious
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Hudacs' "War Of The Worlds"
BY G CLIFTON FULLER IV
Senior Editor
The general population's
conception of a Senior thesis is
daunting. A research paper with
chapters! Late nights and early
mornings, note cards and
highlighters, thesis carrels in the
library, procrastination....
For Chris Hudacs '94, a
Theater/Dance major at Trinity
College, the idea of a thesis is
slightly different Ina.dditionto
the aforementioned elements,
his project includes an Earthly
invasion from the planet Mars
— Orson Welles' style.
Last week, Mr. Hudacs and
the,Theater and Dance Department presented the radio adaptation of H.G. Wells' War of the
'Worlds. The two night performances, shown last Thursday
and Friday in Garmany Hall,
was part of Mr. Hudacs' Senior
thesis. His thesis looks at how
the technical aspects of production (specifically radio drama)
affects the performer, the performance, and the audience. He
compares and contrasts the technological differences between
today and the "golden age" of
radio, and how they changed in
the interim.
Mr. Hudacs' thesis grewout
of an independent study he did
last year involving ensemble
theater. Radio drama is one such
form of ensemble theater, and
from there his project began to
take shape. Last summer, Mr.
Hudacs read much about the
"golden age" of radio, and listened to • cla'ssii?-radio drama
' from the tirrie' period, looking
for one which he could perform

for his own study.
He finally decided upon
War of the Worlds, which was
adapted for radio by Howard
Koch from the novel by H.G.
Wells. ItoriginallyairedonSunday, October 30,1939, and was
presented by Orson Wells and
the Mercury TheaterOn The Air.
The hour-long presentation,
which dramatizes a news broad-

recreate War of the Worlds again
—only this time, using modern
technology and techniques to
dramatize it. The actors are also
keeping journals of the process,
both old and new. Hudacs will
then have qualitative and quantitative evidence for his thesis.
Mr. Hudacs feels that the
choice of War of the Worlds is a
perfect fitforhisstudies:"Orson

"Orson Wells pioneered a lot of ideas seen in
modern radio drama...[he and] the Mercury
Theater were on the cutting edge even then."
— Chris Hudacs '94
cast of an alien invasion from
Mars, created a national hysteria - many people believed that
Jhe invasion was genuine and
that the threat was real.
Mr. Hudacs' recreation of
the Mercury Theater's radio
drama is the first phase of his
"experiment." In it, he (as radio
director and chief sound engineer) attempted to use as much
of the original technology as
possible. He enlisted thehelp of
several students to play the various parts: Adam Murphy '94,
John Prendergast '94, Josh
Epstein '97, and David Rhoads
'95. The actors played several
parts each and employed different dialects and voices throughout the radio play. The players
also supplied the sound effects
themselves: a metal weight
dropped into box of sand-became a howitzer shell, while a
broom simulated walking
through grass. '
During Reading Week,
Hudacs and his performers will

Wells pioneered a lot of ideas
seen in modem
radio
drama... [he arid] the Mercury
Theater were on the cutting edge
even then." He has also seen
how the Golden Age and today
differ in terms of its social structure. "Back then, there used to
be more commitment and a
tight-knit sense of community...
today, you don't need the entire
ensemble in the studio at the
sametime.'Because aperformer
can simply come in, read his
part, and depart — leaving the
engineers the editing responsibilities. "You can have a conversation between two people
that never really occurs," notes
Mr. Hudacs.
Things may never be the
same today in terms of radio's
effects upon the people — do
you really think that anyone
would believe in a Mars invasion today? ButChris Hudacs is
fortunate enough to delve into
thepastand linkitto the present
in his unique Senior Thesis.

C. Clifton Fuller's Top TenOf '93
roes (Indiana Jones, Han Solo,
continued from page 20
thrilling action flick. The trick Jack Ryan), and Tommy Lee
of the most successful ones is Jones, who knows a thing or
solid characterization, which two about landing Oscar nomican defy even a coherent plot nations (BestSupportingActor).
(cases in point: Die Hard, Lethal The direction, by Andrew Davis
Weapon versus Cliffhanger). Of (Under Siege), shows that he is
course, it doesn't hurt to have the new champ of action (deHarrison Ford, who knows a throning Die Hard's and Last
thing or two about action he- Action Hero's John McTiernan).

liiliilill
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount BrokerSM is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage: business. •
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up
for an on-campus interview on March 8,1994 in the
Career Center.
If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, M l 48226

jtOLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC

An Equal Opportunity fimployer

8) Dazed and Confused. Richard Linklater's latest movie
(playing this week at the
Cinestudio) is being hyped as a
teenage party flick, a la John
Hughes. Well, it out-breakfasts
The Breakfast Club and snuffs out
Sixteen Candles largely because
of it's realistic characters and
the documentary style of the
party.
It isn't merely a costume
piece from the 70's. While most
people are rallying around its
liberal and humorous portrayal
of the drug culture and fashion,
what will stay with one far
longer is the fact that one can
bittersweetly relate with these
high-schoolers, despite the decade-gap.
9) Bodies, Rest, and Motion.
This tiny, independent feature
film is now a video gem. Starring Eric Stoltz, Bridget Fonda,
Phoebe Cates (yes, she can act)
and Tim Roth, this look at
soulsick twenty-something Generation X'ers in Arizona is worth
watching, This is also a chance
to take another look at Tim Roth
(Resevoir Dogs), a British actor
with amazing range and talent,
This movie is idiosyncratic and
sublime in its humor—a subtle,
harsher Seinfeld. The characters' inertia and soul-searching
is worth sitting around for.
10) Reader's Choice. This
gimmick assures you that yes,
the one movie I omitted from
this list — the one that you cannot believe I forgot — has its
place on the Top Ten of'93. ;
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Icy Conditions Prevail And If s Back To The Hospital
people enjoy plopping themselves in front of Mather in the
wet, cold snow just to sit. Uhhuh.
Another four hours in HartWhen I finally got to the
ford Hospital. Not exactly the
infirmary, I walked up to the
way I would have chosen to
window, signed my name and
spend my Tuesday morning, but
class year, and sat down. Idiot.
I. didn't exactly have a choice.
My ankle is probably broken
At precisely 9:50 AM, trudging
and I sign my name to wait?
my way to my morning sociolFinally the nurse called my
Trudging my to my morning sociology class, name."I think that I broke my
I had little regard for the ice on the
ankle." I said quite calmly.
Amidst much chaos, three
ground...until I suddenly found myself flat on nursesrushed
over to help. They
helped me back and called Cammy rear just feet from the entrance to my
pus Safety,
classroom.
"You're going to have to go
ogy class, I had little regard for help?" She nicely offered to help to the hospital to have it Xme get somewhere, but I insisted rayed," one of the nurses told
the ice on the ground.
I had a number of other that I walk myself to the infir- me.
things on my mind until I sud- mary and that I would be okay.
Just then, I saw that one of
denly found myself flat on my Idiot.
my friends walk in. I screamed
So I proceeded to try and to her.
rear just feet from the entrance
walk on my injured ankle. I
to my classroom. Idiot,
"What did you do?" my
I took a frantic look kepthavingtostop and sit down friend, Ann, said. Just then, the
around, hoping that no one had in the newly fallen snow to try security guard arrived. I started
witnessed my "graceful" fall. I and still the nausea that kept to wonder how I was going to
quickly tried to get up and real- creeping up on me, presumably get out to the car,
ized that there was something because of the intense pain.
They wheeled me toward
wrong with my ankle.
I almost laughed as people the door in one of those desk
I stood up anyway, despite pretended not to see me as they chairs and despite my condithe spears of pain that were trav- walked by. What were they tion, I started to laugh. Then
eling up my leg. All I could thinking? Hey—It makes sense two of these tiny nurses atthink of was to get my paper in though, right? I'm sure lots of tempted to pick me up and carry
to class. A girl came over to me.
"Are you okay?" she asked.
"I think that I just broke my
ankle." 1 choked out. "Can you
takemypaper into class?" Idiot.
I am standing there on a possibly broken ankle, and I am asking my only source of help to
hand in a stupid paper.
"Sure. But do you need

BY WHITNEY POMERQY
Features Writer

Peace Corps
v v

Info Session: Thurs, Feb 17, 7 PM, Mather Hall,
2nd fl, Alumni Lounge

Real Experience
2-year assignment
opportunities
with degrees or
experience in:
* Business
* Education
* Math/Science
* Agriculture
* Environment
* Health/Nutrition
...and more

Real Benefits
* Deferment of most
student loans
* Full living
stipend
* Grad School
opportunities
* Full medical
coverage
* International
work experience
* Language study

Real Adventure
Today 6,500 Peace Corps Volunteers are helping some
of the world's neediest people help themselves in 90
countries from Armenia to Zimbabwe.

What in the world are you waiting for?
For more info, call the New York Office
at

(800)972-0970

me to the car. Yeah right.
When we got to the hospital, Ann, who had insisted on
accompanying me when she
heard where I was going,
wheeled me in to the Emergency
Room. I felt like I was going
through a bad dejavu. Ihadjust
been in the same hospital four
months before for a broken nose.
The next few hours were
the biggest pain in my rear. Of
course I kept telling all of the
hospitalstaff members thatl was
a pro and that I knew where I
was going.
Ann called my mother, who
practically had a stroke on the
other end when Ann delivered
the message:
"Hi, Mrs,
Pomeroy, this is Ann Cheney. I

lived....
Hopping around the dorm
really amused my roommates, I
think. I called all my professors
(since I had missed an entire
day of classes) and moaned my
tale of sorrow as I assured them
that I would be back in class on
Thursday. Sure, if only I knew.
Sitting in front of my soaps
I thought about how excellent
the whole experience was.
Wednesday morning I got
up at ten o'clock and prepared
to get ready for my 10:30. I
swung my legs around to the
edge of the bed and prepared to
make my way down the hallway to the bathroom.
"Gee," I thought, as I
hobbled down to the bathroom,

My toes were getting cold, and so I tried to
reach forward to so that i might cup them in
my hands. The next thing I knew I was
studying the ugly green tiles that decorated
the floor.
am in the hospital with Whitney
and..." Of course, I knew that
she probably wouldn't have
handled the news too well....
Two other Trinity students
waited intheX-ray waitingroom
with me. I think that the highlight of the day was when I fell
face forward out of my wheelchair: My toes were getting cold,
and so I tried to reach forward
so that I might cup them in my
hand. The next thing I knew, I
was studying the ugly green
,til$s that decorated the floor,

"this is a little harder than I
thought." Call it underestimation. I got back from the bathroom 15 minutes later, realizing
that I was a little less capable
that I had anticipated.
Needless to say, I did not
make it to class all Wednesday.
It hit me that without the use of
my left leg, life was a lot less
manageable, I felt like an invalid.
Totally incapacitated, I had
to relyonmy willingroommates
and friends to do everything for
' t d i o t . ' • ' - " ""*•"•• '*• " "
me—and I didn't enjoy being
Three patients with broken waited on for one minute. I
wrists rushed over to aid me. hated being out of control and
Three random arms, from three unable to depend upon myself.
differentpeople,weren'texactly
Thursday afternoon I went
sufficientin getting me back up, to the training room and they
so I pulled myself back up and gave me a nice little air cast and
pretended as though nothing by that night, I was able to walk.
happened and I continued to Though my walking was charread my Soap Opera Digest. •
acterized by a pronounced limp,
I was thanking God when I was nonetheless walking.
the doctor told me that I only
No one really seemed to be
had a bad sprain. I probably amazed at that fact, except for
wouldn't be able to walk on it myself. It was such a treat to be
for the next one to two Weeks. able to walk on "all twos" that I
She sent an orderly in to show was really appreciative of the
me how to use my new crutches. little things. I know that the first
Cool. I've always wanted to be time that I step back on that
able to walk on crutches. The stairmaster that it's going to feel
excitement was VERY short like heaven.

Vt 1O\MHA.N'KRM1
Manvtt 1 wn/ii.1 <. \wl

Curried Sweet Potato Salad:
This one's real eas\ to make, especially ]f^ ou hn\ i< a m i n e
wave' Start things off b\ cooking three large s\\ ivl potato, in a
microwave on riiajh tor six minute1. Make sure you linn them
half-way through Ihe> should bt>spltmitheir<>idt,butnottoo
u*.hj' Cool in \ our refngprator for about <m hour
While the potatoes are cooling suit working on the sahd
part die e up one «.mnll red onion and one small •.weet i ed pepppi
Also, thui slice a 1/2 bunLh ot scijliuns and thop three tablespoons of fresh olanrro, (it's> kinih like C hmPM» p.irslcj )
Cut the potalosr into bito-M/ed chunks and place them a\ .•
bov\ 1 In«t !,cp<^ratcbov^ I mi\ 3/41 up mavo, a few drops ot (i>nuin
juice, d Utflc bit of rumed powder oml boitu v.dtei to get trie
dressing to salad consistency
Add everything else to the dn«Ains» OM cpt (he potato*, then
pour the dressing on to the potatoes
Voila - delicious, homemade a n nedsv\oet potato salad'
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Boots & Birks Tackle The Consequences Of A One-Night Stand
Dear Birks and Boots,

Dear Jerk,

Dear Boots and Birks,

Dear Obsessed,

I'm a junior who has just returned
from a semester abroad. I had a great
time, I met a lot of new people, saw
wonderful sites and took in a lot of culture. I don't regret leaving Trinity for the
fall one bit, but I just have one small
problem.
My girlfriend stayed at Trinity and
we decided that the time spent away
from each other was a great thing for our
relationship. Although we agreed to see
other people, we are completely in love
and neither one of us really believed that
we would break up.
We decided that it would be okay to
hook up with other people, just to get it
out of our systems. But I know that she
remained totally faithful to me and I
cannot say the same for myself.
One weekend a bunch of friends
and I went to Germany for Octoberfest. It
was a huge party and I was drunk the
entire time. I met a woman who goes to
Syracuse and before I knew what was
going on we were having sex behind the
Hofbraus Haus tent.
It was completely a one night stand
and I never saw her again. My guilty
conscience is killing me and I don't know

First of all, I hope you used proper
protection. Secondly, there is absolutely
no question that you must tell your girlfriend the truth. You are putting your
girlfriend at risk of many venereal diseases, including AIDS. If you truly love
your girlfriend like you say then you
owe it to her to tell the truth.
I know that this is going to be hard
and she may not be able to forgive you,
but your relationship will not be able to
last under false pretenses. Tell her the
truth as soon as possible and deal with
the consequences of your action. Good
Luck, Jerk!
Signed, Birks

I have a huge problem! I'm infatuated with one of my best friend's boyfriend, well actually, now ex-boyfriend.
My infatuation has been going on for
months but I have not acted upon these
feelings.
But now that they have broken up I
really don't know what to do. I have to
tell him how I feel. I can't hold in my
feelings any longer. I know that a relationship is probably unrealistic, but I
have to at least try.

Your friendship is more important
than a fleeting romance. Get over your
feelings and find someone else to like.
Even though your friend and her boyfriend have broken up, that is no invitation for you to make your move. The
situation is very touchy especially because they just recently broke up. Maybe
in time, there could be a possibility of a
romance but you would have to tell your
friend before anything happens.
It doesn't sound very promising,
especially if you want to keep your best
friend.

What should I do?
Signed,
Obsessed in Ogilby

Signed, Boots

Write to
Box

131O
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THE LONG W A L K
(IN

SAGA, C A U S E *T'S T O O DAMN COLD OUTSIDE:!)

Th;s Week's Amazing Question Is.,.

•1
V
\

7

A.]. Kamr,i '94
"Adam Kreisd &
! mclie F?st."

Jim Moodie'%
'Kermil the Frog, the
ultimate puppet!"

Fishes '93
"Toey BuLtoCuccR."

r.
Aggie Stepinska '97
"Anyone but him."

PHOTOS BY KATHERIME M1TCKFLL

Justin Olivei '94
"I think we should let
the student body voto,
and then the trustees
ill come in and pick
the opposite."

Karen Hand J97
"Jane, the Biitio
Queen If she can do
the Bistro, sh*« can do
anything!"
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Forget the Flowers And Candlelight Dinners, Valentine's Day Is Overrated
BY MATTHEW HENRY
Features Writer
I believe, wholeheartedly, that
Valentine's Day sucks.
I recently broke up with a girlfriend
of two and a half years, and while this
has surely influenced my angst for the
'holiday,' it has not really changed the
attitude I have had since I was ten. We all

...we often find ourselves
going back to grammar
school and asking ourselves
the really important question: How popular am I?
remember Valentine's Day's of yore, especially of those in elementary and grade
school. Remember the little Valentine
Boxes that you made in art? You probably stapled them to the wall, or maybe
taped them to the side of your desk. All
of your friends would leave little cards in
rice paper thin envelopes in your box.
They had pictures of cartoon animals
saying witty things, like the bee saying
(you guessed it), "BeeMine, Valentine!"
That was before we knew about dating, and love, and making out. That was
back when we giggled when we heard
the word 'sex,' And because we were

more interested in Atari and Spider Man
Comics than in girls, we made Valentine's
Day into just another tremendous popularity contest. Inevitably, the winners
were usually the same people who were
picked first for dodge ball in gym class. I
was usually picked closer to eighth. And
how did you win? Look in your box and
count the numbers of lions, and tigers,
and bears. Oh my, we have a winner!
As we got older, the meaning of
Valentine's Day became a little more
clear, but most of us weren't sure what
we were supposed to do about it. We
could give someone a Valentine, but there
was no box to slip it into. Now you
slipped it into their locker. And you had
to make sure that you only gave a Valentine to somebody who you were really
good friends with, for fear of the embarrassment you could receive if the recipient didn't give you one. Or worse, they
didn't remember who you were. Of
course, everyone was in the same boat.
Nobody was dating.
Let's go back to High School. I have
to admit, I liked High School. At the
same time, I don't remember a single,
solitary, Valentine's Day. Coincidence?
I think not. Then again, by high school,
I had had several "girlfriends" and was
capable of occasionally getting myself a
date. It sort of took the pressure off of the
whole thing. But what is important here

is that by high school, we finally understood what Valentine's Day is about: telling the people you love that you love
them. Unfortunately, as it is our nature,
we often find ourselves going back to
grammar school and asking ourselves
the really important question: how popular am I?
I may be an undying cynic, but I
have a lot of problems with what
Valentine's Day means for us. I don't
understand why we need a holiday to
tell that special someone that we love
them. It should be something that we are
capable of doing all year round. Instead,
we dole it out over Valentine's Day,

the way I see it), is that the people who
really get off on this Holiday are the
lovers. They are the most secure, because this day is reserved for love. People
with lovers pass inspection. People who
don't have to sweat it out. They don't
have to worry about what to do when
Valentine's Day rolls around. They just
do what they normally do, but perhaps a
little fancier.
I'm not saying that we shouldn't fall
in love, or anything like that. Love's
great, but I think we shouldn't be rubbing it in the nose of all the people who
don't have it right now. It's a cold thing
to be doing during the winter. We all like

Let's go back to high school. I have to admit, I liked High
School. At the same time, I don't remember a single,
solitary, Valentine's Day. Coincidence? I think not.
Christmas, Easter, and Halloween.
People give away stuff once in a while
and call it 'loving.'
I think that makes it fair for me to
say that we have reduced the meaning of
the holiday, once again, into another national popularity contest. People who
have friends, get and give Valentines.
People who do not, don't. We mask this
day of the many-friended with a guise of
Woodstock. "It's free love, man!"
The result, as I see it (and this is just

to have someone tell us they think we're
great. That's why we invented this thing.
It's all about getting affirmation, on your
looks, your personality, your talent.
I'm glad to see people giving Valentines. I'm sure they care about the people
they're giving them to. Give flowers,
and candy, and cards. Make her feel like
a million bucks. Spend that much if you
have to. But do it all year, because if you
only do it once a year, you might have to
ask yourself, "Do you love her?"

Beavis And Butthead Annihilate Cupid, Ruin Valentine's Day
BYAMYEMPOLITl
Features Writer
(In a disheveled living room containing
a brownish-red couch with holes and burritos
in it, a whiny boy's voice comes out of the
TV.)
Butthead: Uh-huh-huh-huh. Love

g
Butthead: Uh-huh-huh-huh. Yeah.
Huh-huh-huh. You said it, dude.
Beavis: Uh...Butthead?
Butthead: Uh...yes, Beatrice?
Beavis: Heh-heh-heh. Shut up,
fartknocker. Heh-heh-hehheh-heh-heh.
Uh...why are they playing all these love
songs?
Butthead: Uh.,.isn't it that naked
dude's birthday?
Beavis: Uh...the Gerber baby?
Butthead: No, buttmunch. That's
the Huggies baby. Uh-huh-huh-huh.
Beavis: Oh yeah. Heh-heh-heh.
They're pink! They're blue! They're
new!
Butthead: Uh, huh-huh-huh. This
sucks.
Beavis: Yeah. Let's go burn something.
(Beavis and Butthead walk down the
street and spot a curious object lying on the
Beavis: (picking up the turds) Heh- are cool. Let's put 'em in the candy boxes Butthead!
ground.)
for Valentine's Day. Some dude is gonna
Butthead: Uh, Stupid? How do you
Beavis: Uh, Butthead? What's this heh-heh, This is pretty cool.
Butthead: Uh, huh-huh-huh. What- send 'em to some chick, and, heh-heh- know our names?
thing?
Butthead: Uh-huh-huh-huh. Your ever you say, Beavis. Let's go buy some heh, heh-heh.
Cupid: Uh...uh...because I live in
candy, huh-huh-huh. I got Mr.
Butthead: Uh, huh-huh-huh. Settle heaven, like, with God!
butt. Huh-huh-huh.
down, Beavis. I was gonna put the turds
Beavis: Shut up, buttmunch. I'll Anderson's credit card.
Butthead: Huh-huh-huh. Uh,
in all along, huh-huh-huh.
(In the candy store...)
kick your ass!
Beavis? Uh, let's kick this weenie's ass,
Beavis: Candy's cool, heh-heh-heh.
(No sooner had Beavis and Buttheadhuh-huh-huh.
Butthead: Huh-huh-huh. Right,
Beavis, (A profound expression over- comes Butthead:Randy?Uh,huh-huh-huh. exchanged the candies for pieces of turds Beavis: Yeah! Yeah! Let's kick
Butthead'sface as a lightbulb breaks over his
Stupid's ass!
head.) Uh, Beavis? Uh., do you have a Beavis: Yeah, heh-heh-heh. Turds are cool. Let's put'em
(Beavis and Butthead knock Cupid unbag?
conscious and steal his bows and arrows,
Beavis: Yeah, heh-heh-heh. (Beavis in the candy boxes for Valentine's Day. Some dude is
shooting them at the posteriors of some obhands something to Butthead.)
gonna send 'em to some chick, and, heh-heh-heh, heh-heh. noxious kissing couples as well as Cupid's
Butthead: Hey, Beavis! This is not a
Butthead: Uh, huh-huh-huh. Settle down, Beavis. I was own.)Beavis: Let's blow Stupid up! Hehbag!
Beavis: Oh, yeah. Heh-heh-heh-m- gonna put the turds in all along, huh-huh-huh.
heh-heh, heh-heh-heh.
heh-heh-heh. If s a condominium.
Butthead: Uh, huh-huh-huh. Cool!
Butthead: Uh, huh-huh-huh. You're Beavis's Randy, huh-huh-huh...uh, when, who should appear, but Cupid!)
(Beavis removes a grenade from his
Beavis? Did you remember to bring the
Butthead: It's the Huggies baby.
pretty smart, Beavis.
pocket and they blow Cupid to bits. Several
turds? :
Cupid: (poutingand stompinghisfoot)smiling couples also get caught in the explo(Beavis gives Butthead the "bag," and
Beavis: Yeah. Heh-heh-heh m heh- My name is Cupid!
Butthead throws it on the ground.)
sion.)
Butthead: I know you're stupid,huhButthead: Uh, huh-huh-huh. You heh-heh. Elephant turds.
(Back in the living room...)
Butthead: Uh, huh-huh-huh. huh-huh.
can scoop'em up, Beavis.
Butthead: Uh-huh-huh-huh, that
' Beavis: Yeah, heh-heh-heh.
Beavis: Ahhhhh! It was your idea, They're your turds, fartknocker.. ,
was cool.
Beavis: Oh yeah, heh-heh-heh.
Cupid: Cupid!
bunghole!
Beavis: Yeah, heh-heh-heh.
Butthead: Huh-huh-huh. This is
Butthead: Okay, Stupid. Hand over
Butthead: Uh, huh-huh-huh. You
Butthead: Uh, huh-huh-huh. Uh,
your bows and arrows,
have to pick up the turds, huh-huh-huh, cool, huh-huh-huh.
wasn't Stewart supposed to come over
Beavis: Yeah, heh-heh-heh. Turds
Cupid: No, I won't, Beavis and our house today?
huh-huh-huh.
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Beatles-Legendaiy; Paul McCartney-TaleBted Greeting Card Writer
BY ELI LAKE & DAN MONKS
Senior Editor & Features Writer

We love the Beatles, we have all of
their albums, we've read books on them,
weevenknowallofRingo'ssongs. In the
spirit of our nation's newfound
Beatlemania we'd like to do a retrospective on the remaining members' postBeatle careers
Dan: Paul first: let us examine the
Wings. Linda McCartney lip syncs,
'nough said. During his Wings phase,

poor George Harrison. Let us examine
George's career; Abbey Road is their final
studio album— an album where George
finally comes into his own as a Beatle
with "Here Comes the Sun." He's on top
of the world and BAM!—sorry George
we're breaking up, see you in the next
life. Understandably, George wanted to
kill Yoko, but after years of therapy he is
now sure that eventually someone else
will.
Eli: Let's face it, George was always
the "Did you understand what that song

"Paul gets on stage with his hip Hofner bass ready to jam,
and then he starts sweatin to the oldies. He has less soul
than Richard Simmons."
Paul McCartney suddenly reverted to
the "She Loves You, Ya, Ya, Ya" motif of
the early sixties and actually believed
that the public would buy this cheese
without John, George or Ringo!!!
Eli: Linda MaCartney makes Yoko
look like a breath of fresh air. She makes
me want to relisten to "Revolution Number 9" over and over again to find the
deeper meaning. It's like Linda is a lifetime longpayback for when John brought
Yoko into the studio for the "Let It Be"
Movie.
Dan: Linda McCartney is so ugly
she makes Ringo look good. I think
Paul's got a secret plan to always make
himself look good. The real reason that
the Beatles booted Pete Best is because he
was better looking than Paul.
Eli:What do the rest of the Wings
do? Do they fill the world with "Silly
Love Songs," do they play instruments?
Their clothing makes Robin Williams'
seven ties rainb ow suspenders phase look
sensible.
Every now and again the famous
Beatles debate re-emerges among hard
core fans. Who was better: Paul or John?
Paul wrote all of those grea t catchy tunes,
like "All You Need is Love." Yes, but "I
am the Walrus" really kicks. Paul was
the most popular Baetle at the time, but
John was so political. And so on.
Invariably though, the John proponents win because of what they did after
the Beatles. John recorded some cool
anti-war songs, Paul formed the Wings.
Dan: That about sums it up on John
vs. Paul. I think we should remember

was about?" Beatle. Remember who
wrote "Within You, Without You." Only
guys into mysticism, like Chris Felley,
actually can understand how deep he is.
Let's see, after the Beatles, George
hangs out with Eric Clapton, records the
mostpretentioussitaralbumintheworld"All Things Must Pass," and then resurfaces twice more with "Time Bandits,"
and "I Got My Mind Set On You." He is
finally relegated to the mediocre Traveling Wilburies,, and Simpsons guestspots.
Dan: The Traveling Wilburies are
like a has-beens graveyard. Tom Petty
has risen again, I don't know why, but
the rest are slowly dying. Paul McCartney
shouldbe with the Traveling Wilburies—
he could take Roy's place. I want a
Wilburies tour with McCartney and the
Crazy Old Man Players. The old grey
mare she ain't what she use to be, eh
boys.
I don't think that Paul gets all the
contempt that he deserves for the Wings.
He was the sole creative force for a group
whose biggest hit is "Band on the Run."
I wish they would keep on running. Did
you ever really watch the Beatles perform on tape? Paul gets on stage with his
hip Hofner bass ready to jam, and then
he starts sweatin' to the oldies. He has
less soul than Richard Simmons.
Eli: John and George probably said,
"If we drop acid, then our music will be
even cooler." Paul said, "Isn't that illegal? Besides our fans don't do drugs."
Wrong! Doing drugs was the best thing
the Beatles ever did.
Clearly any Beatles fan worth their

Paul McCartney
salt knows that the Beatles pre-drugs are
not nearly as interesting as the post-drugs
Beatles. In order to see the radical difference between Paul on drugs and John on
drugs, look at "A Day In The Life." John
records the first and last, "I read the news
today, oh boy" parts. Paul records the
dopey bridge. John writes the haunting
"Dear Prudence." Paul records the infantile "Bungalow Bill."
Dan: Hey, I forgot all about Ringo—
the story of his life. A final analysis of
Paul McCartney: he is clearly a talented
Greeting Card writer but without John
Lennon's dark side to provide the necessary depth to the music, Paul can't cut it.
A partnership with Michael Jackson produced the hit single "Say, Say, Say." It's
safe to say that the tension caused by
Michael's better looks and larger following among the schoolboys ruined that
collaboration from the start.
His new single should be entitled "I
changed rock and roll forever, please
don't change the channel." In conclusion, we should petition the rock and roll
hall of fame to change Paul's official des-

ROLUNG STONE

ignation from Cutest Beatle to Cheesiest
Beatle.
Eli: In the process of writing this
article, I have listened to an assortment
of Paul MaCartney's music. I have listened to the early Rubber Soul recordings,
to his later work on the White Album, to
the Wings, to much of his eighties duets
phase and finally the ambitious live
rereleases of former hits. The conclusion: For every "Rocky Racoon" there is
an "Ebony and Ivory." For every "Hey
Jude" there is a "With a Little Luck."
Considering the aesthetic law of
equality, we must conclude that overall
Paul MaCartney is basically Joe Walsh.
Some good songs and some bad
songs, the exception being that Joe realizes he is no longer good for anything
besides guest appearances on Howard
Stern.
Paul on the other hand thinks of
himself as Rock's elder statesmen. Nixon
also had a bad career projectile in the
seventies and thinks himself an elder
statesman, but then again he wrote an
autobiography.

Reasons Gerety Is Fleeing Campus
20.
19,
18,
17.
16.
,
15.
14.
13.
12.
11.

_(Insert your own bitter remark here),
He's heard all of postman Vinnie's comic material;
he just wanted some stamps dammit!
Wanted to be highest paid player in NESCAC.
Darn Plan B free agency!
Amherst Library's tremendous "Belles Lettres of
Benedict Arnold" collection.
He's actually just spending his semester at Trinity
College Amherst Campus (TCAC?).
Dean Spencer uses too many SAT words.
One too many cases of SAGA Salmonella.
After five years, still coukm'tpass the math proficiency exam.
Hurt by Dean Winer's crank calls of "President
Gerety you're a stupidhead."
Pissed off because his "Top Ten Reasons I'm Really a Nice Guy, Trust Me" submissions were

10*
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

never published.
Package stores open past eight o'clock in Massachusetts.
Tired of Los Facultitos' death threats.
Bistro staff kept removing his tray before he was
finished eating,
Refused to ask Seniors if they wanted a diploma
with lettuce, tomato, mayonnaise.
His "Talk with Tom'' replacement: Chevy Chase
Faculty wanted him to eat the cookie.
Annoyed by blunted undergrads' queries of when
the rest of the Heartbreakers were coming to play
Spring Weekend.
Really hurtby chants of "Gerety sucks, Crow's the
balls."
He's just another Coefc Bantam-tease.
Fantasy guild about to revoke honorary
Dungeonmaster privileges.

Written by A. Koeppel and the rest of the very, very bitter Trustees.
Sponsored in part by the Law Offices ot John Haymond, "If you've recently lost your college president due to tampering, call 1-800-Lawyers."
Address all complaints to Sy Sperling, President of Hair Club for Men.
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Georgia, Pennsylvania & Texas In "War Of The States"
BY DAN MONKS, ELI LAKE,
JOHNVIENER&
GARRISON LAMOTHE
Features Writers

Much is made over the lack
of intellectual discourse on
Trinity's Campus.
We are so concerned with
the life of partying and going
about our own agendas that we
rarely sit down and get the important issues out on the table
and learn about everyone else's
perspectives.
With this in mind, we feel
that the fruits of our intellect
should be explored in what my

elucidate our format.
To fit most conveniently
into the NCAA-style tournament form, we will break up the
nation into two randomly selected conferences of 24 states
each. Because 50 is such a poor
number to work with for tournaments, and because the odds
of acquiring 14 more states soon
are slim, we have proposed that
two states don't get to play.
It's the only fair, feasible,
and truly democratic way to set
up a tournament. We have selected as tournamentineligibles
New Hampshire and Wyoming.
We feel these states are poor

In the case of a lack of knowledge of a particular state, we assume that they suck and lose
automatically in the first round, such as
Delaware, South Dakota, and Montana.
comrades and we have termed
the War Between the States.
Simply put, we have decided to
set up, in tournament form, a
fictional warbetween each state
in our great nation and project
which will ultimately prevail.
This tournament is truly
intellectual in that the factors
involved are not only political,
geographical and cultural, but
are mostprominently based on
our own stereotypes of each
state gleaned through television
and movies.
In the case of a lack of
knowledge of aparticular state,
we assume ti^t Vhey suck and
rSiinS, sucT-iastJ'elaware, South
Dakota, and Montana

Given the nation's rising
concern with violent crime, we
feel that such a tourney would
rum a devastating social ill into
an entertaining diversion. With
this in mind, we would like to

contenders for the title, but we
would also rather see other,
weaker states play and get devastated by more imposing powers.
To hyp e up the tournament,
we will have a promotional exhibition between Washington
D.C. and Puerto Rico to be
played in Guam. We feel that
the publicity generated by such
a magnanimous event will influence other nations to follow
suit, such as Canada. After all,
what could be more exciting
than a Saskatchewan versus
Manitoba matchup in years to
come?

would like to share our favorites and darkhorses in the tournament. First, the favorites.
Eli: I'm going with Georgia. First things first, the state
was settled by criminals. Any
state with a region known as
Hazard county is gonna be hard
to beat. The general Southern
obsession with the civil war is a
factor, not to mention Atlanta is
a pretty tough city in its own
right.
What I like about Georgia
is balance. I think they're gonna
do well against some of the traditional Northeast powers with
the pride factor alone. Remember that "Deliverance" was
filmed in Macon county. You
get the inbreds with, the dueling
banjos in a flank formation on
the left side, and I don't care
what state you are— you're running for cover.
Georgia is not the gun capitol of the country that's Virginia
but they have enough fire arms
to hold their own in any shoot
out. Michael Stipe is the only
obvious weak link in the Georgia line up, but Bo and Luke
Duke not to mention Lynard
Skynard easily compensate for
the artsy Stipe factor.
Georgia's just got so many
ways it can beat you, it's hard
not pick them to go all the way.
On to you Gar.
Gar: Thanks, Eli. My expert

Now let's move over to
Waco and the Branch Davidians.
If you have a portion of your
population willing to shoot FBI
agents and stockpile arms,
you're looking at a contender.
Figure in the corrupt border

I don't see inbreeding as an advantage to a
team.
patrol and a 3:1 gun to human
ratio, you have to feel that Texas
is going places. Ross Perot is a
strong GM and can pay Jimmy
Johnson the money he needs to
coach this unit; they have an
intimidating motto in "Don't
Mess With Texas", and a complex playbook written by James
Michener. Also, they have the
Alamo going for them.
On the flip side of the coin,
what's up with El Paso? Great
salsa, but not a lot of flair for big
wins. Also, George Bush cannot
be considered an asset (much
less a resident). "Not gonna win
it". Hell, Texas couldn't even
knock J.R. Ewing off. This is a
big, strong club with some problems, represented by the internal turmoil of the Houston Oilers. Big dollars might take Texas
to the top. Now for John's top
pick.
John: Before I unveil my
pick, I must comment on Gar's
choice. One word: Bandwagon.
Let's face it, the Mavericks more

Figure in the corrupt border patrol and a 3:1
gun to human ratio, you have to feel that

ment-will receives trip1
and pulvenze the Frogs into pick for this yen's tournament
speaking English to American is the great state of Texas. First
tourists. After all, we're the best of all, you have to look at the
nation and everyone in the overall size of the state, and the
world shouldbe like us and learn fact that the vast expanses of flat
our language.
nothingness are likely to bore
In our spring preview we an opponent into defeat

and tell him to aim at the strike
zone of his opponents. Before
you know it the enemy is reeling from headwounds.
Gar: As a darkhorse pick I
like Hawaii. That's right folks,
Hawaii. I know what you're

than offsef the Cowboys Anyway, you can't use steroids forever, and listening to Aikman
talk makes JohnStarksseemlike
James Baldwin.
Also, as we all know, size
isn't everything. You can't enlist armadillos, so who cares how
much sand you have. As for Eli's

thinking - do people actually
live there besides a bunch of
surfers and hotel managers?
What kind of force is this? But
Hawaii's strength is its geography and the magical spirit of
the ancients. You're looking at
the Molokai Express riptide, a
live volcano, and a former leper
colony.
You've also got the
Yokozuna, sumo wrestling's
grand champion. You have to
like the boys from Hawaii Five0 (Book 'em Dano) and the Tom
Selleck factor as well. Throw in
that voodoo idol from the Brady
Bunch's vacation and you're
looking at a scary opponent. If
Hawaii can grab home field advantage, major upsets could be
in the making.
John: My pick is a dark stallion. These picks are all fine and
good, but they are based on
ephemeral criteria that will not
be substantial enough to pullout a victory in the final period
of warfare. Some say knowledge
is power, but then when has
Urkel ever won a war of brute
force?
My pick is Connecticut, and
that is not just because I go to
"school there. This is the richest
state, and therefore we can bring
in members of the Japanese
Yakuza, out-of-work KGB field
agents, the Cpntras, and if necessary, we can employ the mosh
pit from the Connells. In fact,
we could buy buffer states or
just employ some of the poorer
states who would love to sip

Let us examine the goon factor next. These
guys pack more heat than Ben-Gay, and their
smell is just as overpowering. The Mafia
controls everything in this country and Hove
'em for it.
'

r
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DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.
Nicliotaz Espotiitii, killed Oct. IS, 1980 at &3S pin.
Next (fme your friend instate on rfrfvfng drunk, do whatever ft lakes to atop him.
BocsuaR if he kills innocent people, how will yriu live wild yourself?

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

choice, well, that's just peachy,
but they'll lose early and definitively. I don't see inbreeding as
an advantage to a team.
Eli: My dark horse pick is
Pennsylvania. The keystone
state has got some obvious
weaknesses. They were settled
by Quakers. Three Mile Island
has weakened and mutated
much of the Harrisburg population, and the Amishcan'tbe considered a strength. But you've
got Rocky, the entire MOVE fiasco and a bunch of depressed,
unemployed steel workers in
Pittsburgh.
Philadelphia defini tely carries this state. Any city that's
willing to fire bomb its own row
homes is going to be devastating in competition. If Ramona
Africa and her gang can work
together with the Philadelphia
Police Department then look
out.
Throw in the 1976 Flyers
and you've got a recipe for success. The secret weapon for
Pennsylvania is Mitch Williams.
They'll ship him in from Texas

Mimosas and drive BMWs with
us. Most importantly, let's not
forget that we have the overstaffed and overstuffed Trinity
Campus Safety, with superpower-forward "Shaquille
Kerrigan."
Dan: All I have to say about
Connecticutisthatrheywonthe
Little League World Series on a
technicality. On to my pick
whichhastobeNevada. Firstof
all, any Governor who wakes
up with a stallion's head in his
bed will be waving the white
flag by noon.
Let us examine the goon
factor next. These guys pack
more heat than Ben-Gay, and
their smell is just as overpowering. The Mafia controls everything in this country and I love
'em for it (they got me into Trinity). My darkhorse pick would
have to be West Virginia.
Nobody beats brigades of
guerrilla inbreds. Hordes of un-;
employed coal miners would be
delighted to tunnel under California and watch it tumble into
the sea.
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Music:
Wed. Feb. 16th—Unity Jazz
Trio. 6-9p.m. The Bistro,
Koeppel Student Center.
Free.
Thurs. Feb. 17th—"In
Concert with Richard
Fields: A Program of
American Music" by pianist
Richard Fields, winner of the
Viotti International Piano
Competition in Italy. The
concert will focus on black
composers' work. 12:30 p.m.
Goodwin Theater, Austin
Arts Center. Free.

Poetry:
Tues. Feb. 15th—the 199394 Connecticut Circuit
Student Poets, winners of an
annual statewide contest for
college students, will give
readings. Paula Lathrop will
be representing Trinity
College. 8 p.m. Alumni
Lounge, Mather Hall. Free.
Reception to follow.

year. The cash prizes are:
$600 1st place and $400 2nd
place. All essays must be
typewritten . They must be
submitted to the Chairman
of the Department by
March 25,1994.

Summer Job:
Glacier National Park,
located in the northwest
corner of Montana is seeking
college students from across
the country to fill 900
positions all segments of the
hotel and hospitality areas.
Employees are needed from
mid-May to early October.
For details call Glacier Park
rhc. at (602)-207-2620, or
write Glacier Park inc., Dial
Tower, Phoenix, AZ, 850770924.

Career Counseling:
Feb. 16th--lndependent Job
Search Workshop. 7:00 p.m.
the Career Counseling
Office.
Feb. 17th-lnterviewing
Workshop. 4:30 p.m. CCO.

DAYT0NA BEACH - SPRING BREAK
First Class, oceanfront hotel
directly on the beach, parties,
poof deck fun, nightclubs,
sunshine.
DO NOT MISS THIS TRIP!! Includes
round trip motorcoach trans, with
on campus pick up and drop off,
only $239.00 quad occp., depart
3/25/94 return 4/3/94.
Call for free brochure 1-800-9DAYT0NA
M-F, 8-6. see you on the BEACH!!

ConnPIRG:
ConnPfRG will be.giving
back refunds Wednesday
and Thursday in Mather Hall,
at lunch and dinner.

Theater:
See Hartford Stage's
production of Pierre Carlet de
Marivaux's False
Admissions, beginning
Friday Feb. 18th at 8:00
p.m. Call 525-5601 for more
info.

Ferguson Prizes
in Government:
The Ferguson Prizes in
Government, founded in
1890 by the late Professor
Henry Ferguson of the class
of 1868, are offered for the
two best essays submitted
for any undergraduate
course, tutorial, or seminar in
the Department of Political
Science during the academic

Chapel:
Tuesday:
5:00 p.m. Evening Worship
Wednesday:
5:00 p.m. Evening Worship
5:30 p.m. Carillon Class
Thursday:
5:00 p.m. Evening Worship
Sunday:
1:00 p.m. Holy Eucharist
5:00 p.m. Roman
Catholic Mass
Monday:
5:00 p.m. Evening Worship

otunmttcemetiU

****SPRING BREAK '94****
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida
& Padre!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15
friends ana your trip is FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 328-7283.
SPRING BREAK - From $299
Includes: air, 7 nights Hotel,
Transfers, Parties and More!
Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica, San Juan. Earn FREE trip
plus commissions as our campus
rep!1-800-9-BEACH-1
Earn $500-$ 1000 weekly stuffing

envelopes. For details - RUSH
$1.00
with SASE to:
Group Five
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901

CRUISE JOBS
Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+/ month
working for Cruise Ships or
iand-Tour Companies. World
Travel. Summer and Full-Time
employment available. No
experience necessary. For more
information call:
Cruise Employment Services
(206) 634-0468 ext. C5079

go* 1'3/0

New

Cinestu
Tuesday:
Household Saints (R)

7:30

Wednesday-Saturday:
Dazed and Confused (R)

7:30

Friday-Saturday:
Why has Bodhf-Dharma
Left for the East?

Sunday-Tuesday:
It's ASS True
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9:40

7:30

True Romance
Around Trinity awards both a
St. Valentine's heart and a Purple
Heart to the illustrious Trinitones,
who on Sunday commemorated the
holiday with their annual a capella
singing telegrams. From high noon
to around 5:30 on Sunday, they could
be seen bedecked in reds and whites,
trudgingfrom place to place and from
unsuspecting recipient to unsuspecting recipient. Some 'Tones trivia:
• The most popular song requested
was "When I Fall In Love."
• The first song was to Liz Platt '95,
while the last three songs were to
Dean Peters' wife.
• Only one student - Grace Kurdian
'95 - received two serenades.
Kudos to the Trinitones.

Social Critique
Due to the inclement weather
(and probably last week's 20 dollar
weekend -i.e. Casino Night and Disco
Infernal), this past weekend was a
social respite from the standard bill
of fare. On Friday, most students
seemed content with staying in and
hanging out, as evidenced from the
Crow/B-Psi offering in the Cave and
TCAC's Mardi Gras Party in the
Washington Room. Crowds were
tepid at best.
Saturday seemed to warm up a
tad — at least for the privileged.
Two fraternities hosted private
formals in their respective houses
(Around Trinity still marvels at the
sight of guests wearing formalwear
in houses that often swim in beery
sludge). And there was also the inaugural gathering of the Senior Club in
the Underground, which is to be a
weeklyaffair. The Club featured (and
Will continue to feature) live music,
while also selling fine wines and domestic and imported beer. The turnout was tremendous, and all in attendance were enamored wi th the a rmosphere. This enterprise has Around
Trinity's humble blessings.

W a n t e d : College President
Based on informed sources,
AroUnd Trinity will cautiously handicap the candidates for the interim
presidency.
Leading the field is... Professor
of History Borden Painter '56 (odds,
3:2). Painter is the sentimental favorite. Alums love him, faculty and students respect him. Former interim
Dean of Faculty. Impeccable pedigree- can't question his love for TC.
Former President James English
(4:1). English would look better than
Elvis in a comeback role. Powerful
fund-raiser's stock continues to rise
asGerety leaves bad aftertaste at Trin.
Involvement in city activities makes
it a bit unlikely, though.
Outgoing Dean of Faculty Jan
Cbhn (6:1) would be logical because
she is the number two person on campus, but is not universally loved by
alums. Staying in PoF job seems
more likely.
Frank Kirkpatrick '64 (10:1),
Professor of; Religion and College
Ombudsman, thirty years at Trinity
tough to overlook. Has strong administrative experience and can
handle tough problems. Dark horse,
but seems a little too much like
Painter-lite.
The final candidate is professor
:
Howard DeLong (15:1) of the Philosophy department. Well respected
and been here for 34 years. Down
side is that he graduated from Little
Three rival Williams.

SPORTS
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Squash Teams Vie ForDivision I Titles

Bantam Squash beat Brown, furthering their winning season.

KELLY couis

Lady Bantam's Squash was also victorious over Brown.

against his opponent beating him 3-0.
Number three, Austin Perkins '96, two
matches back from an injury, won his
The Men's Squash Team at Trinity match 3-1.
The ladder stands as follows: #4
has come away with, yet another win this
Qo-captain Chris-

The women's squash team ofTrinity
beatthe Brown University sqaud on Tuesday afternoon in a 8-1 blowout. This
match was a battle for the fourth place
position in Division one. With this win,
Trinity women stand as the holders of

beat Drown University on tiieir home FeJJey, just returned from semester
courts by a score of 8-1.
abroad, #7 Dave Heatherington, #8
"Brown has had a great season and Adam Beard, #9 Steve Gregg, and #10

In the number one slot, Co-captian
Kate Wriirmore '95, won her match in
four games. She won the first two easily
and finished with a score of 10-9 in the
fourth game. Number two, Carolyn
Young '96, beat her opponent in a 3 ^ .
blowout. Number three, Margaret
Hartigan '97 upset her challenger in four
games as well.
The rest of the line up is as follows:
#4 Whitney LaMotte '95, #5 Courtney
Dann '95, who has returned .from a semester away, #6 Mary-Katherine
Reifenheiser '97, #7 Meaghan O'Malley
'96, #8 Co-captian Mary Tyler '94, #9
LindsayConway'97,#10DebbieNichols

BY LISSA SMITH
Sports Editor

"Brown has had a great season and stands a very good
chance of being in the top division of the Nationals," says
Coach John Anz. "This was a big win."
stands a very good chance of being in the
top division of the Nationals," says Coach
John Anz. "This was a big win."
Trinity's number one player, freshjnan Mike Bittner beat long time opponent in a 3-1 match. Number two, Ryan
O'Connell '95, dominated in the match

TashBelsinger.
The team stands a good chance of
being highly ranked in the Nationals
depending on the outcome of the next
two weeks. They play Amherst on
Wednesday, Bpwdoin on Friday, and
Princeton next Wednesday.

KEIXV COtUS

'95, #11 Anne Chick '96, and #12 Carter
Meyer '94.
Co-captain Kate Whitmore says "We
are working towards the Howe Cup. All
we want is to beat Yale so we can be

-Co-captain Kate Whitmore
says "We are working
towards the Howe Cup. All
we want is to beat Yale so
we can be ceeded third in
the division."
seeded third in the division."
The women's sqaush team played
Wesleyan and Connecticut College in a
contest yesterday. They have plans to
play Amherst today at Amherst. The
Howe Cup Competition is at Yale is this
weekend. Good Luck.

Tough Week for Hockey, Tougher One Ahead
BY MICHAEL ANEIRO
Sports Editor

: :~

' < i -'- : few sighs of fatigue or frustration and

The Trinity hockey team split two
road contests this past week. On Friday,
the team was outplayed by a quality
Salem State squad, losing 5-0. But the
team was able to rebound the following
day, pulling through for a 5-4 victory at
UMass Boston.
Although the Bantams were unable
to find the net on offertse, they put in an
admirable performance on the other end

of the ice, particularly in the effort of
goaltender Mike Esposito '95 who recorded a remarkable 55 saves during the
game. Unfortunately, even Esposito is
not superhuman, and Salem State was
able to score five times and come away
with the win. "Espo played incredibly,"
said Brendan Monahan '95, "but that
was about the only good thing about that
game."
.
Faced with another away game less
than 24 hours later, the Bantams showed

were able to pull themselves together
admirably for their meeting with UMass
Boston. Trinity jumped out to a 4-1 lead
after two periods of play, courtesy of
goals by freshmen Terry Long and Winston Binch which were followed by tallies from juniors Pat Ashe and Jordy
Davis.
But the Bantams became complacent in the third, allowing UMass Boston
to score three unanswered goals to tie the
game at 4-4. As the clock wound down,
with the momentum of the game and the
crowd against them, the prospect of a
Trinity win seemed unlikely, and the
Icemen searched for a way to salvage the
game. Then with six minutes to play,
senior Todd Mills picked up the puck in
the Trinity zone and proceeded to carry
,. it end-to-end, finishing his play by put- Despite the loss, Bantam Hockey displayed great strength.
KELLY COLUS
ting the puck past the UMass Boston
netmindertogiveTrinityaone-goallead. mance in the third—we just did not play
strength of their team and make up for
Trinity's then defense took over and the well," Monahan said. "We were glad to
what has been a sub-par season to date.
Bantams were able to close out the 5-4 come away with the win."
"This upcoming weekend will be a real
win.
The Bantams are now faced with test for us," said Joe Yannetti '95. "Right
The Bantams were a little disap- two tough matchups this week as they now, Williams has a chance at making
pointed with their ownperformance late take on top contenders Hamilton and the NCAAs, and we'd love to be able to
in the game, but content with the result. Williams. The players are hoping for a beat them and knock them out of playoff
"We put in a pretty lackluster perfor- pair of strong showings to prove the contention."
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Lady Bantams NowIn Playoff Picture
continued from page 32

Lady Bantamsin their win against Tufts.

KEUT C0UJS

the Jumbos. Tufts answered
with a 12-4 run late in the half to
pull within 37-35 at the break,
setting the stage for possibly one
of the wackiest halves of basketball ever played.
The Jumbos scored the first
two hoops of the second half to
take the lead for the first time.
The teams traded baskets for
the next two minutes, then the
Trinity defense asserted itself,
forcing numerous Tufts turnovers which led to twelve
straight Bantam points. Trinity
led 54-43.
Tufts' Ellie Strobel ended
the streak, innocently enough,
with an outside jumper. Little
did she know that those two
pointswould be the first of nineteen consecutive tallies on the
Jumbos' side of the Scoreboard.
The Bantams, held scoreless for
a full six minutes, saw an 11point lead turn into an eight
point defecit. "Lastyear," Coach
Pine said later, "we wouldn't
have won in that situation."
But co-captain Kate
Armstrong's lay-up ended the

Tufts run with5:56 to play. Two
minutes later, with its team losing 64-60/ Trinity's starting front
line took over. Forwards
Hadf ield, Armstrong, and Patty
Sarmuk '95 scored the next 16
points of the game, giving their
sideal2-pointedge. When two
quick Tufts three-p oint shots cut
Trinity's lead to 76-70 with under a minute to go, a Hadfield
three-point
play^
oti
Armstrong's pass, iced the Bantam victory.
Hadfield scored a seasonhigh 31 points in 32 minutes,
plus nine rebounds and three
blocks. Sarmuk had 13 points,
and Ryczek and Armstrong
scored 10 each.
Guard
B.J.Toolan '95 had game-highs
with nine assists and ten steals.
Pine was very complimentary after the game. "Jen
[HadfieldJ had a monster game,
especially considering they had
3 six-footers on her. Patty
Sarmuk had her best game of
the year. There was a noticeable
drop-off in our play without
Kara [Ryczek] in the game today. Everyone knows Toolan

can score, but she's a great
passer, too. Tufts showed good
composure, but I liked how we
regained our confidence after
our defense got soft."
The squad returns to the
road tonight, facing Amherst at
7:30 PM. Thursdaynightat7:00
PM, Hadfield and Armstrong
will play their final regular season home game in a Trinity uniform. The Bantams will face
Western Connecticut State that
night, the top-ranked team in
New England.
During Reading Week, the
Bants head to Vassar before finishing the season at Williams, in
a game which was postponed
last week due to snow. "We were
fired up and ready to play [Williams] last Tuesday," said Pine,
"but playing them at the end of
the year will make the game
even more significant."
The ECAC tournament is
scheduled to begin on March 2.
Might the Bantams be a participant? "I think we can win every
game down the stretch," said
Lally. "We're not cocky, but
we're a confident group."

Swimmers Looking
To New Englands
continued from page 32

him on a wonderful coaching
career at Trinity. The previous
Arnherst coach had retired last
year, so the Jeffs understood the
Bantam's position.
The Seniors were a large
part of the success of the swim
teams this year. On the men's
side Trinity will be saying
goodbye to Captain John
Donohue and Benjamin Moss.
The women will bid farewell to
Co-Captaiip^Kim Aquilar, CoCaptain Stephanie Cope,
Amanda Johnson, Natascha
Kontny, and Allison Wilson.

Many of the younger swimmers
are going to miss these talented
swimmers because of all of the
guidance and support theyhave
provided.
The season is not really over
yet. ThewomenleaveonThursday for Bowdin where the New
England Championships will
beginriextweekendandthemen
will show their skills off at their
championships atBowdin starting on the 25th. A very large
group qualified this year which
made Coach McPhee very
proud. We wish them all luck.

Despite a heart-breaking loss to Amherst at the end of the season, many
Bantam swimmers qualified for the New England's.

BEN KADLEC

Track Team Takes Wesleyan
BY JOSHUA OLSON
Sports Writer
Hours before dawn on Saturday morning, the Trinity track
team began loading up the mini
vans for another grueling trip to
Wesleyan. As the team joyfully
crammed into the last van, a
horrifying revelation set in upon
them—the booming voice of
Steve "The Mouth" DeRosa had
not yet been heard. The first
year powerhouse from Tenafly
(N.J.) was missing! Panic set in.
Men and women alike wept in
fear.
An emotional speech by
Coach Suitor, followed by a
powerful "Star Spangled Banner," sung by Coach Mighten,
calmed the team's emotions.
The convoys of mini vans filed
off to Wesleyan (after turning
around to pick up Myron).
In the 55 meter hurdles,
MiclielleMiller'92finishedfirst,
in a blazing 8.81 seconds, missing the qualifying time (for New
Englands) by one-hundreth of a
second. Anthony Rocco finished
a dose third for the men. The
women's 4 x 200 relay team ran
as if they had no competition,
taking an immediate lead and
holding the entire way. The
women's 4 x 400 relay team also

took an impressive victory later
in the meet. The men's 4 x 400
relay team finished second, with
a strong leg run by co-captain
TomMcDavitt '95 (52.0 sec).
Trinity fared quite well in
the field events. Most notably,
Myron Thomas '96 finished first
in the long jump, with a leap of
21' 7", placing him among the
top contendersinNewEngland.
Freshman pole vaulter Dave
Specker honed his skills before
NewEnglands,placingfirstwich
a vault 13 feet. Lisa Michelizza
'94 finished second in the thirtyfive pound weight throw, and
Tiger Reardon '96 finished third
for the men. Shawn Marshall
'96 jumped an impressive 42' 8"
in the triple jump.
Kathrin Phelan '96 placed
third in the 1500 meter run and
first in the 1000, qualifying for
New England's in both races
(she also qualified for the 800
meter run two weeks earlier).
Co-CaptainSteveHardingmade
competition look soft, running a
blistering 4:09 in the 1500 meter
run, placing third. The tired
Harding later finished second
in the 5000 meter. The men's 4 x
800 relay team finished a close
third, with strong legs run by
Etienne Shannon (2:04) and
Chris Bride (2:05). Earlier, Shan-

non placed third in the open 800
meter, with a 2:04, while Bride
placed fifth in the 100 meter run.
In 200 meter run, Ebony
Roundtree '97 finished first,
qualifying for New England's,
while teammates MichelleStone
'95 and Michelle Miller finished
fourth and fifth, respectively.
For the men, Jon Carp finished
third and Myron Thomas,
fourth. Earlier, in the 55 meter
dash, Roundtree, Stone, and
Miller finished second thfid and
fourth, respectively. Myron
Thomas finished fourth and Jon
Carp finished fifth for the men.
In the 400 meter, BiEy finished third and Rob Norton finished fourth. Kelly Conte finished fifth in the women's 400
meter. In the 500 meter run,
McDavitt finished first with a
time of 1 minute 9 seconds, while
Senior Clyde Etienne-Modeste
placed third. In the 600 meter
run, Christine Siegfreid '95 finished third.
All in all, Trinity had a successful day, with both the men's
and women's teams placing second among a field of tough competitors. Many will travel to
Bates next weekend to compete
in the Division III New
England's.

219 New Britain Avenue
Hartford, CT

203-547-0263
Your Package Store.

We aim to keep you in good spirits !~|
We have served you for the past 18 years.
We will continue to serve you for the next 100.
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Wrestling Team Prepares Men's Basketball
To Host New Englands Loses Grip On # 1
continued fron page 32
thereboundingcdge Williams
The game began to swing held. The Ephs otftboarded
Williams' way after they had Trinity 36-25, many of those
tiedthescoreat43. Trinity had on the offensive glass, which
a fast break opportunity, but led to easy second chance
when Jones missed a shot, No all points. Meanwhile, for the
Clarke threw a long outlet pass Bants in the second half it was

We are still 16-3 and in the hunt for NCAA
aspirations," said SteffanTomlinson. "Many teams
would give their right arm to be where we are. Now
we know thai if toe don't come to play, any team
can upset us."

Bantam Wrestling Team wins 2-1 over Rhode Island.
PETER RHODES
Sports Writer

In the depths of an eastern
snowstorm, the Trinity College
Wrestling team braved Storm
Karen to make their way to
Rhode Island for a match this
weekend against Rhode Island
jQfiiitee&r. Jh$ B^tanvs saw
mixed competition 'But prevailed with 2 wins-1 loss in the
tri-meet.
Trinity's wrestling team

TheRoger Williams College
wrestlers looked to be tough
competitors, but Trinity's wrestling prowess defeated them by
a thirty-six point margin. Of
Roger William's four wrestlers,
none were able to come close to
the B antams skill and toughness.
There only three matches

i ty won three of the four matches
wrestled. Burden pinned his
opponent 2:26 seconds into his
match.
Although Jake Shaw '95 lost
4-2, he almost emerged victorious a closely contested 150
pound match. In perhaps the
most exciting match of the triiopoulos fought to send

ponent.
Jeremy Burden started off
the onslaught with a pin 4:32

winning tradition, pinned his
opponent in overtime. At 167
pounds Jones pinned his opponent3:30 seconds into his match.
In the last week of the regular season, Trinity's 2-1 win of
the Rhode Island tri-meet sharpens the teams skills for the Division III New England Championships. Trinity's undefeated
All-American, Tucker MacLean,
is expected to winhis 190 pound
division, and he believes the
team could place up to five wrestlers in this prestigious tournament. Not only does Trinity
hope to place five of their seven
active wrestlers, but the team
has home field advantage.
Trinity'sprogramhascaughtthe
respect of the New England
coaching staff, and consequently
has the honor of hosting the New
EnglandChampionships February 18,19. Competition starts at
10:30.

Trinity's 2-1 win of the Rhode Island tri-meet
sharpens the teams skills for the Division III
New England Championships.
saw great competition from
R.I.C. Although the match resulted in a 40-10 loss, the team,
in Captain Tucker MacLean's
'95 words, "wrestled very well."
The team had tough luck in the
first fourweight classes, andlost
those matches. But the Bantams
rallied in the heavy weight
classes with a few stellar wins.
In the 177 pound weight
ciass,Raymond Jones '97 pinned
his opponent 5:39 seconds into
the match- Following Jones' inspired effort, Tucker Maclean
defeated his opponent in a 12-2
convincing win.

KATHERINE MITCHELL

seconds into his 126 pound
match. After two forfeits, Steve
Vargas '97 was itching to
wrestle, and his wait was not in
vain. Vargas pinned his opponent 6:28 seconds into his 150
pound
match.
Vassily
Eliopoulos '96 was the last Trinity wrestler, and did not wait
long either as he pinned his opponent only 1:20 seconds into
his match.
Although Bridgwater St.
offered better competition, the
result was similar as Trinity recorded a resounding 30-3 victory. In a match of forfeits, Trin-

Fencing Team Tries to Repeat
History With Weekend Win
SUEMORGENSEN

Englands.
Though the meet did not
rank individuals, several of
On Saturday, February Trinity's fencers turned in solid
12th, the Trinity College Fenc- performances. Co-captain Chris
ing Team competed in a meet Morea '94 followed last years
withHampshireCollegeand the sixth out of eighteen finish in
top-ranked Concord team.
the Wallingford Fencing Club
Although Trinity lost both individual sabre tournament
in close matches, the Bantam with another strong perforteam, led by its veteran mem- mance. Co-captain Alex Lapins
bers, showed great improve- '94 led the epee team with sevment from last year. The expe- eral dramatic victories. Sue
rience gained in this meet should rvlorgensen '95 won five of her
help them in the upcoming eight bouts.
NESCAC Finals, the New
Special credit is due Nijay

Sports Writer

Saini '95 and Laura Lawson '96,
who competed less than three
weeks after joining the team.
Saini won two of three bouts
against strongHampshireteam
opponents.
Next Saturday, the men's
team will travel to Brown University in Providence to compete in the New Englands. The
women's team will compete the
following day at the University
of New Hampshire.
Trinity hopes to win this
tournament, just as they did a
decade ago.

to John Both* who converted a one shot and out, as the Ephs
laytip and was foutedfor a three did an excellent job of boxing
point play. Trinity would get out.
Despite the final score, the
within one on the next possession, but a three pointer and Bants had some successf ulpersome shoddy interior defense farmancesinthegame. Jones,
by the Bants allowed Williams along with his 20 points, had 5
to score five of the next seven rebounds, as well as two thunderous dunks early in the secpoints to go up 53-47.
Troy McKelvin '96 coun- ond half. McKelvin finished
tered with a three pointer, his with 14, including 4 of 7 from
fourth of the game, topull Trin- behind the three-point arc, 5
ity to within three. But Bice, assists,and9 turnovers. Junior
who fhushed with 22, all to the Keith Wolff, who transfered
second half, hittwo thjreepoint- from Williams last fall,
ers to key a 15-Q itui which struggled in front of Ms farmer
blew the game wide opeiv and classmates, but still finished
Trinity never got closer thanl8 with 9 points, 3 rebaundsahd 4
the rest of the game, In fact, assists. Pat Kinzeler '95 conover the final 15;35 of the game, tributed some aggressive play
Williams outscored the Bants in the paint and had a hard44-15, after what had been a32» earned 8 points, S rebounds.
Senior Greg Haffner was
32 tie game athalftitns.
Despite the score at inter- plagued by foul trouble ariS*
mission, Trinity had played a only had 3, while sophomores
to shutout Bke allowed them
to stay even, "W« played our
worst basketball of the season
in the fkst.half," said reserve
guard Steffan ToMlirtsoj*'•'$4ji^
who helped shut down the
Ephs' backcoutt irt the earjy
going. "Tobettedlikewewere
was: fortunate. We knew that if
we played a marginal gftttte in
the second half, we would come
out on top."
That didn't happen- The
Bante continually turned the1
ball over during Williams' key
ran that put the game out <J(
reach, Trinity often went three
or four trips down the court in
a row without- evert getting a
shot off, "As a team, we never
got Jjito the flow of the game,"
said Tomlinson. "If we don't;
have good offensive execution
and don't play as a team, that
will result in losing gapcies."
theturaovefts were only
partof the$tory,however, The
Ephs also went to the foul line
19 more times than the Bants,
and made 15 more free throws,
Furthetmore, the Ephs hit the
majority of their three pointers
ia the second half, during the
game's defining mordents,
while the Bantams only had
one three pointer after intermission, then: first basket ofDIE
half. Another huge factor was

did not score, in targe part because of the superior defense
againsthimby Bice, but he did
finish' with 5 rebounds and?*8
Now for Tda30Ws back
to the drawingboard, but definitely not time to throw in the
towel for the season. "We are
still 16-3 and in the hunt for
NCAA aspirations/' said
Tomlinson, "Many teams
would five their right arm to
%e where we are at. But now
we know mat if we don't come
to play, any team can upset
us,"
TheBantssttli have an excellent shot at making the tournament, despite the loss. They
need to remain one of the top 5
or 6 teams in the region in or>der to receive a berth in next
month's Division Iff playoffs,
and their game this Wednesday rijghfwili go a long way in
determining whether or not
Trinity deserves to go. The
postponement
of
the
Manhattanville game gives
Trinity the chance to dwell on
Hie 26 point lp$s for a M l week
before heading up to play an
Amherst team that beat Williams by 29 the week before.
You canbesurethey'll beready
to rumble. The game can be
heard on WRTC at 7:20 i>M.
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Sports Sav¥y
A Tribute to Black Athletes
1. What black major league pitcher holds the record for the nunber of strikeouts in
a World Series game?
2. Who was the first black woman to win the U.S. Open (tennis)?
3. What current black football coach has the highest number of wins in his carrer?
4. What NBA team was the first major sports franchise to be owned by a black
individual?
5'. What goaltender anchored the Edmonton Oilers on their way to five Stanley Cup
Championships in the 1980s?
6. Which legendary Baltimore Orioles slugger was the first black man to manage a
professional baseball team?
7. What Stanford-educated ice-skater brought home three Olympic medals for the
United States?
8. What Olympic swimmer is a native of Suriname, attended school in the U.S. and
came from nowhere to win the 1992 gold medal in the Butterfly ?
9. In 1936, this black man ran for the United States Olympic team at the Munich
Games, winning gold medals on the track. Adolph Hitler refused to shake his
hand. What was his name ?
10. What NBC commentater used to be a Minneota Viking wide receiver known as
Bobby White?
(£

'••fftii^l^ellri ; Sports;.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15
Wm's B-ball vs. Amherst 7:00 Away
Wm's Squash vs. Amherst 7:00 Away
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16
Men's B-bali vs. Amherst 7:30 Away
Men's Squash vs. Amherst Away
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17
Wm's B-ball vs. Western Conn. 7:00 HOME
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18
:
Wm's Swim New Englands at Bowdoin
Men's Squash vs. Bowdoin 4:00 HOME
Wm's Squash Howe Cup at Yale
Hockey vs. Hamilton 7:30 Away

(ZT)

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19
Men's B-balt vs. Wheaton 7:30 Away
Wm's Swim New Englands at Bowdoin
Wm's Squash Howe Cup at Yale
Track Division IH New Englands at Bates
(Mens) and Brandeis (Women's)
Wrestling New Englands 10:00 HOME
Hockey vs Williams 7:30 Away
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 20
'_
Wm's Swim New Englands at Bowdoin
WrestleingNew Englands 10:00 HOME

Next Week In Sports:
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22
Men's B-ball vs. Wesleyan 7:30 HOME

if) qog

TUESDAY (CONT'D)
Wm's B-ball vs. Vassar 7:00 away
Hockey vs. Wesleyan 7:30 away
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23
Men's Squash vs. Princeton
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24
Wm's B-ball vs. Williams 7:30 away
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25
Men's Swim New Englands at Bowdoin
Men's Squash NIRSA at Yale
Men's Track NEIAAA at Boston University
Hockey vs, North Adams 7:30 HOME
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26
Men's Swim New Englands at Bowdoin
Men's Squash NTRSA at Yale
Men's Track NEIAAA at Boston University
Hockey vs. Amherst 7:00 HOME

athlete Of The Week

College l^ieto Cafe

Tom Gerety (y94)

[Tuesday: $3,50 Pitcher Night

This week's Athlete of the Week is Tom Gerety.
Gerety confirmed himself as a first-rate career ladderclimber with his lovely mid-year jump to Amherst this
week, where he hopes to break intq the national rankings
for smiling and shaking hands. Wishing to leave
behind the numerous incomplete passes and dropped
balls he amassed during his five years at Trinity, he
unexpectedly declared his own free agency last Friday
and immediately'signed with the Lord Jeffs. Look for
his face to make frequentappearances at future TrinityAmherst athletic contests. Congratulations, Tom
Gerety; and good luck on the road to Yale.

Remember Three Things
What Should Marty's Message to the Class of '94 Be?
Entries 40 characters or less. Deadline April 4th.
Winner Gets a Keg.

Anyone who can get 2 tix to Letterman
for May 4th Contact Marty.
Reward substantial and negotiable.
Class of'94: 94 Days Till Graduation
Coming Soon.

TRIPOD
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Women's Win Streak Runs into Double Figures
BY MARK MENTONE
Sports Writer

The impossible dream continues for the Trinity Women's
Basketball Team.
The Lady Bantams, trying
to secure a berth in a postseason
tournament despite losing five
of their firs t nine games, ran their
winning streak to double-figures last week with victories
over Manhattanville and Tufts.

Led by the point-a-minute scoringpace of Senior co-cap tain Jen
Hadfield, the 14-5 Bants continued to ignore their small margin
for error, and attempted to make
an impression on the selection
committees of the National Collegiate Athletic Association and
the Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference.
"Ihate thinking about it—
it's still too soon," responded
Trinity Head Coadi Maureen
Pine when asked about her
team's post-season prospects.
"We've got some good New
England opponents left, and
everyone we play wants us
moie; they all want to be the
J, JHi.,

five minutes of play, but then
emphatically scored the game's
next
seventeen
points.
Manhattanville never could find
an answer for Hadfield, as the
5'10" forward from East Greenwich, RI, scored 16 first-half
points, mostly on lay-ups. Too
small to contain Hadfield and
the Bants, Manhattanville found
itself down 38-19 at halftime.
Things got even uglier in
the second half, as Trinity went
on another long run, a sixminute, 16-0 spurt. The Valiant
effort fell far short, as
Manhattanville never got any
closer than seventeen points
down, and lost 74-33. Hadfield
wound up with23 points in only
20 minutes of playing time.
Several Trinity players got
to fill unfamiliar roles in the contest. Keyne Barry'96, Joan Kreie
'97, and Kate McCabe '97 all
received season-highs in minutes played. Kara Ryczek '96, a
point guard, pulled down a
team-higheightrebounds. And
Susan Lally '96, averaging just
3.2 points per game, came off
the bench to pour in a seasonhigh 13. "It was weird," Lally
said of her scoring. "I don't
usually look to shoot. We have
great shooters. I'm basically a
defensive specialist."
, Jhe streak hit ten gatnes

secutive win came Thursday

Following an a cappelln performance of the national anthem
at the expense of the 2-18 by The Trinitones, the Bantams Lady Bants, as usual, dissplayed great endurance in their victory over Tufts.
Manhattanville Valiants. Trin- jumped out to a 10-1 lead over
ity found itself down 7-2 after
please turn to page 29
night at Trinity's Oosting Gym,

KATIIERINE MITCHELL

Williams Ends Men's Streak McPhee Honored
In Final Home Meet
BY BRYAN SATTER
Sports Writer

What should have been the
Rumble in the Jungle turned out
to be the Blowout in the Berkshires. What could have been
the Thrilla' in Manila became
the Waxing in Williamstown.
The heavyweight fight that was
to be Trinity vs. Williams was
more like the school yard bully
pounding on the 98 pound
weakling, as theEphs destroyed
the Bantams 84-58 on Wednesday night.

Trinity had come into the
game riding the crest of a school
record 16 game winning streak,
and was tied with Williams for
number one in the Division HI
regional poll. But instead of
claiming the top spot for themselves, the Bantams saw their
streak come crashing to a halt as
Williams blew the game open in Men's winning streak ends with loss to Williams. KATHERINE MITCHELL
the second half. Meanwhile,
Trinity's opportunity to re- a season high 28 turnovers. Williams' leading scorer, Rob
bound against Manhattanville Despite the final score, however, Bice, from getting into the scoron Saturday was postponed be- the game was close for the first ing column in the first half.
cause of the weather. No make- 30 minutes, with Trinity hold- Conversely, the Bants werehavup date has been announced.
ing a three point lead five min- ing success feeding the ball in
The
problem
in utes into the second half at 43- low to co-captain David Jones
Williamstown was Trinity's in- 40. The Bantams had got to that '94 for easy baskets, as he fin-'
ability to take care of the basket- point by playing tough perim- ished with a teamhigh20points.
ball, as the Bantams committed eter defense, and preventing
please turn to page 30

highlighted with the presenta*
tion of & bronze plaque to wiB
be hung in the pool In Ferris.
Last Saturday marked the Theinscription rend "Toa great
end of the regular season, for «oach and an evert greater man
the varsity men's and. women's «~ ChetMcPhee, thanks tot 16
swimming and diving teams. years of dedication.1 Love, All
Unfortunately, the teams were of your swimmers."
Women's
captain
unable to eitd their tremendously successful seasons on a Stephanie Cope '94 had many
winnmg note. Both got clob- thoughts ort the day, "It was a
beredby an extremely talented wonderful day. Bvea, though
we lost/ some swimmers
Amh.er.st squadachieved personal best times
and Chefc was so touched by
the reception- It was so nice to
meetthe alumni swimmers. We
talked and exdtariged stories
about Chet. lamabit sad about
meet for departing Seniors as
weM as their much-beloved
y
Coach Mdphee.. MdEhee has well as my teammates, ready
epetit so many years dedicat- for the N«w Srtglands,"
ing himself to &e team and
After the rtieet, a kind geseveryone wishes Mm luck in ture was madebyfhe Aetherst
team. The Lord Jef fs gave Coach
The home season ended McPhee m Amhetst Swimwith a delightful reception for ming t-shirf and congratulated
pkttw turn ft> page 29
Coach McPhee, whkh was

BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer

Inside Tripod Sports:
• Crunch time for squash
• Wrestlers face toughest competition
to date
• Tracksters run Wesleyan into the ground
• Trinity fencing
• Athlete of the week

